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Introdution
One upon a time, probably over 13 billion years ago [1℄, there was no Universe and no time.
At least, not as we dene them today. Indeed, there is experimental evidene indiating that
the Universe is urrently expanding and that it nds its origin at a nite time in the past. This
point in time, t0, has been named the Big Bang. It is the primordial hot and dense phase from
whih all that surrounds us originates. Over a long period of time after the Big Bang, the slightly
denser regions of the nearly uniformly distributed matter formed gas louds, stars, galaxies, and
the other astronomial strutures observable at the present time.
The Universe today is a very vast and anient plae ompared to our Earth and history. As
an illustration, let us assume that the whole of the Universe's lifetime is ompressed in one year,
with the Big Bang happening at midnight on the 1st of January. The present time is 12 pm on
the 31st of Deember, exatly one year later. In this ompressed timesale, our solar system
would have been born in the seond week of September, the early Homo Sapiens would have
appeared around 11:50 pm on the 31st Deember and the reorded human history would have
started about 21 seonds ago. The average human lifespan on that timesale is about 0.15 s. It
is therefore easy to overlook, given this omparatively short span of human history and life, the
fat that the Universe is a dynami plae. Indeed, all matter that surrounds us and all the stars
and other astrophysial objets that we observe have a nite age. Stars are born and die violent
deaths, galaxies ollide and distant objets are moving away from us at high speeds.
Mankind has always been fasinated, and puzzled, by objets and events in the sky above.
At rst, all astronomial knowledge was solely based on naked-eye (later aided by optial in-
struments) observations of the light emitted by astrophysial objets (like stars) that reahes
Earth. The Chinese, Egyptian, and Babylonian anient ultures already had formal systems and
theories that lassied and explained their astronomial observations. For example, the Maya
astronomial alendars inlude detailed tables to predit phases of the Moon and the yles of
elipses. Chinese astronomers took areful note of the appearane in the sky of so-alled guest
stars. The supernova (exploding star) that reated the Crab Nebula in the year 1054 (about 2.8 s
ago on our ompressed timesale) is an example of suh a guest star.
Late in the 19th entury, the disovery of X-Rays, γ rays, radio waves, mirowaves, ultra-
violet radiation, and infrared radiation had a big impat on astronomy, spawning the elds of
infrared astronomy, radio astronomy, x-ray astronomy and nally gamma-ray astronomy. Soon
afterwards, in the early 1910s, with the disovery of the partiles (osmi rays) that reah Earth
from interstellar spae, the eld of astropartile physis saw the light, opening an entirely new
window on the Universe. Indeed, not only photons an be observed and used to investigate
astrophysial objets, but also harged partiles, neutrinos and other neutral partiles.
Nowadays, astropartile physis is often dened as an interdisiplinary eld lying between
partile physis, astronomy and osmology. It studies elementary partiles of astronomial origin,
and their relation to astrophysis and osmology, to reveal the nature and struture of matter in
the Universe. Current experiments in astropartile physis span almost the whole spetrum of
harged and neutral osmi rays (γ rays inluded). They make use of the detetion of all these
types of astrophysial messengers in order to learn about the soures of osmi rays, the nature
of the partiles, as well as the properties of the interstellar medium.
The neutrino is one of these messengers. Its existene was rst postulated by W. Pauli in 1930
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when he proposed the idea of neutrinos as the partiles that arry away the missing energy in
the beta deay experiments. Over twenty years later, in 1956, F. Reines and C. L. Cowan nally
sueeded in deteting neutrinos produed by the Savannah River Reator in South Carolina [2℄.
This delay between postulation and onrmation illustrates the elusive nature of this elementary
partile. It interats only very rarely with matter and therefore, the observation of neutrino
interations requires large detetor masses.
Nulear reations in stars and supernova explosions produe opious amounts of neutrinos.
These low energy (< 100MeV) neutrinos have large uxes and an therefore be deteted in
statistially signiant numbers by detetors onsisting of man-built tanks lled with a liquid
medium. The rst extra-terrestrial neutrinos, originating from the Sun, were observed at the
Homestake neutrino detetor in 1968 [3℄. The motivation for the Homestake experiment was to
use the solar neutrinos to look into the interior of the Sun and thus test the theory of stellar
evolution and the nulear proesses in stars. Indeed, solar neutrinos an leave the ore without
interating
1
.
The only other deteted soure of astrophysial neutrinos is the supernova SN1987A (in 1987)
from whih a burst of neutrinos (the atual ombined neutrino ount was about 24) was observed
at three separate neutrino observatories. The eld of solar (low energy) neutrino astrophysis
is very ative today. At the same time, the interest of neutrino astrophysis has also moved
beyond our loal neighbourhood, aiming to detet high energy neutrinos (> 1012 eV) from distant
astrophysial soures. The predited ultra-high-energy (UHE) neutrino uxes from both hadroni
proesses in these osmi soures and interation of high energy osmi rays with the osmi
mirowave bakground radiation are very low. Therefore muh larger detetor volumes are needed
in order to detet a signiant amount of these neutrinos. To this end, naturally available
resoures are often used as detetor medium, like the oeans or the Antarti ie sheet. The
density of detetors in suh UHE neutrino telesopes is ditated by the attenuation length of the
observable signal that is generated by the neutrino interation with the medium. The optially
transparent ie at the geographi South Pole has optial attenuation lengths in the order of
100m. This has allowed the onstrution and operation of a kilometer-sale detetor whih has
maximum sensitivity to νµ-indued muons from below with energies in the TeV to PeV range.
However, the optial attenuation length and therefore detetor ost is prohibitive to a possible
extension towards the even larger detetor volumes that are needed to detet the astrophysial
neutrinos of the highest energies. Both the attenuation length of radio and aousti waves are
predited to be larger than 1 km in ie and both signatures are generated in an UHE neutrino
interation. Hene, this interation in ie ould be deteted by an hybrid detetor array onsisting
of optial, radio and aousti sensors.
Still, the observation of UHE neutrino uxes presents a onsiderable experimental hallenge
as there is no alibrated signal, or test beam, at these energies and the uxes are expeted to
be very low. The power of the hybrid idea lies in the golden events: neutrino interations that
are deteted by two or more dierent detetion tehniques. These oinident detetions ould
serve as a ross-alibration opportunity and allow to investigate systematis.
Several experiments already have investigated the detetion possibilities of the radio waves
emitted by neutrino interation in the South Polar ie. The aim of the presented work is to
1
The light that we reeive from the Sun also nds its origin in the solar ore. However, it takes roughly a
million years for a photon from the solar ore to reah the surfae. It therefore retains very little information
about the solar nulear proesses due to diuse radiation and transportation through onvetion.
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investigate the feasibility of an aousti neutrino detetion array situated in the South Polar ie.
To this end, the aousti properties of the ie in the 1 to 100 kHz region were measured with
a dediated aousti test setup: the South Pole Aousti Test Setup (SPATS). This work will
onentrate on the SPATS measurement of the aousti attenuation length of the Antarti ie.
This is a fundamental quantity in determining the design and sensitivity of a future aousti
neutrino detetor at South Pole.
First, Chapter 1 gives a short history and status of osmi ray physis. Chapter 2 then in-
trodues the theory behind aousti neutrino detetion: how does the neutrino interation gives
rise to an aousti signature and what are the resulting signal properties? Experimental veria-
tions, detetion tehniques and urrent aousti neutrino detetors are presented. Subsequently,
the SPATS hardware and performane is desribed in Chapter 3, followed by results of pre-
deployment and alibration tests in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents inter-string data-taking and
the attenuation length analysis with SPATS inter-string data. An overview of all urrent SPATS
results is presented in Chapter 6. Finally, a disussion and outlook are presented in Chapter 7.
3
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Chapter 1
Motivation
This hapter gives a short history and status of osmi ray physis, foussing on neutrino as-
trophysis. First, the dierent features in the osmi ray spetrum and possible osmi ray
aeleration mehanisms are disussed. Subsequently, an overview of the possible astrophysial
neutrino soures and limits on diuse uxes is given. Finally, neutrino interations, orresponding
detetable signatures and various neutrino detetors are introdued.
1.1 Cosmi rays
The disoveries of radioativity by H. Bequerel in 1896 [4℄ and of the eletron by J. J. Thomson in
1897 [5℄ are often onsidered as the launh of subatomi physis. The identiation of the dierent
types of radioativity (α, β, γ) soon followed. From eletrosope measurements it beame lear
that the air is spontaneously ionised by a highly penetrating radiation. In the quest to explain
this eet, several measurements initially onrmed the Earth-radiation hypothesis: the number
of ions per ubi metre dereases with inreasing distane from Earth's surfae. It was therefore
widely aepted that this atmospheri eletriity was aused only by radiation from radioative
elements in the ground.
This hypothesis was rst hallenged when T. Wulf measured in 1910 higher levels of radiation
at the top of the Eiel Tower than at its base [6℄. Also A. Gokel [7, 8℄, who observed an enlosed
eletrosope in a balloon to a height of 4 km, reported that he found that the rate of eletrosope
disharge atually inreased with altitude. In this ontext, further experiments with eletrosopes
in balloon ights in Austria (V. F. Hess [9, 10℄) and Germany (W. Kohlhorster [11℄) to a height
of maximum 9km onrmed in 1912 the existene of rays of very great penetrating power that
are entering our atmosphere from above with equal intensity day or night. Hess initially assumed
the rays found their origin in the atmosphere and alled them altitude radiation. These rays
were renamed by R. A. Millikan in 1926, after proving their extra-terrestrial origin, as osmi
rays (CRs): harged partiles that reah Earth from interstellar spae. In 1936 Hess reeived the
Nobel Prize for the disovery of osmi rays.
In the present work, osmi rays are dened as all extra-terrestrial partiles arriving at Earth's
atmosphere. This therefore also inludes neutral partiles like γ-rays and neutrinos.
1.1.1 The harged osmi ray spetrum
Almost a entury after Hess' balloon ight, the measured spetrum for harged osmi rays spans
over 28 orders of magnitude in ux and 13 orders of magnitude in energy (see Fig. 1.1). The
ux dereases from more than 1000 partiles per seond and square meter at GeV
1
energies to
about one partile per year and square meter at 1PeV. Above 100EeV, less than one partile per
entury and square kilometer is expeted.
1
1GeV=10
9
eV, 1TeV=10
12
eV, 1PeV=10
15
eV, 1EeV=10
18
eV, 1 ZeV=10
21
eV
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Figure 1.1: Energy spetrum of all harged osmi rays as measured diretly with detetors
above the atmosphere and with air shower detetors. The ux of primary protons is shown
separately at lower energies [12℄.
The world-data an be ombined into an almost featureless power law spetrum following
dN
dE ∼ Eγ , where dNdE is the dierential ux, γ is the spetral index and E is the partile energy. Its
shape is an indiation for non-thermal aeleration proesses: the partiles gain energy beyond the
available thermal energy. This means that a harged CR partile must have been aelerated at
the astrophysial soure or on its way to Earth. It is a non-trivial exerise to formulate prodution
models. Indeed, it is hard to imagine what mehanism an be responsible for, for example, the
reation of the so-alled Oh-my-God-partile: the most energeti CR ever observed (on Otober
15, 1991, the Fly's Eye detetor observed a proton with an energy of (3.2 ± 0.9) · 1020 eV) [13, 14℄.
What physial proesses an generate these energeti partiles?
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Prodution mehanisms
There are two main types of harged CR prodution models. The so-alled bottom-up models
assume that the harged partile is aelerated from low to high energy. For example, in a Fermi
aeleration [15℄ senario, a harged partile will gain energy by being reeted by a magneti
mirror. Suh an aeleration an take plae at moving interstellar magnetised louds. When
a region of high eld intensity moves towards, and ollides with, a harged CR partile, the
latter will gain energy
2
. The inverse is true for the ase when a harged CR partile overtakes
a region of high eld intensity that is moving in the same diretion. The probability of a head-
on ollision is greater than a head-tail ollision. Therefore, the harged CR partiles will, on
average, be aelerated. This stohasti proess is alled seond-order Fermi aeleration. A
more eient version of the Fermi aeleration (rst-order Fermi aeleration) is proposed, for
example, in [16℄. In this model, harged partiles are sattered aross a shok front propagating
through interstellar spae, gaining energy at eah rossing.
One simple aeleration riterion is the geometrial one: the CR should not leave the ael-
erator before it gains the required energy. If the harged partile is aelerated by the eletri
eld and onned by the magneti one, then the geometrial riterion is expressed in terms of
the partile's Larmor radius rL whih should not exeed the linear size of the aelerator. When
this Larmor radius of a harged CR partile exeeds the size of the aeleration region, it will
no longer be magnetially onned. Aeleration up to higher energies then beomes impossible
sine the partile will leave the aelerator region. The geometrial Hillas riterion therefore
gives an indiation for the maximum energy Emax that an be aquired by a harged partile
travelling in a medium with magneti eld B [17℄:
Emax ∼ 2βcZeBrL, (1.1)
where βc is the harateristi veloity of the sattering entres (shok fronts, magnetised louds,
et.) and Z is the CR harge. Only the most violent astrophysial proesses an possibly
aelerate harged CR partiles above 10
20
eV, see Fig. 1.2.
The other main CR-prodution branh onsists of the more exoti top-down models in whih
the (harged or neutral) partile is produed by deay of interation of a partile with a higher
energy. A number of suh partile physis senarios exist as explanations of the origin of ultra-
high-energy (UHE) CRs. The basi idea is that very massive (GUT-sale
3
) unknown partiles
deay and generate the observed UHE CRs. In some models, the unknown partiles themselves
are remnants of the early Universe and have very long lifetimes, like for example magneti
monopoles [18℄. Being superheavy, these partiles would be gravitationally attrated to the
Galaxy and to the Loal SuperCluster (LSC, the irregular superluster that ontains the Loal
Group, whih in turn ontains the MilkyWay and Andromeda galaxies), where their density ould
well exeed the average density in the Universe (see for example [19, 20℄). In the Z-burst model,
neutrinos of ultra high energy annihilate with osmologial neutrinos in our neighbourhood and
generate bosons whih deay into a loal ux of nuleons, pions, photons and neutrinos [21℄.
After prodution, the CR ux propagates through interstellar spae. During this diusive
proess, the spetral index possibly hanges. A ertain fration of CRs reahes Earth's atmo-
sphere. The exat omposition of the harged primary ux is dependent on whih part of the
2
As a tennis ball gains energy when olliding with a moving tennis raquet.
3
The GUT-sale is the energy sale for the Grand Unied Theory (GUT), around 10
14
GeV.
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Figure 1.2: Size and magneti eld strength of possible astrophysial partile aelerators.
Objets below the diagonal blak line annot aelerate protons to 10
20
eV. IGM stands for
Intra-Galati Medium. Some of these astrophysial objets will be disussed in  1.2.2, as
they are also possible neutrino soure andidates. Figure from [17℄.
energy spetrum is observed. However, in general, almost 90% of all the inoming harged os-
mi rays are protons, about 9% are helium nulei (α partiles) and about 1% are heavier nulei,
eletrons, positrons or antiprotons [22℄.
The spetrum transition regions
Measuring the true, or primary, harged osmi ray spetrum and omposition presents an ex-
perimental hallenge. Indeed, the harged partiles are sensitive to the presene of the Sun in our
solar system. Both the magneti eld and the solar winds that arry it lead to eets that are
visible for the less energeti osmi rays below 10
10
eV: the ux will be lower and the partiles will
lose energy. One the partiles are past the inuene of the solar magneti eld and winds, they
enounter the geomagneti eld. It bends their trajetories and makes the low-energy osmi
ray ux on top of the atmosphere non-isotropi. Subsequently, the primary osmi rays interat
with the atmosphere and produe asades of partiles, alled Extensive Air Showers (EASs).
8
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The properties of the EAS an be interpreted in terms of the energy spetrum and omposition
of the primary ux, heavily relying on partile interation models and primary ux assumptions.
It is lear that, ideally, one should detet the primary harged osmi ray before it enters the
solar system. The next best thing is to aount for solar modulation at low energy and detet
the primaries at the top of the atmosphere using balloons or satellites. In this ase, partile
identiation, energy and diretion reonstrution is relatively easy. For the high-energy CRs
that have a muh lower ux, ground based experiments observe the EASs reated by CRs in the
atmosphere.
The observed spetrum has three lear transition regions where the spetral index (γ) hanges.
γ goes from 2.7 to 3.1 for primary energies (Ep) from 10
15
to 10
16
eV, this region is alled the
knee. A possible (no onsensus exists) further steepening, also alled the seond knee, ours
around 4· 1017 eV. At the loation of the ankle between 1018 and 1019 eV, γ goes bak to 2.7
(see Fig. 1.1).
• Below the knee: Ep < 1015 eV
The ux of the CR primaries below 10
15
eV is typially large enough so that suient statis-
tis an be aumulated with relatively small experimental setups deployed above or in the
upper layers of the atmosphere. Stratospheri
4
balloons and satellite-based experiments
have established the CR omposition in the low energy region. The main proposed ael-
eration mehanism responsible for the aeleration of these partiles is rst-order Fermi
aeleration at the shok fronts of galati Supernova Remnants (SNRs) whih typially
predits an initial spetral index at soure of γ ∼2. The dierene with the spetral
index of the measured spetrum at Earth an possibly be explained by leaky-box and re-
aeleration models [23, 24℄. These models assume that the harged partiles are onned
by the galati magneti elds. During propagation high energy partiles have a higher
hane of esaping the galaxy, thus steepening the CR spetrum to the spetral index that
is observed at Earth's atmosphere.
• From the knee to the ankle: 1015 eV< Ep < 1019 eV
The ause for the hange of the spetral index at the knee is an open question and dierent
models have been proposed to explain this feature of the spetrum; for an overview see
for example [12℄. There is an indiation in reent experimental data that the knee in the
harged partile spetrum is aused by a suppression of the ux of light elements: the
mean mass of the CRs inreases in this region. It is therefore suggested that the knee
marks the end of the aeleration from galati SNRs due to the nite lifetime of the
shok fronts. This limits the maximum ahievable energy for partiles with harge Z to
Emax ∼ Z ·(0.1−5)PeV, whih depends upon the assumed SNR properties suh as magneti
eld strength, available energy and ambient medium. It has even been suggested that the
CR spetrum in the knee-region is dominated by the ontribution of a single soure [25℄.
The more exoti theories about the origin of the knee, suh as interation of CRs with
massive neutrinos or dense photon elds are disfavoured by observations [12℄.
The lassi SNR models have diulties explaining the CR ux above ∼1016 eV, therefore
more exoti astrophysial objets, like SNR hosting rotating neutron stars, are proposed
as possible CR aelerators beyond the knee. Still, the maximum energy in this type of
4
The stratosphere is situated between about 10 km and 50 km altitude above the surfae at moderate latitudes.
At the poles it starts at about 8 km altitude.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.3: (a): Charged partile CR spetrum saled by E
2.5
as obtained by diret
measurements above the atmosphere (ATIC, PROTON and RUNJOB) as well as results
from air shower experiments (Tibet ASγ, KASCADE, Akeno). The measurements at
very high energies are represented by HiRes and the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO).
Figure from [12℄, see also this referene for data-referenes. (b): The frational dif-
ferenes between PAO and HiRes I data [26℄ ompared to a spetrum with a spetral
index of 2.69. From [27℄.
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model typially does not exeed ∼1019 eV [28℄.
• Above the ankle: Ep > 1019 eV
Figure 1.3(a) shows the observational data for the high-energy osmi ray spetrum. The
attening of the osmi ray spetrum above ∼1019 eV might be assoiated with the ap-
pearane of a ontribution of an extra-galati omponent [29℄; this is usually referred to
as the ankle model. This model is attrative sine it does not require ne-tuning of uxes:
the atter extra-galati ux rosses the steep galati spetrum at the ankle. On top of
that, the spetral index for this ux (γ=2 to 2.5) is not in ontradition with the pre-
dited spetral index for Fermi aeleration. The observed dip at 1 · 1018 ≤ E ≤ 4 · 1019 eV
is explained in the ankle model as the natural struture in a two-omponent spetrum.
This model, however, requires a galati and iron-dominated omponent in the osmi ray
spetrum that extends above ∼1019 eV whih urrently does not t the data very well.
Another model, the pair-prodution dip-model assumes CRs in the (10
18
10
19
) eV energy
region to be already mainly extra-galati. The transition between the galati and extra-
galati omponents is then marked by the seond knee. This model typially predits a
lear transition from heavy to light dominane from the knee to the ankle.
Observation of the suppression of the ux of osmi rays above 4·1019 eV by the Pierre Auger
Observatory (PAO [27℄) and HiRes [26℄ experiments has allowed the rejetion of the theory
that the harged CR spetrum ontinues with a onstant slope above that energy with more
than 6σ signiane, see Fig. 1.3(b). The hemial omposition and anisotropy of UHE
osmi rays is the entre of debate in the osmi ray ommunity beause the experimental
results appear to be in disagreement. While the HiRes data point to a proton omposition
above the ankle [30℄, the PAO data indiate an inreasingly heavier omposition at these
energies, see also Fig. 1.5(b). The last PAO data points are onsistent with the expetations
for iron [31℄. The PAO has rejeted the hypothesis of an isotropi distribution of the UHE
CRs and has suggested a orrelation of the arrival diretion of these partiles with nearby
extra-galati objets like Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) [32, 33℄, whereas HiRes has not
seen any deviation from an isotropi sky [30℄. In [34℄, the impliation of the anisotropy
on the possible CR omposition is disussed. It is argued that one an test the hemial
omposition of UHE CRs by omparing the anisotropy at various energies. If anisotropies
are observed above a ertain threshold energy Eth and the ux is assumed to be omposed
of heavy nulei, one should observe at energies above Eth/Z an even stronger anisotropy.
This anisotropi signal is assoiated with the proton omponent of the primary ux. It is
found that it is therefore hard to reonile the PAO hemial omposition and anisotropy
measurements, although it is still very early to laim any true disrepanies.
To summarise, a standard harged CR model seems to emerge from the world-data. The measure-
ments are ompatible with the assumption that galati (hadroni) osmi rays are aelerated
at strong shok fronts from, for example, SNRs after whih they diuse through the Galaxy.
As for the origin of the knee, a ombination of the maximum energy attained in galati a-
eleration proesses and leakage from the Galaxy seems to be favoured. CRs between the knee
and the ankle originate from other galati soures, possibly non-standard SNRs or already of
extra-galati soures (pair prodution dip-model). The highest-energy partiles are believed to
be of extra-galati origin. A ut-o is observed at 4 · 1019eV, possibly due to GZK-suppression
of the ux (see 1.1.2). No onsensus urrently exists about the harged UHE CR omposition
and diretionality.
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1.1.2 The GZK ut-o
In 1966, after the disovery of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) by Penzias and Wil-
son [35℄, two independent papers by Greisen [36℄, and Zatsepin and Kuz'min [37℄ predited a
steepening of the CR spetrum around 5·1019 eV as the osmi rays lose energy when propagating
through the CMB. This is the so-alled GZK ut-o of the CR spetrum. High-energy protons
an interat with the photons of the CMB (ECMB ∼ 2.35 · 10−4 eV) in two ways, namely via the
Bethe-Heitler (BH) e+e− pair prodution,
p+ γCMB → p+ e+ + e−, (1.2)
and pion prodution proesses, for example through the ∆+-resonane [38℄:
p+ γCMB → ∆+ → N + π, (1.3)
where the nal state an either be p + π0, n + π+, p + π+ + π−, et. Also possible Cosmi
Infrared Bakground (CIB) an give rise to the same interations. The energy threshold for
BH pair prodution is EBHth = 5 · 1018 eV and for the ∆+-resonane it is E∆th = 5 · 1019 eV. The
attenuation length is dened as λ = Ep/(−dEp/dx), where Ep is the proton energy and −dEp/dx
is the mean energy loss rate. Figure 1.4 shows the energy loss length, this is the propagation
length before the energy is dereased by a fator of 1/e, of UHE protons as a funtion of their
energy. The eet from the Hubble expansion (redshift)
5
is also shown. The BH pair prodution
forms the main ontribution to the energy loss below E∆th, after whih the ∆
+
-resonane beomes
dominant and leads to the GZK ut-o.
Heavier nulei lose energy via photo-disintegration [39℄. As high-energy CR nulei propa-
gate through intergalati spae, they interat with osmi radiation bakgrounds, fragmenting
into lighter nulei and nuleons. In eah photo-disintegration interation, a proton is produed
(neutrons are produed too but deay relatively fast into protons). An analyti method to om-
pute the high-energy CR energy spetrum and hemial omposition at Earth resulting from
the propagation through osmi radiation bakgrounds of heavy nulei injeted by extra-galati
soures is presented in [40℄. No hadroni osmi rays are expeted to travel over distanes larger
than 100Mp with energies above 10
20
eV. Moreover, the gyroradii of UHE protons in the loal
galati elds are muh larger than the diameter of our Galaxy (our Galaxy is approximately
30 kp in diameter
6
) and no plausible soure andidates are suspeted inside it. This supports
the assumption that the harged UHE CRs are of extra-galati origin.
1.1.3 Neutral osmi rays
Due to the inuene of galati magneti elds, harged CRs in general do not point bak to
their soures. Only the highest-energy harged CRs are marginally inuened by those magneti
elds, but the GZK mehanism limits the eld of view as disussed above. γ-rays and neutrinos
have no, or very small, magneti moments and will therefore not feel the inuene of magneti
elds. They are produts of the deays from aelerated harged partiles or top-down prodution
5
The propagation of CRs will be aeted by the osmologial evolution for soures at large redshift. This leads
to a redshift energy loss.
6
The nearby galaxy, Andromeda (M31) is loated at 772± 44 kp [41℄ and the losest large luster of galaxies
is alled the Virgo luster whih is at roughly 18.0 ± 1.2Mp and onsists of possibly over 1300 galaxies [42℄.
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Figure 1.4: The energy loss length for UHE protons propagating through the Universe, due
to e+e− reation and pion prodution. The eet from the Hubble expansion (redshift) is
also drawn. Figure from [38℄.
senarios. Eletrons and protons are aelerated by astrophysial objets in, respetively, leptoni
and hadroni aelerators. High-energy photons an be produed at both sites, whereas neutrinos
are emitted solely in the ase of hadroni aeleration.
Neutrinos and photons are produed in hadroni CR soures in proton-photon and proton-
proton interations via pion-prodution. The dominant hannels are p+γ → ∆+ → p+π0 (2/3)
or n+π+ (1/3) and p+p→ p+p+π0 (2/3) or p+n+π+ (1/3), where the target γ are available
at the aeleration site and have higher energies than the CMB γ. The neutral mesons deay
into photons:
π0 → γ + γ, (1.4)
while harged mesons deay into, among others, neutrinos:
π+ → νµ + µ+,
µ+ → νµ + νe + e+. (1.5)
or the harge onjugate for π− originating from inident neutrons. If the neutrons deay before
interating, an extra ux of νe is expeted:
n→ p+ e− + νe. (1.6)
However, inside the dense regions of the astrophysial soures, the neutrons are likely to interat
before deaying. Therefore neutrinos from astrophysial soures are expeted to arise dominantly
from the deays of harged pions (and, for higher energies, kaons) and their muon daughters. This
results in an initial avour ratio, (φνe :φνµ :φντ ) and (φνe :φνµ :φντ ), of nearly 1:2:0, assuming that
pions of negative and positive harge our in equal amounts. This implies that tau neutrinos are
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not produed in astrophysial soures. The deteted avour omposition at Earth, however, will
be dierent due to neutrino osillation whereby a neutrino reated with a spei lepton avour
(eletron, muon or tau) an be measured to have a dierent avour. For the three neutrino
speies, there is strong experimental evidene from solar ( [43℄) and atmospheri studies, that
νµ and ντ are maximally mixed and that negligible mixing from νe to ντ ours. The urrent
neutrino mixing angles predit that the three neutrino avours should be observed in equal
numbers at Earth for neutrinos from astrophysial soures [44℄. Future veriation of the atual
neutrino avour ratio ould onstrain astrophysial and partile physis models.
Ative galati nulei (AGN) were among the rst γ-ray soures deteted at TeV energies
and have remained the most abundant soure population for high-energy (E > 1012 eV) γ-ray
astronomy. An intriguing reent development in the eld is the disovery of a population of
TeV γ-ray soures that appear to have no ounterparts at longer wavelengths. The presently
unidentied TeV γ-ray soures luster around the galati plane, possibly indiating that they
are of galati origin [45℄.
High-energy photons an interat with infrared or CMB photons to produe e−e+ pairs and
are eetively absorbed. The impliation is that the observable TeV gamma-ray sky does not
extend very far: above 10TeV the horizon of the photons is limited to less than 10Mp whih is
even less than for the UHE harged CRs. Possibly only neutrinos are left to open the window
on the most extreme and distant events of the Universe
7
.
1.2 Neutrino astrophysis
The neutrino is sometimes referred to as the ideal astrophysial messenger for the following
reasons, some of whih have been mentioned before.
• Unlike harged CRs, neutrinos are not subjet to deetions by osmi magneti elds.
They follow geodesi paths.
• Neutrinos do not interat with the CMB or CIB and an therefore reah Earth unattenu-
ated, unlike photons and harged CRs.
• Due to their small interation ross setions, neutrinos are expeted to be able to esape
muh denser astrophysial bodies than photons or harged CRs. Therefore they an provide
information that remains hidden to traditional astronomy or harged CR detetors as has
been the ase in the eld of solar neutrino physis.
• Neutrinos provide strong evidene for hadroni aeleration proesses and detetion of high-
energy neutrinos of astrophysial origin will reveal the importane of hadroni interations
in astrophysial objets.
It is lear that the neutrino has earned its title due to its apability to arry omplementary
(or even exlusive) information about the osmos and its astrophysial objets without losing
diretional information or energy. Its small ross setion is however a major draw-bak. Large
7
Gravitational waves (utuations in the urvature of spaetime) will also originate from binary star systems
omposed of white dwarfs, neutron stars, or blak holes. However, no diret measurement of gravitational waves
has been ahieved and this messenger will not be disussed here.
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target masses are needed for their detetion on Earth. Natural resoures, like oean water and
Antarti ie are onvenient and abundant potential detetion media (see  1.4).
The neutrino ux arriving at a neutrino detetor on Earth is expeted to have three ontri-
butions. First there are the atmospheri neutrinos that are generated by CR interations in the
atmosphere. This ux is not disussed in this work, see [46℄ for an overview of the latest results
from the AMANDA [47℄ and IeCube [48℄ detetors. Seond, there are the extra-terrestrial neu-
trinos that are assoiated with a spei soure (point-like uxes). Third, the extra-terrestrial
neutrinos an also be assoiated with a diuse ux. In the following setions a seletion of the
possible astrophysial neutrino soures is disussed.
1.2.1 Cosmogeni neutrinos
The predited GZK ut-o, due to proton interations with the CMB or photo-disintegration
of heavier nulei, implies the existene of a ux of UHE neutrinos, see Eqs. 1.5 and 1.6. These
neutrinos are often referred to as osmogeni
8
or GZK neutrinos. Preditions for the magnitude
of the ux of GZK neutrinos dier by more than an order of magnitude [49, 50℄. Typially, the
predited GZK neutrino energy stays below ∼1021 eV and the muon neutrino spetrum peaks
at ∼ 1017.5 eV. The eletron neutrino spetra have a more interesting double-peak shape. The
higher peak, ontaining mostly νe, oinides with the muon neutrino one. The lower energy
spetrum peaking at 1015.5 eV ontains only νe from neutron deay, see Eq. 1.6. The neutron
deay length equals the photoprodution interation length (on γCMB) at about 4 · 1020 eV and
neutrons of lower energy are more likely to deay than to interat.
The strength and shape of the osmogeni neutrino ux depends on several fators [50℄:
• The energy spetrum of the primary protons (or harged CR). Typially γ = −2 is hosen
as the spetral index at the soure (before propagation), as this is predited by the Fermi
aeleration theory. An exponential uto at a ritial energy is usually implemented. Both
AGNs and GRBs are often used as input soures for the estimation of the GZK neutrino
ux. The UHE CR omposition is also an important fator and in most GZK uxmodels it
is assumed that the dominant fration of the UHE harged CR are protons. The neutrino
prodution of heavier nulei is less eient and typially powered by neutron deay. The
heavier the UHE CR, the lower the UHE GZK neutrino ux will be. The ux at the soure
is typially saled to t the harged CR spetrum at Earth. Also γ-ray observations an
onstrain the injeted proton ux.
• The ross setions. These are estimated by extrapolating aelerator measurements. The
fration of the energy that goes to the neutrinos and the amount of neutrinos produed
depend on this input.
• The density of the CMB photons. The photon density is well known and the spetrum
an be tted with a blakbody spetrum of T ∼ 2.7K. At larger redshifts the photon
density is higher by (1+ z)3 and both the mirowave photon and proton energy are higher
by (1 + z). Therefore the photoprodution threshold dereases [53℄. High redshift GZK
neutrinos are of lower energy, beause the proton interation threshold energy dereases
and the neutrinos are redshifted.
8
As they are generated by the CMB.
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Figure 1.5: (a): Neutrino uxes produed during the propagation of protons over 10, 20, 50,
100 and 200Mp (from bottom up) in a 1 nG magneti eld. The heavy grey histogram shows
the assumed proton injetion spetrum. Figure from [51℄. (b): The range of osmogeni
neutrino spetra that are onsistent with the PAO omposition measurements and spetrum.
The dashed urve is the predition for an all-proton spetrum for a ertain hoie of model
parameters, similar to the standard ESS ux [51℄. The solid lines denote the modelled spetra
with the highest and lowest predited rates for the wide range of spetral parameters that t
the PAO data. For details see [52℄.
• The osmologial evolution of the soure population. The input soure density is usually
assumed to follow the star formation rate and is modelled as ρ ∼ (1 + z)m, with z < zmax
is the redshift and m > 0. There is a denite relation between the shape of the neutrino
spetrum and the osmologial evolution of the soures. A largerm and also larger z < zmax
leads to a larger number of soures that ontribute and therefore to a higher ux.
Both the deetions by interstellar magneti elds and neutrino osillation are usually not
taken into aount in GZK uxmodels. The UHE harged CR are expeted minimally deeted
and the atual magneti eld strengths are not well-determined. In general it is assumed that
all three neutrino avours are present in equal amount in the GZK ux.
For a standard GZK neutrino ux from propagation UHE protons, the work of [51℄ is often
referred to, although this ux is likely to be too high in the ase of iron-dominated UHE CRs.
In [51℄, it is shown that the energy degradation of UHE protons in the CMB is very fast. Protons
with an energy of about 1021 eV interat on average twie or more during the rst 10Mp of
propagation and lose lose to 50% of their injetion energy. Of this energy loss, about 40% goes
into the produed neutrinos. Therefore, the expeted neutrino ux mostly originates from the
rst 100Mp of propagation [51℄. Figure 1.5(a) shows the neutrino uxes produed during the
propagation of protons for several distanes. The ontribution from 100Mp to 200Mp is small
beause the proton spetrum is now deprived from partiles with suient energy to undergo
photoprodution. Therefore a soure at 200Mp yields a fully evolved neutrino spetrum.
More reently, in [52℄, the PAO measurement showing a tendeny towards heavier partiles
16
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for the UHE CRs is tted as an input for models that predit the osmogeni neutrino ux, see
Fig. 1.5(b). Several dierent heavy nulei suh as N, Si, Fe or a ombination of one of those
three with protons are used as a primary spetrum and then propagated through the interstellar
medium. The osmogeni neutrino ux predition an be suppressed as muh as two orders of
magnitude when going from an all-proton to a pure-iron omposition. In this ase, only a few
of the dissoiated protons that are produt of the photo-disintegration of the nulei exeed E∆th.
For this worst ase senario, none of the urrent or planned neutrino telesopes are large enough
for GZK-neutrino detetion [52, 50℄.
The detetion of the osmogeni neutrino ux is one of the main motivations for the searh of
UHE neutrinos. Indeed, detetion or non-detetion of the UHE GZK neutrino ux by urrent or
future neutrino detetors will put onstraints on the UHE CR omposition of both the injeted
ux and the ux arriving at the Earth's atmosphere. Other HE neutrino soures also exist and
are disussed in the following setion.
1.2.2 Astrophysial neutrino soures
γ-ray soures are, in general, good andidates for neutrino soures sine both neutrinos and
high-energy photons an originate from hadroni CR aelerators. Therefore, preditions of the
neutrino ux of this kind of astrophysial soure depend upon the assumption that most of the
observed γ-rays originate from π0 deays.
Galati neutrino soures are interesting beause they require less luminosity than extra-
galati soures to give the same event rate at Earth. An overview of galati neutrino point
soures, like for example Supernovæ, pulsar wind nebulæ, shell-type SNRs, pulsars and mag-
netars, is given in [54℄. However, the typial maximum energy predited for these soures is
about 200TeV (in ase of the Crab Nebula SNR). Models for astrophysial neutrino soures in
our Galaxy usually assume a very eient transfer of the energy available in the soure into the
aelerated hadrons. This gives rise to optimisti neutrino uxes at relatively low energies.
The extension of the measured harged CR spetrum above the ankle is urrently believed
to be the result of an extra-galati omponent. Again, harged CR and γ-ray observations
allow preditions of the expeted extra-galati UHE neutrino ux. Several good andidates for
extra-galati partile aelerators exist:
• Ative Galati Nulei (AGN)
An AGN is a ompat region at the entre of a galaxy whih has substantial radiation
that is not assoiated with the stars or gas heated by them. The ative nulei typially
emit strongly over the whole eletromagneti spetrum, inluding radio and X-ray. There
is also strong γ-ray emission, where most galaxies hardly radiate at all. Very luminous
ative nulei, suh as quasars, easily outshine their host galaxies and are found at large
osmologial redshifts [55℄. All of them have a massive entral blak hole and about 10%
have visible jets. Unied AGN models propose that dierent lasses of AGN, like quasars,
blazars, FSRQs (Flat Spetrum Radio Quasars), FR-II (Fanaro-Riley morphology type-
II) and radio-quiet AGN, are intrinsially similar systems with dierent orientations to the
line-of-sight of the Earth and dierent aretion rates. The system is then a supermassive
blak hole with an aretion disk around it that produes, in some ases, jets: twin highly
ollimated and fast outows that emerge in opposite diretions from lose to the dis. In
the ase of blazars for example we might be diretly looking into the jet.
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Figure 1.6: AGN neutrino ux models. (1) and (5): two preditions for blazars.
(2): for FR-II type galaxies and FSRQs. (3): maximum ontributions from soures
that have been observed by EGRET. (4): an upper bound for the diuse neutrino ux
for optially thik (upper bound) and thin (lower bound) soures. The atmospheri
predition is shown as the dotted line, the data points and limit are from the 4-year
AMANDA-II analysis. For referenes, see [50℄
.
There are two possible prodution regions for neutrinos in AGN: the region lose to the
entral engine and the AGN jets [53℄. A shok wave an be produed in the entral region
due to the pressure of the areting matter. This shok wave an aelerate protons by the
Fermi aeleration mehanism. Neutrinos are then mainly the produt of the energy-loss
mehanism of these protons by pion prodution. The preise aeleration model an be
onstrained by detetion or non-detetion of neutrinos emitted by the AGN ore. The other
loation for proton aeleration and therefore neutrino prodution are the AGN jets. The
dominant prodution proess is again pion prodution on internal synhrotron photons or
on the thermal UV photon bakground of the aretion disk. Figure 1.6 shows a seletion
of predited AGN neutrino uxes together with data from AMANDA and the predition
for the ux of atmospheri neutrinos.
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• Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs)
GRBs are the most luminous astrophysial phenomena known and are often loated at large
osmologial redshifts. They are short, typially several seonds long, ashes of γ-rays with
energies predominantly larger than 100MeV. In the standard GRB reball model [56℄, the
energy soure is assumed to be rapid mass aretion on a newly formed solar-mass blak
hole whose formation an be assoiated with a type Ib/ supernova. The assoiated energy
release drives an ultra-relativisti plasma outow or reball. This model has gained
experimental support from the observation of the afterglow: γ-rays that are produed by
synhrotron emission of high-energy eletrons aelerated in internal shoks of the reball.
Protons are expeted to be present in the reball and to be aelerated to high energies [57℄.
In [50℄ three phases of non-thermal emission and the expeted resulting neutrino ux from
the GRB soure are disussed. Neutrino emission is expeted prior to the GRB (preur-
sor phase), when the pre-GRB interats with the entral pulsar or the SNR shell. The
prompt emission that follows is aompanied by neutrinos if the observed UHE harged
CR spetrum omes from GRBs. In that ase, also the afterglow emission is expeted to be
aompanied by a neutrino signal [56, 57℄. An experimental searh for high-energy muon
neutrinos from the brightest GRB ever observed (GRB080319B) with the IeCube neutrino
telesope is presented in [58℄. It is shown that no onstraint on the GRB-models is possible
with the urrent IeCube data.
• Starburst Galaxies
A starburst galaxy is a non-ative galaxy going through an exeptionally high rate of star
formation. Galaxies are often observed to have a burst of star formation after a ollision or
lose enounter with another galaxy. The neutrino emission from suh astrophysial objets
was suggested and alulated in [59℄, starting from the observed synhrotron emission from
starburst galaxies whih is produed by relativisti eletrons in these soures. It is then
assumed that (1) the presene of relativisti eletrons in these soures implies the presene
of relativisti protons, that (2) the protons lose essentially all of their energy to pion
prodution, and that (3), a lower limit to the rate at whih the protons lose their energy
an then be obtained from the synhrotron radio ux by assuming that all of the eletrons
(and positrons) whih are radiating are from pion deay. The predited diuse high-energy
neutrino ux is large enough to be observable with a very large neutrino detetor suh as
IeCube. The atual diuse ux from starbursts is likely to be lower as, disussed in [60℄,
where assumptions (2) and (3) are re-examined.
1.2.3 Theoretial upper bounds on diuse neutrino emission
Unidentied neutrino soures that are not intense enough to be observed individually should on-
tribute to a possible diuse neutrino ux. High-energy osmi ray observations an be used to set
model-independent upper bounds on expeted high-energy neutrino uxes. However, large uner-
tainties exist, suh as for example the poorly known magneti eld strengths in the Universe. Two
preditions are disussed here: the Waxman-Bahall (WB) and Mannheim-Protheroe-Rahen
(MPR) upper bounds.
In [49℄, an upper bound on the diuse neutrino ux from extra-galati soures is derived
using as input the observed spetrum of CRs with energies above 10
18
eV, assuming that they
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are protons of extra-galati origin. This Waxmann-Bahall bound assumes a generi E−2 spe-
trum for all extra-galati soures, in partiular AGN jets and GRBs, as expeted from a Fermi
aeleration mehanism, and predits an upper limit of
E2ν
dφ
dEν
< 4.5 · 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1. (1.7)
The WB limit was ritiised to be not ompletely model-independent mainly sine the as-
sumption of the generi E−2 spetrum ould imply a Fermi aeleration mehanism. In [61℄ an
upper bound is derived using both the high-energy CR spetrum and the diuse γ-ray ux. Both
neutron-transparent and neutron-opaque soures are onsidered. The limit for opaque soures is
E2ν
dφ
dEν
< 2.0 · 10−6GeVcm−2s−1sr−1, (1.8)
whih is about two orders of magnitude larger than the WB limit beause an opaque soure is
assumed to let very few harged CR esape but it is transparent to neutrinos and γ-rays. This
optimisti ux has been partially exluded by the AMANDA-II 2000-03 observational limit [62℄,
see Fig. 1.6.
1.3 Neutrino interations
1.3.1 Cross setions
High-energy neutrinos νl = νe, νµ, ντ an interat via deep inelasti sattering with a nuleon N
of a nuleus of the target material, via either the harged urrent (CC) weak inelasti intera-
tion [63℄:
νl +N → l +X, (1.9)
or the neutral urrent (NC) interation:
νl +N → νl +X, (1.10)
where l = e, µ, τ is a lepton and X is the hadroni produt of the interation that will deay in
the form of a hadroni partile asade, alled hadroni shower. The fration of the energy that
is not arried by the produed lepton is alled the inelastiity, y. For high energies, y is roughly
independent of energy and the mean value is about 0.2. This means that the hadroni asade
will, on average, arry about 20% of the total neutrino energy. The emerging harged lepton an
give rise to a trak and/or an eletromagneti asade. In [64, 65℄ neutrino-nuleon interation
probabilities at ultra-high energy are alulated and their results are shown in Fig. 1.7. At very
high energies (Eν > 10
18
eV) Earth beomes opaque for high-energy neutrinos [66℄.
The Glashow resonane
The interation of neutrinos with the eletrons from the target material atoms is in general
negligible ompared to the inelasti neutrino-nuleon interations. An exeption exists for the
ase of the annihilation by harged urrent of an eletron anti-neutrino on an atomi eletron by
exhange of a W− boson in the s-hannel: νe + e
− → W−. This interation is resonant for a
entre-of-mass energy that is equal to the mass MW of the W
−
boson. In the target rest frame,
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Figure 1.7: The neutrino-nuleon ross setion at high energy. The predition for the total
νN ross setion obtained in [65℄, ompared to other alulations from [64, 67, 68℄. Figure
adapted from [65℄.
this orresponds to an inident neutrino energy of Eν = 6.3PeV, where me is the eletron mass.
The νee ross setion is, at this narrow resonane (width is about 1PeV), of the same order as
the ross setion for νN interations and therefore signiantly attenuates a high-energy νe-beam
propagating through Earth.
1.3.2 Neutrino signatures
A high-energy neutrino that interats in a medium has up to three detetable signatures, origi-
nating from the traks of the harged leptons or the hadroni or eletromagneti asades:
• Optial
The harged partiles produed by νN interations, traversing a medium, emit Cherenkov
light if travelling faster than the speed of light in that medium [69℄. This light an be
deteted by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Both traks and asades therefore have an
optial signature.
• Radio
Low energy proesses like Compton, Møller and Bhabha sattering and positron annihila-
tion build up a net harge (more e− than e+) in the asades, as atomi eletrons in the
target medium are swept up into the forward moving shower. This moving negative harge
imbalane in the asade gives rise to oherent Cherenkov radiation at radio frequenies [70℄
in dieletri media, this is alled the radio-Cherenkov signal. The Cherenkov radiation will
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Figure 1.8: Event topologies for dierent neutrino avours and interations. (a): NC
interation produing a hadroni asade (HC). (b): CC interation of νe produing both
hadroni and eletromagneti asades (EC). (): CC interation of νµ produing a µ and a
hadroni asade. (d): example of a CC interation of ντ produing a τ that deays into ντ ,
this interation produes an eletromagneti asade in the ase of τ → eντνe. This is the
so-alled double bang signature.
beome oherent when the wavelength exeeds the dimensions of the asade. Modelling
of eletromagneti showers in ie shows that oherene is maintained typially from a few
hundred MHz up to a few GHz. This radio signal an be deteted by radio antennas. The
energy threshold for generating a detetable radio signal is still under debate but typially
higher than 1017 eV.
• Aousti
The asades will loally and instantaneously heat the medium, giving rise to a oherent
pressure wave that is potentially detetable by aousti sensors. The amplitude of the signal
depends on the energy density inside the asade region. This mehanism is disussed in
detail in Chapter 2 and the feasibility of aousti neutrino detetion in ie, the detetor
medium of interest, is the subjet of this work.
1.3.3 Traks and asades
The experimental signature of a νN interation depends on the avour and type of interation
(CC or NC), see Fig. 1.8. Both NC and CC interation produe a hadroni asade at the
interation point whih arries, as mentioned before, about 20% of the total energy. This hadroni
asade produes an optial and possibly a radio and an aousti signature. The remaining
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energy is arried by the emerging lepton whih gives rise to following signatures in ase of a CC
interation:
• The outgoing muons will only undergo radiation losses and leave trak-like optial signa-
tures.
• The emerging e generates an eletromagneti asade. Indeed, the outgoing harged lepton,
e or will interat with the eletrons of the medium (see  1.3.3). This eletromagneti
asade an generate both a radio and an aousti signature in addition to the optial
signal.
• In the ase of ντ , instead of a single asade, multiple asades are produed due to the
regeneration of the τ . The branhing ratio of the ommon purely leptoni τ deays are
17.85% for deay into eντνe and 17.36% for deay into µντνµ. For example, the CC
interation with ντ an produe a very spei double-bang signature if the τ deays
into eντνe, where the emerging eletron will form an eletromagneti asade, giving rise
to a radio and possibly an aousti signal. For the τ , the energy loss per unit length is
smaller than for the muon, therefore they will produe a dimmer optial trak.
Eletromagneti asades
When a high-energy eletron or photon interats with a target material, it initiates an eletro-
magneti asade as pair prodution and Bremsstrahlung generate more eletrons and photons
with lower energy. Indeed, in the ase of an inident eletron for example, a photon will be
produed by Bremsstrahlung whih an itself generate a e+e− pair. This pair will in its turn
radiate photons by Bremsstrahlung if their energy is suiently large. The longitudinal devel-
opment is governed by the high-energy part of the asade, and sales as the radiation length X0
in the material. The transverse development of eletromagneti showers in dierent materials
sales fairly aurately with the Moliere radius RM , whih is,for example, about 13 m in ie,
the medium of interest for this work
9
. After reahing a ritial energy Ec, when the energy loss
due to Bremsstrahlung is equal to the energy loss due to ionisation, e+ and e− lose their energy
mostly due to ionisation and the asade eventually stops. A rough estimate of the ritial energy
is Ec ∼605/ZMeV where Z is the atomi number of the medium [71℄.
Hadroni asades
The hadroni fragmentsX that remain after the inelasti ollision of the neutrino with the nuleon
will also be at the origin of a asade of partiles. The hadroni fragments X are omposed of
mainly high-energy pions that will maintain the diretion of the initial neutrino beause their
transverse momentum is expeted to be around a few hundred MeV. The umulative angular
deviations will remain small for several generations of hadroni partiles. Therefore the hadroni
shower will onsist of a very penetrating entral ore that feeds eletromagneti subshowers
through the deay of π0 into a photon pair if the pion energy is low enough. If all pions roughly
have equal energy, then about 1/3 of the energy is onverted into eletromagneti subshowers in
eah interation. Several papers disuss the longitudinal and transverse proles of the hadroni
shower [73, 74℄.
9RM for lead and iron is 1.6 m and 2.1 m respetively. In air, at sea-level, the Moliere radius is about 78m.
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Figure 1.9: Longitudinal development of eletromagneti (dashed urves) and hadroni
(solid urves) asades in ie. The energies shown are from bottom to top 10TeV, 100PeV
and 10 EeV. The radiation length X0 is 36.08 g m
−2
. Figure adapted from [72℄.
The LPM eet
The Landau-Pomeranhuk-Migdal (LPM) [75, 76℄ eet, whih is the redution of the ross
setions for eletron Bremsstrahlung and photon e+e− pair prodution above a ertain threshold
energy ELPM (for example, about 2PeV for ie), is known to inrease the eletron and photon
interation lengths. The LPM eet beomes important for the asade development at the
highest energies, Eν>10
18
eV.
The eletromagneti shower is elongated by about a fator of 10 at Eν ∼1020 eV. This streth-
ing means that the energy density goes down. Also, due to the stohasti nature of the shower
development, the dierent energy density maxima of the individual subshowers initiated by the
initial partiles will beome separated. These eets mean that the expeted aousti signal from
suh an UHE eletromagneti shower is likely muh lower than what one would naively expet
from the initial onditions (the EM shower takes on average 80% of the inident neutrino energy.)
Hadroni showers show a muh smaller elongation beause most of the eletrons and photons
in the shower ome from the deays of π0 produed in hadroni interations. Pion deay in ie
above 40PeV is suppressed beause they are more likely to interat. This means that, even for
EeV showers, only a small fration of the shower is subjet to LPM elongation [77℄. Figure 1.9
shows the omparison between the simulated longitudinal developments of hadroni and eletro-
magneti asades in ie. Even for EeV energies, the hadroni asades will still deposit a large
fration of their energy within 50X0. This region an therefore still generate an aousti signal.
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1.4 Neutrino detetors
This setion gives an overview of the urrent optial and radio high-energy neutrino detetors.
The status of aousti neutrino detetion projets is presented in Chapter 2.
1.4.1 Optial neutrino detetors
Markov's paper in the 1960 Rohester Conferene Proeedings [78℄ is often ited as the rst
referene to a deep oean neutrino detetor i.e. the rst referene to using natural resoures as
a medium for large-sale high-energy neutrino detetion. Markov proposed to install detetors
deep in a lake or sea and to determine the diretion of the inident harged partiles with the
help of Cherenkov radiation. However, the idea of an oean-based neutrino detetor seems to
have ourred to several people simultaneously. The early design-proposals were all foused on
the detetion of atmospheri and/or solar neutrinos. The idea of neutrino astronomy outside our
solar system was rst made onrete with the design of the Deep Underwater Muon and Neutrino
Detetion (DUMAND) detetor, rst disussed at the 1973 Cosmi Ray Conferene.
The DUMAND ollaboration existed from about 1976 through 1995 [79, 80℄. The goal was
the onstrution of the rst deep oean high energy neutrino detetor, to be plaed at a depth of
4800m in the Pai Oean. Many preliminary studies were arried out, from tehnology to oean
optis. A prototype vertial string of instruments suspended from a speial ship was employed to
demonstrate the tehnology, and measure the osmi ray muon ux in the deep oean. In 1995
all funds and further eorts on DUMAND were stopped but it has served as a benhmark projet
that inspired many other projets (see referenes below): several sea-based experiments like (in
order of age) NESTOR, ANTARES, and NEMO, all loated in the Mediterranean, as well as
the Lake Baikal Projet in Russia, and the AMANDA and IeCube projets at the South Pole.
For an overview of the birth of experimental high-energy neutrino astronomy and the DUMAND
projet, see [81℄.
Water
The Baikal Neutrino Telesope [82℄ operates in Lake Baikal, Russia, at a depth of 1.1 km. It
was the rst installed underwater neutrino detetor and also the rst to reonstrut a muon-
trak generated by an interating atmospheri neutrino. The initial onguration NT-200 started
operation in 1998 and ontained 192 Optial Modules (OM). It was upgraded to NT-200+ in 2005
and plans for a gigaton detetor are urrently under disussion. The ANTARES [83℄ projet was
set up in 1996 and the detetor was ompleted in May 2008. It onsists of 900 photomultipliers
distributed along 12 lines that are installed in the Mediterranean Sea, at 2.5 km depth, about
40 km o the shore of Toulon, Frane. Both the NESTOR [84℄ and NEMO [85, 86℄ ollaborations
have arried out R&D ativities aimed at the development of tehnologies for a deep-sea km
3
-
sale detetor. NESTOR is loated in the Ionian Sea ,near the Greek oastline, at about 3.8 km
depth. It has deployed a single instrumented tower at a proposed site for a possible future
km
3
-sale detetor. The NEMO projet has deployed a tehnologial demonstrator at a depth
of 2.0 km at a test site o the oast of Capo Passero, in Siily. The ANTARES, NESTOR and
NEMO ollaborations have joined their eorts in a onsortium, KM3NET, that has the goal to
onstrut a km
3
-sale detetor in the Mediterranean Sea [87℄.
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Figure 1.10: The IeCube detetor: the IeTop osmi-ray EAS detetor is situated on top of
the ie. 80 IeCube strings will eah have 60 Digital Optial Modules (DOM) instrumenting
in total 1 km
3
of ie. A DeepCore of 6 additional strings (also arrying 60 DOMs) forms the
low-energy extension in the heart of the detetor.
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Ie
The IeCube [48℄ neutrino telesope is urrently under onstrution in Antartia, at the site
of the South Pole Amundson-Sott station (see Fig. 1.10). The end of onstrution is foreseen
in February 2011, after 7 austral onstrution summers. IeCube builds on the suessful de-
ployment and operation, sine 1996, of the AMANDA neutrino telesope [47℄. The IeCube
neutrino observatory will onsist of 4800 Digital Optial Modules (DOMs) installed between a
depth of 1450m and 2450m on a hexagonal array of 80 strings with horizontal spaing of 125m.
In addition, a DeepCore of 6 additional strings will be deployed in the oming seasons. The
DOMs digitise the signals diretly in the ie to minimise loss of information from degradation of
analogue signals sent over long distanes. The in-ie array is omplemented by a surfae array,
IeTop, whih is an Extensive Air Shower (EAS) detetor that will onsist of 160 ie-tanks, in
pairs, near the top of eah IeCube string.
The large sale high-energy neutrino detetors like IeCube, AMANDA and ANTARES are
sensitive to neutrinos with energies between 1TeV and 1PeV. No extra-terrestrial neutrinos have
been deteted up to now with these detetors but several optimisti neutrino uxes from galati
and extra-galati soures have been exluded with urrent data. Many of the soure lasses
are still unexplored due to limited experimental sensitivities. IeCube will be entering, upon
ompletion, a region with realisti disovery potential although theoretial estimates suggest
that this km
3
-sale detetor will still only srath the surfae of potential neutrino uxes. Even
assuming an optimisti GZK-neutrino ux, IeCube is not expeted to see more than 1 GZK-
neutrino eah year [88℄. If IeCube has the apability to identify neutrino speies [89℄, deviations
from the expeted avour omposition ould be measured. In the Glashow resonane sattering
it is possible to disriminate between νe and νe. The normalised νe signal ould be used to
dierentiate between the two primary neutrino-prodution interations (pγ and pp ollisions) [90℄
for optially thin CR soures.
1.4.2 Radio neutrino detetors
In order to survey the UHE neutrino sky above 10
8
GeV, even larger detetors are needed. Cur-
rently, the radio Cherenkov tehnique is being used as a tool to survey vast amounts of target
material, like the Antarti or Greenland ie shelf or the Moon's regolith. The energy threshold
for this type of experiment is typially very high. No radio Cherenkov neutrino event has been
observed and the urrent limits are starting to ut into the optimisti GZK-neutrino ux models.
Most urrent radio Cherenkov experiments rely on Antarti ie as their detetion medium:
• RICE
The Radio Ie Cherenkov Experiment (RICE, [91℄) was an array of 16 antennas with
a bandwidth of (0.21)GHz buried about 150m deep in the Antarti ie at the South
Pole. It looked for the radio signal from neutrino-indued asades in the ie; no neutrino
andidate was found. The derived upper limit on the high-energy ux is indiated in
Fig. 1.11.
• ANITA
The ANtarti Impulsive Transient Array (ANITA) is an Antarti balloon experiment that
onsists of an array of 32 broadband horn antennas that look down at the ie surfae. The
rst ANITA ight was launhed in Deember 2006 and ANITA-II ew in the 20082009
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Figure 1.11: Ultra-high-energy neutrino ux limits. ANITA-I limits based on no surviving
andidates for 18 days of lifetime. Other limits are from AMANDA [47℄, RICE [91℄, ANITA-
lite [92℄, Auger [93℄, HiRes [94℄, FORTE [95℄. The GZK neutrino model range is determined
by a variety of models, see [96℄ for details.
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Antarti season. The limit on the UHE neutrino ux obtained with the 20062007 data is
shown in Fig. 1.11. It is urrently the best available limit on the neutrino ux for energies
from 10
10
to 10
14
GeV [96℄.
But also the lunar regolith, the upper layer of loose and heterogeneous material overing the
solid moon bedrok, is being observed in the radio frequenies:
• Lunar radio Cherenkov experiments
The rst attempt to use the lunar regolith in the searh for UHE neutrinos was made
at the 64m Parkes radio telesope whih was used to observe the Moon using a wide-
bandwidth. No neutrino event andidates were identied [97℄. Subsequently, several inde-
pendent experiments utilising the tehnique also reorded null results, like the Goldstone
Lunar Ultra-High-Energy Neutrino Experiment (GLUE, [98℄), the Kalyazin Radio Astro-
nomial Observatory [99℄ and the LUNASKA projet [100℄. These were used to plae
limits on the UHE neutrino ux (Fig. 1.11). Reently, low-frequeny lunar observations
have started with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telesope [101℄ and similar observations
are planned with the future LOFAR (LOw Frequeny ARray) antenna array [102℄.
• FORTE satellite experiment
The FORTE (Fast On-orbit Reording of Transient Events) satellite reords bursts of ele-
tromagneti waves arising from near Earth's surfae in the radio frequeny (RF) range of
30MHz to 300MHz with a dual polarisation antenna. A searh for RF signatures of UHE
neutrinos originating from oherent Cherenkov emission indued by asades in the Green-
land ie sheet was performed with the FORTE satellite over a ∼2-year period, see [95℄ and
Fig. 1.11.
A number of future radio neutrino detetors are urrently under investigation:
• IeCube-entred radio arrays
Currently, several IeCube-entred arrays are under investigation but neither geometry nor
design has been xed. The South Pole loation oers the possibility of hybrid neutrino
detetion using IeCube and radio antenna oinidenes. IeRay [103℄ proposes to deploy
a large two-dimensional array of antenna stations near the surfae lose to the South Pole.
AURA (Askaryan Under ie Radio Array) is an ongoing projet that aims to deploy a
shallow UHE neutrino detetor at the South Pole in a similar way to RICE.
• ARIANNA
The Antarti Ross Ieshelf ANtenna Array (ARIANNA, [104℄) is a proposed array of
antenna stations on the surfae of the Ross Ie Shelf (situated near MMurdo, Antartia)
and is designed to be sensitive to radio signals from neutrino-indued showers in the ie-
layer. It has the advantage that the radio signals will be reeted at the ie-water interfae
so that the detetion probability inreases. A prototype station has been deployed in 2007
and further R&D eorts are ongoing.
• SALSA
The SALt dome Shower Array (SALSA) has been proposed as a possible neutrino detetor
that ould be deployed in a large salt formation [105, 106, 107℄. Salt has the advantage of
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Figure 1.12: Geometry of the simulated hybrid array as presented in [88℄.
being muh denser than ie so that the interation probability is larger. Currently, attenu-
ation length measurements and other feasibility studies (like drilling osts and proedures)
are ongoing.
1.4.3 Aousti neutrino detetors
Askaryan and Dolgoshein and, independently, Bowen proposed during the DUMAND-76 on-
ferene, the use of the expeted aousti signature from a high-energy partile asade for the
detetion of neutrinos with energies in exess of 10
16
eV at a great depth in the oean. Many of
the urrent large optial neutrino detetors have a dediated aousti R&D agenda and there are
also a number of stand-alone aousti neutrino detetors, all of whih are disussed in  2.3.
1.4.4 Hybrid neutrino detetion
Ie is the only naturally available target material on Earth that allows detetion of all three
neutrino-interation signatures as radio waves do not propagate in water and the attenuation
length for light is very short in both salt and permafrost. These are two other potential target
media for aousti neutrino detetion (see  2.3.2). Ie therefore oers a possibility of hybrid
neutrino detetion. Where a single radio signal in ie by itself might not be a onvining neutrino
andidate, a oinident aousti and/or optial signature ould eliminate all doubt and help
alibrate the new experimental tehniques.
IeCube is urrently already the largest neutrino telesope. The simulations presented in [88,
108℄, despite using optimisti GZK-neutrino uxes [51℄, have shown that the fully onstruted
IeCube detetor is expeted to detet less than 1 GZK-neutrino during one year of operation. It
is therefore lear that IeCube does not have the required sensitive volume to detet or aumulate
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the essential statistis of GZK-neutrinos in order to study spatial and energy distributions. Larger
detetor volumes are needed. The relatively short optial attenuation length [109℄, of the order
of 120m makes building a detetor muh larger than IeCube prohibitively expensive sine it
requires a high detetor density. The idea of a hybrid optial-radio-aousti detetor at South
Pole has been rst suggested in [88℄ (see Fig. 1.12) and further adapted to an intermediate design
in [108℄. The simulations for the extensive hybrid array as presented in [88℄ showed an inreased
total event rate: 16 GZK neutrinos per year are expeted to be deteted by the aousti array
and 8 by both the aousti and radio arrays using the optimisti neutrino ux from [51℄.
1.5 Conlusion
The urrent UHE CR experimental data still leaves room for speulation about the astrophysial
soures of these high-energy harged partiles and their exat nature. The detetion of UHE
neutrinos ould open a new window into the Universe, inreasing the understanding of the nature
of the UHE CR omposition and origin. The, sometimes alled guaranteed, GZK neutrino ux
is one of the main motivations to searh for these neutrinos but other soures have also been
suggested. However, the urrent and planned optial neutrino detetors do not yield suiently
large rates in order to dene the GZK spetrum amplitude and shape.
Indeed, the predited UHE neutrino uxes are extremely small and new experimental teh-
niques, like radio Cherenkov and aousti neutrino detetion, may oer the possibility to heaply
instrument the required large volumes of target material due to the expeted low attenuation
of these signals. On top of that, they oer the unique possibility to detet a neutrino inter-
ation in ie with three dierent experimental tehniques: optial, radio and aousti. Indeed,
unlike the atmospheri neutrinos in the ase of the lower energy optial arrays, the large radio
or aousti detetors will not have a alibration beam. Until now, no neutrino interation has
been deteted by its radio or aousti signature. The hybrid approah nds its strength in the
possible ross-alibration of the dierent experimental tehniques.
Therefore the aousti neutrino detetion tehnique, still in its infany, is worth further
onsideration and investigation. In the next hapter, the thermo-aousti model is disussed in
detail and an overview of urrent aousti neutrino detetion projets is given. Also medium
properties are reviewed, mainly for the Antarti ie. It will be shown why this spei target
material is possibly the most interesting for the aousti (and hybrid) detetion of UHE neutrinos.
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Aousti neutrino detetion
The eld of radiation-aoustis studies the onversion of energy that is deposited by penetrating
radiation into sound energy. The preise mehanism for this sound generation depends on the
spei type and intensity of radiation, the medium properties and the mode of energy release.
The possibility of deteting the aousti signal generated by a beam of harged partiles in water
was rst suggested by G. A. Askarian in 1957 ([110℄). His thermo-aousti model was then
further disussed by G. A. Askarian and B. A. Dolgoshein [111℄, and J. G. Learned [112℄. More
reent work presents omputational methods to alulate the aousti signature of UHE neutrino
interations in ie and water [74℄. In this hapter, the thermo-aousti theory and its experimental
veriation are presented. Furthermore, ie properties and urrent aousti neutrino detetion
projets are disussed.
2.1 The thermo-aousti model
2.1.1 Thermo-aousti priniples
The thermo-aousti model states that an aousti signal originates from the thermal stress
aused by loal heating due to ionisation energy loss by harged partiles in eletromagneti or
hadroni asades. When a harged partile or beam of harged partiles traverses a medium, it
deposits energy along its path. The partile veloity in a asade is on the order of the speed
of light c and the speed of sound is typially at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller. The total
energy deposition happens on a time-sale τ = L/c, where L is the length of the trak or asade.
Therefore, the energy deposition an be regarded as being instantaneous relative to slower energy
dissipation proesses. This thermal energy an then transform into sound wave energy in dierent
ways. At moderate released energy densities, where no phase hanges our, the fastest and main
ontribution to the sound generation proess is due to the thermal expansion of a region of the
medium where the radiation is absorbed. The extent of this thermal expansion depends on
the density distribution of the deposited energy. This is the thermoradiation (thermoelasti)
mehanism of sound generation. In this ase the generated sound elds an be desribed within
the framework of the linear sound theory.
Liquids
In liquids, one an write the wave equation as follows [112, 111, 113℄:
∆p(~r, t)− 1
c2l
· ∂
2p(~r, t)
∂t2
= − α
Ce
· ∂
2q(~r, t)
∂t2
, (2.1)
where p(~r, t) is the hydrodynami pressure at a given plae and time, cl is the longitudinal sound
speed in the liquid, Ce is the spei heat, α is the thermal expansion oeient and q(~r, t) is
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the energy deposition and generation of sound by a UHE asade
originating form a neutrino interation.
the energy deposition density. Therefore, the pressure eld depends on the spatial distribution of
the energy deposition of the partiles in the asade and on the temperature-dependent material
properties α, cl and Ce, as is also the ase for solids (see next setion). In [114℄ Eq. 2.1 takes the
following form:
∂2p(~r, t)
∂t2
− c2l∆p(~r, t) = Γ
∂Q(~r, t)
∂t
, (2.2)
where Q(~r, t) is the funtion that haraterises the energy release of the penetrating radiation
and Γ = c2l α/Ce is the Grüneisen parameter. The shape of the funtion Q(~r, t), and therefore
the energy density of the asade, determines the shape and strength of the aousti signal. A
solution to Eq. 2.1 is given by the Kirhho integral [111℄:
p(~r, t) = − α
4πCe
∫
dV ′
|~r − ~r′|
∂2
∂t2
q
(
~r′, t− |~r − ~r
′|
cl
)
. (2.3)
The energy deposition an be regarded as being instantaneous ompared to the timesales of
the other proesses involved:
∂
∂t
q(~r, t) = q(~r)δ(t), (2.4)
suh that:
p(~r, t) = − α
4πCe
c2l
∂
∂R
∫
SRr
q(~r)
R
dσ, (2.5)
where the integration is performed over the surfae of a sphere with radius R = clt, at a time
t , and whose entre is at the detetion point with spatial oordinates ~r. In order to alulate
the aousti signal at large distanes (far-eld), a frequeny-dependent attenuation needs to be
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inluded. The aousti signal properties an then be alulated for a ertain assumption of energy
deposition density q(~r).
In [111℄, the asade of partiles is assumed to deposit its energy homogeneously inside a
ylindrial volume V = πa2L, where L and a = d/2 are the eetive longitudinal and transversal
dimensions respetively, see Fig. 2.1. In the near-eld at an optimal angle (L cos θ/λ < 1), the
frequeny omponent of the sound pressure will be:
|p(f)| ∼ f
aπ2
α
Ce
E√
R
, (2.6)
where f is the frequeny and E is the asade energy. The frequeny omponent of the sound
pressure for the far-eld is derived in [111℄:
|p(f)| = f
4π2
α
Ce
E
R
sinX
X
, (2.7)
where X = λ/2π < cos θ. In the ylindrial approah, the radiation will be oherent for f <
fpeak = cl/(2πλ), where 2πλ ∼ 2a approximates the diameter of the energy deposition region.
For a shower diameter in water of (46) m, the peak frequeny fpeak is about 25 kHz [111℄. The
duration of the pulse is τ ∼ 2a/cl = 1/fpeak, whih is about 10−5 s in the ase disussed here.
Solids
When an arbitrary disturbane takes plae in an innite solid, two types of bulk waves
1
are
found to be possible. One type orresponds to the longitudinal wave motion and involves volume
hange of the medium. This type of wave is therefore alled a dilatational or ompressional wave.
The seond type does not involve any hange in volume but involves shearing motions and an be
identied with a transverse wave motion. This type of wave is known as transversal, rotational,
solenoidal or shear wave. These two types of waves are also often referred to as P (primary) and
S (seondary) waves.
In the linear theory of elastiity only the deformation for whih stress is linearly related to
strain is onsidered, see for example [115℄. Stress is the fore divided by the area on whih the
fore ats and is represented by a 3-dimensional matrix (σik). Deformation of a deformable body
is said to be elasti when the body regains its original shape and size after the fores are removed.
The displaement vetor ~u has omponents that are dened as ui = x
′
i − xi, where xi and x′i are
the oordinates of a ertain point respetively before and after displaement.
ǫik =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xk
+
∂uk
∂xi
)
(2.8)
is alled the strain tensor and desribes the hange in volume and shape of the body. For a
perfet elasti body one an write Hooke's law, linking stress to strain, in a generalised form
2
:
σik = ciklmǫlm, (2.9)
where ciklm is a fourth rank tensor alled the elasti onstant tensor. In the most general ase
this tensor has 81 omponents. An isotropi solid is a solid for whih the physial properties do
1
Surfae waves are not onsidered here.
2
The Einstein summation onvention is used, i.e. repeated suxes imply summation.
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not depend on the orientation of the solid. There are only two independent omponents in the
elasti onstant tensor for an isotropi body, these are often expressed in the form of the Lamé
onstants λ and G3. Eq. 2.9 an then be rewritten as [115℄:
σik = 2Gǫik + λθδik, (2.10)
where θ = ǫ11 + ǫ22 + ǫ33 = ∇ · ~u is the dilatation.
The equation of motion relates the fore, resulting from internal and external stresses, to the
produt of aeleration and density:
∂σik
∂xk
+Φi = ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
, (2.11)
where ρ is the volume density and Φi is the external stress on the solid body
4
. So we nd in
vetor notation ombining Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11:
ρ
∂2~u
∂t2
= (λ+G)∇(∇ · ~u) +G∇2~u+ ~Φ. (2.12)
This equation an be rewritten when negleting the body fores and using the vetor relationship
∇2~u = ∇(∇ · ~u)−∇×∇× ~u as:
ρ
∂2~u
∂t2
= (λ+ 2G)∇(∇ · ~u)−G∇×∇× ~u. (2.13)
This is an equation of motion and it an be separated in two parts: the dilatational part, for
whih θ = ∇ · ~u is nite but ∇× ~u = 0, and the rotational part, for whih ∇ · ~u = 0 and ∇× ~u
is nite [115℄. In the rst ase, when ∇× ~u = 0, Eq. 2.13 simplies to:
ρ
∂2~u
∂t2
= (λ+ 2G)∇(∇ · ~u) = (λ+ 2G)∇2~u. (2.14)
If we now dene cl as:
c2l =
λ+G
ρ
, (2.15)
then we nd:
∇2~u = 1
c2l
∂2~u
∂t2
. (2.16)
By taking the divergene of eah side we then nd:
∇2(∇ · ~u) = 1
c2l
∂2
∂t2
(∇ · ~u), (2.17)
or
(∇2 − 1
c2l
∂2
∂t2
)(∇ · ~u) = 0, (2.18)
3
Lamé used the Greek letter µ instead of G.
4
The most ommon body fore, for example, is gravity for whih Φi = ρgi, where gi is the gravity aeleration
vetor.
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showing that, when ∇×~u = 0, a wave type is obtained whih involves a hange in the volume of
the medium. This type of wave is therefore alled a dilatational or ompressional wave. In plane
wave solution of Eq. 2.16, ~u only depends on x1 and on the time t. The only displaement will
be u1. This is in the diretion of propagation and suh a wave is alled a longitudinal wave. cl
an then be interpreted as the longitudinal wave veloity.
If we now take the seond ase, where ∇ · ~u = 0, then the following equation an be found in
a similar way:
(∇2 − 1
c2t
∂2
∂t2
)(∇× ~u) = 0, (2.19)
where ct is dened as:
c2t =
G
ρ
. (2.20)
In the plane wave solution, we nd that two plane waves will propagate in the x1 diretion, but
with displaements in perpendiular diretions, opposite of eah other. This type of plane wave
is named transverse wave or shear wave and ct is the shear wave veloity. It is interesting to note
that in an ideal uid, for whih G = 0, no shear wave an propagate.
In the ase of thermo-aousti sound generation, the deposition of thermal energy gives rise
to stress. When the distane from the region of sound generation to the free boundaries of a
body is large, the waves reeted from these boundaries an be exluded. This is the ase for the
aousti eld generated by a high-energy partile that interated in the 3 km thik ie layer at the
South Pole. Then, assuming a ertain energy-release haraterising funtion Q(~r, t) in the ase
of an isotropi solid, the following relation (for the longitudinal wave) an be derived [114, 116℄:(
∆− 1
c2l
∂2
∂t2
)
(∇ · ~u) = (3− 4n
−2)α
Ceρ
∫
∆Q(~r, t)dt, (2.21)
where n = cl/ct, ρ is the medium density, α is the linear thermal expansion oeient and Ce
is the spei heat of the solid. There are no external fores of interest here: only thermal
sound soures are taken into aount. Sine the energy-release harateristi time is very short
ompared to the harateristi times of the other proesses involved, one an approximate the
spatial dependene of the funtion of energy evolution Q as:
Q(x, y, z) =
µE
πa2
e−
x2+y2
a2 e−µzΘ(z), (2.22)
where E is the asade energy, µ−1 is the eetive asade length, a is the eetive asade
radius and Θ is the Heaviside funtion5. Equation 2.22 approximates the energy absorption
along the asade axis (z) to be exponential and the radial intensity distribution in the (x, y)
plane (perpendiular to the axis of shower development z) of the asade of partiles is assumed
to be Gaussian.
The expressions for the longitudinal omponent of the stress tensor in a boundless solid elasti
medium is [116℄
6
:
σRR = −(3− 4/n
2)αE
8πCeRτ2µ
e
τ2a
4τ2µ e
−
R−clt
clτµ Erfc
(
τa
2τµ
− R− clt
clτa
)
, (2.23)
5Θ(x) =
∫ x
−∞ δ(t)dt
6
Erf(z)=1Erf(z)= 2√
pi
∫∞
z
e−t
2
dt
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oean ie salt
T [
◦
C℄ 15 51 30
cl [m s
−1
℄ 1530 3920 4560
α [K−1℄ 2.555×10−4 1.25×10−4 1.16×10−4
Ce [J kg
−1
K
−1
℄ 3900 1720 839
Γ = c2l
α
Ce
0.15 1.12 2.87
Table 2.1: Grüneisen parameter Γ for oean-water, ie and salt. Γ is a gure of merit for
eah medium that indiates the eieny of onversion of ionisation energy into aousti
energy for water, ie and salt [117℄. It therefore gives an indiation for the relative aousti
pulse heights for the dierent media.
R is the distane to the middle of the asade measured in meters. τa = a sin(θ)/cl and τµ =
cos(θ)/µcl, where θ is the angle between the shower axis z and line linking the point of observation
with the point of interation (at the start of the asade), see [116℄. For Antarti ie it is assumed
in [116℄, for a asade energy of E = 1015 eV, that 1/µ ∼ 4m, a ∼ 2 m, cl = 4 · 102m/s, n = 2,
α = 5·10−5s−1 and Ce = 2·103 J/(kg·C) (for an ambient temperature of 20 ◦C). In the near-eld
ase (R <100m), the eetive longitudinal sound pressure in ie (in Pa) an then be derived [116℄:
peff ∼ E
E0
1√
R
, (2.24)
where E0 = 10
16
eV.
In the far-eld ase (R > 100m) when τa ≫ τµ (observation point lose to the (x,y) plane
that is perpendiular to the asade axis), an estimation for the eetive sound pressure in ie
(in Pa) is:
peff ∼ 10−1 E
E0
1
R
. (2.25)
In the far-eld ase when τa ≪ τµ, i.e. the observation point does not have an small angle to the
(z-axis):
peff ∼ 10−5 E
E0
1
R
. (2.26)
Therefore the far-eld eetive pressure drops signiantly when the observation point is not
lose to the plane that is perpendiular to the (x,y) plane z-axis: the pressure eld has a
panake-shape. In [116℄ it is also shown that the level of shear stress aused by transverse
waves originating from the thermo-aousti mehanism of sound generation is approximately
ve orders of magnitude smaller than the orresponding longitudinal wave pressure for the same
observation point.
The same near-eld and far-eld behaviour is found in liquids and in solids. The aousti
signal sales linearly with the total deposited energy in both ases. Also, in both media, a strong
fousing of the emission in the plae perpendiular to the asade axis is observed. This is a
ring-shaped bipolar pressure front that radially expands in the (x,y) plane. The eetive sound
pressure reated at the shower in ie is expeted to be approximately one order of magnitude
higher than the eetive sound pressure in water, other onditions (like shower length and radius)
being lose to equal. For the simulations presented in [74℄, the in-ie pulses are about a fator 6
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larger than the in-water pulses. This dierene is mainly aused by the fat that the Grüneisen
parameter (Γ = αc2l /Ce) for ie is about a fator 7 larger than that for oean water (see Table 2.1).
The spei solutions disussed for liquids (like the ylindrial approximation) are also ap-
pliable to the in-ie alulations [116℄. This means that pulse duration τ and peak frequeny
fpeak both sale with the sound speed in ie. Therefore the pulse length in ie is expeted to be
shorter than for water. Similarely the expeted peak frequeny is higher for ie than for water.
In an anisotropi rystal there is often no simple relation between the diretion of propagation
of a wave and the diretion of partile displaement. In other words, in general, the waves are not
pure longitudinal or transverse types but are some form of mixed type (for a review on rystal
aousti, see for example [118℄). Inhomogeneities and grain boundaries in the ie allow the
sattering of longitudinal into transverse waves. The presene of transverse waves from a asade
in ie an provide additional information on the distane to the asade due to the dierene
in propagation speeds for longitudinal and transversal waves, but this information an be lost
due to the sattering eets. Many polyrystalline materials behave as if they were isotropi
although they are atually omposed of a more or less random arrangement of small rystals or
grains. This is the ase, in rst approximation, of the ie at the South Pole whih is the material
of interest to this work.
2.1.2 Signal properties
When onsidering the design of future aousti high-energy neutrino detetors, it is important
to understand the expeted signal properties of an aousti pulse that originates from a high-
energy asade. Also the propagation through the detetor medium need to be investigated. The
following signal properties are expeted from a neutrino-indued high-energy asade, using the
results from the simulations presented in [74℄:
• The expeted pressure pulse has a bipolar shape with a duration that depends on the radial
dimension of the shower and the sound veloity, see Fig. 2.2. The pulse is narrower in ie
than in water. The bipolar shape an be understood as follows. The energy deposition
along the line of sight of the sensor an be approximated by a Gaussian. The pressure
pulse is proportional to the derivative of this energy deposition.
• The signal peak frequeny is expeted to be higher in ie than in the oean water. In oean
water, the mean frequeny at 1 km distane is about 20 kHz. This depends on distane
due to the frequeny-dependent absorption eets in the oean water. For ie, the mean
frequeny is laimed to be around 40 kHz in [74℄ and 90 kHz in [116℄.
• The maximum amplitude of the bipolar pulse grows linearly with the asade energy, Eν .
• One outside the plane perpendiular to the shower axis (x, y) by more than a few degrees,
the amplitude of the pressure will follow a 1/ sin2 θ distribution, where θ is dened as the
angle between the line of observation and the plane perpendiular to the shower axis..
See also Fig. 2.3. The resulting pressure eld is panake-shaped: the aousti energy is
onentrated in a at dis perpendiular to the shower axis whih narrows further with
inreasing energy.
• Three main propagation regions an be distinguished: the near-eld, the far-eld and the
attenuation region. In the near-eld, the distane to the shower is suh that the shower is
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Figure 2.2: The aousti bipolar pulse originating from a high-energy neutrino interation
in water at 400m distane for a primary neutrino energy of Eν=10PeV (Dedenko, Learned
and Askaryan) and in ie and water at 1 km for Eν=10PeV (Bevan). The in-ie pulse was
delayed and sattering-dominated attenuation was applied. Adapted from [74℄ and [119℄.
still seen as a line-soure. In this regime, the amplitude will sale with 1/
√
r, where r is
the distane to the asade. In the far-eld, the shower is seen as a point-soure and the
amplitude sales with 1/r. At a ertain distane, depending on the medium and the signal
mean frequeny, an exponential attenuation needs to be taken into aount: exp(−r/λ),
where λ is the attenuation length.
In this setion, it was shown that a asade that originates from a UHE neutrino interation
in water or ie will generate a learly reognisable aousti signature. A panake-shaped shok
front will propagate perpendiularly to the asade-axis and the neutrino diretion an then
be reonstruted. The aousti signal amplitude sales linearly with the asade energy (and
therefore also with the primary neutrino energy) and the pulse has a bipolar shape with a distint
frequeny-ontent. Depending on the aousti properties of the target material, the signal will
be deformed and attenuated.
2.1.3 Experimental veriation
Initial experimental veriation of the thermo-aousti model was driven by the rst publiations
by Askarian, Dolgoshein and Learned and then also by the proposed DUMAND experiment in
the 1970s. The experimental approah is to use aelerator beams or lasers to simulate a asade
generated by an UHE neutrino interation in a dense medium. This requires high intensities so
that the the energy depositions are lose to what is expeted in a UHE neutrino-indued asade.
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Figure 2.3: Variation of aousti pulse energy with angle in ie. Left: Square root of the
pulse energy versus angle. Right: Full width for 10 and 50% of maximum versus energy.
From [74℄.
The omparison of the experimental results with the theoretial alulations and simulations
indiates that the thermo-aousti generation of sound has been onrmed experimentally. An
overview of experiments that investigate aousti signals originating from radiation interating
with matter an be found in [116℄. Several signatures allow to onrm the thermo-aousti nature
of a deteted aousti pulse in aelerator experiments:
• For water, an important signature of thermo-aousti sound generation is that the signal
amplitude is expeted to fall to zero when the water is at the ritial temperature Tc=4
◦
C.
This is due to the fat that water has the largest density at that temperature. Therefore
the expansion oeient α will be positive above Tc and negative below Tc. The signal
amplitude is expeted to sale with the ratio α/Ce and should vanish at Tc where a inversion
of the phase of the pulse ours.
• Theory predits a linear dependene of the amplitude of the aousti signal on the deposited
energy.
• A 1/√r dependene is expeted in the near-eld and a 1/r dependene in the far-eld.
Proton and laser beam
Sulak [120℄ reports on experiments on sound exitation by a beam of protons in water at the
linear aelerator of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in 1977. The dimensions of the
water enlosure were muh larger than the proton beam trak length so that the diret aousti
signal ould be learly distinguished from reetions.
In a rst run, the proton trak length in water was about 30 m and the beam was pulsed
with pulse lengths from (3200)µs. The energy release from a single pulse varied from (1010
1021) eV within a onstant diameter of 4.5 m. For a seond series of experiments at the same
aelerator, the energy of the protons in the beam went up to 28GeV. In this seond run, a
pulse typially shorter than 2µs onsisted of 3·1011 protons that travelled a distane of 20 m.
The beam diameter was varied from (520)mm. All the above mentioned signatures of thermo
aousti sound generation were onrmed in the experiments presented in [120℄, learly proving
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Figure 2.4: Linearity of the signal amplitude with the total deposited energy for the [120℄
(two independent data sets), [121℄ and [124℄ data. Adapted from [121℄ and [124℄.
the thermo-aousti nature of the observed aousti pulses. More reently, a similar series of
measurements for water were performed with the proton beams of the Institute of Theoretial
and Experimental Physis (ITEP, Mosow, Russia) aelerator [121℄ and the Theodor-Svedberg
laboratory ylotron [122℄. Figure 2.4 shows the amplitude of the aousti signal as a funtion
of total deposited energy for both BNL and ITEP measurements. The proton beam of the
Theodor-Svedberg laboratory ylotron was also aimed at a blok of ie ontaining aousti
transduers [123℄ thus verifying the thermo-aousti sound generation mehanism in ie.
Lasers an also be used to generate an aousti eld in liquids. In [124℄, a solid state laser
heated a ylindrial region with a diameter up to 4mm and a length up to 7.5 m in water. The
results show a lear phase inversion at a water temperature of 4
◦
C and are in agreement with the
proton beam experiments, see Fig. 2.4. In this gure, the three experiments had hydrophones
positioned at dierent distanes from the beam axis and this dierene in geometry explains the
fat that the three data-sets lie on three dierent lines.
In [122℄, experiments in water at both an infrared laser faility and at a proton aelerator
are presented. The measured bipolar pulses and the signal dependene on beam energy, beam
width and sensor distane from the beam axis were found to be in good agreement with the
expetations from the thermo-aousti theory.
Eletron beam
Table 2.2 shows an overview of three experiments that investigated the aousti signal originating
from the interation of an eletron beam-pulse in water.
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Year Aelerator e
−
energy Beam diameter Spill time Current Referene
1987 NRI-RAS 1070MeV ∼ 2 m 1.4µs 010µA [125, 116℄
2006 MSU-SINP 50MeV max. 1.0 m 8.0 µs 2mA average [126℄
2007 UGent LINAC 315MeV max. 1.0 m 116µs 2mA average [127℄
Table 2.2: Overview of eletron beam radiation aousti experiments
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Figure 2.5: The UGent LINAC eletron beam deposited dose in water. The simulated (blue
line with light-blue 5% error-band) and measured (blak points with 3σ error bars) deposited
dose for a distane of 5.6 m along the beam axis. Adapted from [127℄.
The UGent eletron LINAC [128, 129℄ was used in 2007 in order to verify the thermo-aousti
model in water; this is reported upon in detail in [127℄. The experiment took plae at the e−-exit
of the aelerator (see Fig. 2.6(a)), where eletrons of (315)MeV in bunhes of (110)µs were
delivered. The maximum average urrent ahieved was 2mA. First, the (x-z) shower energy
prole was measured with radiohromi dosimeters
7
, and ompared to a simulation of the e−-
energy deposition. It was found that the transverse shower proles an be tted with Gaussians.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of a deposited dose transverse prole. The dose was absorbed
within a ylinder of about 10 m length and 4 m radius. The simulated (x-z) deposited dose
is shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The simulation yields a systematially larger absorbed dose with a
broader transverse spread. A possible explanation for this is the loss of eletrons outside the
radiated water volume during the experimental dosimetri measurement. The simulated energy
density proles were used to alulate the expeted thermo-aousti pulse ([127℄) emitted by the
7
FWT-70-83m
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Figure 2.6: (a): The simulated deposited dose in (x, z) plane, where z is the beam axis.
(b): The UGent e− LINAC thermo-aousti setup. A ommerial hydrophone was plaed
inside the plasti vessel in the water at dierent positions relative to the beam axis. Both
from [127℄.
ylindrial aousti antenna that is formed by the energy deposit in the water.
Next, a plasti vessel lled with water was then plaed at the same loation and a positioning
system was used to hold the submerged hydrophone in plae. Figure 2.6(a) shows the exper-
imental setup. The ommerial hydrophone
8
with a at frequeny response in the (465) kHz
region was then plaed at several distanes and angles from the beam axis and the reorded
signal was ompared to the simulated pulses (Fig 2.7(a)). The 50Hz repetition rate allowed for
the thermo-aousti pulses to be learly distinguishable from reeted waves originating from the
vessel walls. The UGent LINAC test has yielded the following results:
• Bipolar aousti pulses generated by the absorption of radiation in water have been observed
by a ommerial hydrophone.
• Simulation and data agree qualitatively on the shape of the bipolar pulse.
• No nal onlusion on the near- or far-eld behaviour is possible, although the 1/√d, with
d the distane to the shower axis seems to t the data better. See Fig. 2.7(b)).
• The results are in agreement with previous thermo-aousti experiments using e− beams
in water, see Table 2.3.
However, the UGent LINAC test presented here did not san a temperature or energy range
and therefore the purely thermo-aousti nature of the pulses was not veried for that setup.
Nevertheless, there is a good qualitative agreement between the simulated and experimentally
measured aousti pulse and both are in agreement the results of previous experiments.
8
SensorTeh SQ03 from Sensor Tehnology Limited, see http://www.sensorteh.a/userles/le/SQ03(4).pdf
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Figure 2.7: The UGent LINAC eletron beam thermo-aousti signal. (a): Comparison
between the simulated (blak band) and measured (red data points) aousti bipolar pulses
for x = z = 8 m. (b): The maxima of the aousti bipolar pulses as a funtion of the
distane d to the beam axis. Both near-eld and far-eld behaviours have been tted. Both
gures from [127℄.
Experiment Total Energy [eV℄ Aousti Pulse Length [µs℄ Aousti Pulse Height
[125, 116℄ ∼1018 60 [-30,30℄ Pa
[126℄ ∼1018 60 [-0.2,0.1℄ V
[127℄ ∼1019 60 [-110,40℄ Pa
Table 2.3: Overview of eletron beam radiation aousti pulse harateristis. N o absolute
pressure value was given in [126℄.
2.2 Detetion priniples
An aousti detetor in general onsists of a sensitive element whih generates an eletrial signal
that is linearly dependent on the inident pressure wave. It is also alled a transduer
9
. This
output then goes to an amplier or a hain of ampliers. The transduing element is often a
piezo-eletri element, typially followed diretly by a preamplier.
2.2.1 Piezoeletri material
Piezo-eletriity is a property that ertain di-eletri materials (like ertain rystals and erami
materials) possess to generate an eletri potential in response to applied mehanial stress. The
9
A transduer is an eletroni devie that onverts energy from one form to another, in this ase aousti to
eletri energy or the other way around
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olletive harge then indues a voltage aross the material. Piezoeletri materials also show
the opposite eet, alled onverse piezoeletri eet, where the appliation of an eletrial eld
reates mehanial deformation in the material. The rst demonstration of the diret piezoeletri
eet was in 1880 by the brothers Pierre and Jaques Curie. Piezoeletriity ours in ertain
natural materials, like ane sugar and dried bone for example.
Nowadays, man-made piezoeletrial materials are used in a large variety of appliations
from mediine to musial instruments. These industrially manufatured materials an be shaped
on demand and are either rystals (like gallium orthophosphate) or erami materials. Lead
zironate titanate (Pb[ZrxTi1−x℄O3 where 0<x<1), more ommonly known as PZT, is the most
ommon piezoeletri erami in use today.
PZT-based ompounds are omposed of the hemial elements lead and zironium, and the
hemial ompound titanate whih are ombined under extremely high temperatures and the
resulting hard, dense eramis an be manufatured in almost any given shape or size. The
piezoeletri eet for a manufatured item then depends on the PZT-type and the orientation
of the mehanial and eletrial axes. These axes are set during poling; the proess that indues
piezoeletri properties in the erami.
Figure 2.8: Perovskite-type
lead zironate titanate (PZT)
unit ell in the tetragonally dis-
torted onguration below the
Curie temperature.
The orientation of the DC-poling eld determines
the orientation of the mehanial and eletrial axes.
Indeed, the individual PZT rystallites are piezoeletri
(see Fig. 2.8) but beause of the random distribution of
the Weiss domain
10
orientations in the erami material
no marosopi piezoeletri behaviour is observable.
During poling, the dierent domains are permanently
aligned using a strong eletri eld, sometimes at ele-
vated temperatures. The material then has a remnant
polarisation and exhibits piezoeletri properties. The
remnant polarisation an be degraded by exeeding the
mehanial, thermal and eletrial limits of the mate-
rial. For example, if suh an element is brought above
its Curie temperature
11
, a phase transition will our
and the piezoeletri properties will be lost.
The behaviour an be desribed by the eletrome-
hanial properties of the PZT material in the ase
where the dependene on temperature and magneti
elds an be negleted. It is then possible for small
eletrial and mehanial amplitudes to be desribed
by linear relationships between the mehanial strain
(S) or mehanial stress (T )12 omponents and the omponents of the eletri eld E or the
dieletri displaement D. These linear relationships are derived using dieletri, piezoeletri
and elastiity onstants. Beause they depend on the anisotropy of the piezoeletri material,
these physial quantities an only be dened in terms of tensors whih reet the diretionality of
10
Groups of unit ells with the same orientation are alled Weiss domains.
11
The Curie temperature for piezoeletri materials is the temperature above whih the material loses its
spontaneous polarisation and piezoeletri harateristis.
12
Stress is fore per area and strain is deformation of a solid due to stress.
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the eletri eld, the mehanial stresses, et. In simplied form, the basi relationships between
the eletrial and elasti properties (for a stati or quasi-stati appliation) an be represented
as follows:
D = dT + ǫTE, (2.27)
S = sET + dE, (2.28)
where d is the piezoeletri harge (or strain) onstant, ǫT the permittivity and sE is the elastiity
onstant. d is a measure of the eletri harge indued in response to a mehanial stress, or
the ahievable mehanial strain when an eletri eld is applied (T = onstant). For example,
an important material onstant is d33, whih is the harge density developed per mehanial
stress, or, alternatively, strain developed per unit of eletri eld strength, all in the polarisation
diretion. Soft piezo-eramis are haraterised by a omparatively high domain mobility and
a resulting relatively easy polarisation. In ontrast, ferro-eletrially hard PZT materials an
be subjeted to high eletrial and mehanial stresses.
2.2.2 Aousti impedane
The harateristi aousti impedane is equal to the produt of the density of the medium ρ
and of the speed of sound cl in the medium [130℄:
Zl = ρcl, (2.29)
and a similar relation also exists for the shear waves. Aousti impedane is measured in Rayles
(1Rayle = 1 kg/(m
2
s)). At the boundary of two dierent materials with dierent impedanes, the
aousti transmission and reetion are ditated by the dierene in aousti impedane. This
dierene in Z is ommonly referred to as the impedane mismath. The greater the impedane
mismath, the greater the fration of energy that is reeted at the interfae or boundary between
one medium and another. Impedane mathing is therefore important for the design of aousti
sensors, sine minimal distortion of the aousti waves is desirable.
The fration of the inident wave intensity that is reeted an be derived sine partile
veloity and loal partile pressures must be ontinuous aross the boundary. The reetion
oeient R is the ratio of the amplitudes of the reeted Ar and inident wave Ai [130℄:
R =
Ar
Ai
=
(Z2 cosφi − Z1 cosφt)
(Z2 cosφi + Z1 cosφt)
, (2.30)
and
sinφt =
(
c2
c1
)
sinφi, (2.31)
where c1 and c2 are the medium veloities, Z1 and Z2 are the medium aousti impedanes, φi is
the inident angle and φt is the angle of the transmitted wave relative to the line orthogonal to
the boundary (transmitted angle). In solids, this relation applies for both the longitudinal and
shear waves (with their respetive sound speeds and impedanes).
In the generalised ase of an aousti wave inident on an impedane boundary, mode onversion
an our (if one of the two media is a solid). This means that shear waves will be reated at for
example water-ie boundaries. The amount of energy going into the shear wave depends on the
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Material l [m/s℄ ρ [kg/m
3
℄ Z [Rayle℄ R rel. ie
ie 3980 920 3.6×106 0
air 343 1.2 412 ∼1
fresh water 1480 1000 1.48×106 0.41
steel 5940 7800 4.7×107 0.85
PZT 5000 7700 3.85×107 0.83
Table 2.4: Overview of aousti harateristi impedane for ie, air, water, steel and PZT.
exat geometry (inident angles for all planes). Table 2.4 gives the harateristi impedanes for
a seletion of materials. Also the reetion oeient in ase of a normally inident longitudinal
wave is alulated. Steel and PZT have well mathed impedanes whereas ie/air boundaries
will almost ompletely reet all aousti waves.
2.2.3 Detetor selfnoise
To an even greater extent than a sensor's sensitivity, whih an in priniple be arbitrarily in-
reased by internal or external ampliation, a sensor's detetion apabilities are limited by its
intrinsi noise. This noise has two distint omponents:
• Intrinsi noise of the piezo-element resulting from thermal movement whih indues voltage
signals on the eletrodes.
• Noise from the amplier, both from ative omponents (operational amplier, transistors)
and from passive omponents (resistors).
In a multi-stage arhiteture, everything exept the rst amplier stage an be negleted as long
as the initial gain is high enough.
The resulting total in-situ noise an be divided in two types: the ontinuous and transient
noise. The ontinuous noise is dened as having a ontinuous distribution, suh as for example
a normal distribution. A transient noise event is an event that is loalised in time. It is a short
pulse whih represents a sudden hange ompared to the ontinuous bakground.
2.3 Aousti neutrino detetors
Here we give a short overview of the results of a seletion of the aousti neutrino detetion
projets in water and disuss possible other target materials.
2.3.1 In-water aousti experiments
The following aousti projets operate in water:
• AMADEUS: The AMADEUS (Antares Modules for Aousti DEtetion Under the Sea)
projet is integrated into the ANTARES [83℄ Cherenkov neutrino telesope. Its main
goal is to evaluate the feasibility of a future aousti neutrino telesope in the deep sea
operating in the UHE regime [131℄. Their latest results show good transient reonstrution
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apabilities but no overall transient trigger rate is given. The majority of the transients
an be orrelated with the ANTARES aousti positioning system or are downgoing events
originating from above the array [132, 133℄. An 80% orrelation oeient between wind
speed and the mean deteted noise rate was found, leading to onlude that the deep-sea
noise level is dominated by the state of the sea-surfae. The mean power spetral density
13
was 21.8mPa over an 8-week data taking period.
• Lake Baikal: An aousti module, designed to allow ommon operation with the Baikal
neutrino telesope NT200+, was installed in April 2006 at a depth of 150m. Aousti
signals are reorded by ommerial hydrophones. High noise ontributions were observed
during the freezing and unfreezing of Lake Baikal. In stable noise onditions, the reorded
noise was about 6mPa [134℄. Transient soures have been reorded and loalised from both
the ie-amp
14
and a alibration devie.
• SAUND: The Study of Aousti Ultra-high-energy Neutrino Detetion (SAUND, [135℄)
is an oean-based aousti neutrino detetion projet that uses part of a large (∼250 km2)
military hydrophone array in the Bahamas. SAUND was the rst aousti neutrino dete-
tion projet that has published a neutrino ux limit [135℄. The limit is not ompetitive with
the best limits (obtained with radio tehniques) but it represents the rst UHE aousti
neutrino detetor proof of priniple.
• ACORNE: The Aousti COsmi Ray Neutrino Experiment (ACORNE) projet is based
in the UK and has aess to the military ranging array situated between the Sottish
mainland and the island of Rona. The data have enabled a limit on the sensitivity to
neutrino uxes as a funtion of inident neutrino energy [136℄.
Figure 2.9 shows the sensitivities for both the SAUND and ACORNE arrays. Both experiments
used military hydrophone arrays, therefore the detetor geometry was far from ideal and the ob-
tained datasets do not yield ompetitive sensitivities. In [137℄ the sensitivity of large hydrophone
arrays is investigated. It is found that, in order to observe and suessfully reonstrut GZK-
neutrinos, a giganti hydrophone array enompassing several thousands of ubi kilometers and
operating at very low, and possibly unrealisti, pressure thresholds (∼5mPa) is needed.
2.3.2 Other target materials
Table 2.1 also shows the material properties ie and NaCl (salt).
The aousti signal amplitude in salt is expeted to be more than a fator of 2 larger than in ie
and therefore natural salt domes have been proposed as a possible medium for aousti neutrino
detetion. The attenuation of an aousti wave in pure salt is predited to be dominated by
sattering at the boundaries of rerystallised grains that have random orientation. The predited
sattering length is about 1.4 km at 30 kHz [139℄. There was no report on any ativity on aousti
neutrino detetion in salt at the last ARENA (Aousti and Radio EeV Neutrino Detetion
Ativities) workshop in 2008. An interesting new target material andidate is proposed in [140℄,
namely permafrost. It has a larger density than water and exists in natural and large volumes.
13
The power spetral density desribes how the power of a signal is distributed with frequeny.
14
The Baikal ie-amp is a winter amp situated on the frozen lake surfae.
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Figure 2.9: SAUND [135℄, ACORNE [136℄ (aousti) and GLUE [138℄ (radio) (see also
Se. 1.4) sensitivities. The predited sensitivity of a simulated stand-alone aousti array of
1000 hydrophones deployed in a 1 km
3
volume of water with a trigger threshold of 35mPa
and 1 year of operation (lowest sensitivity of Perkin 2008) is indiated. Also shown is
the sensitivity of a 1500 km
3
array with 100 hydrophones per ubi kilometer at a pressure
threshold of 5mPa for 5 years (highest sensitivity of Perkin 2008) [137℄. The Waxman-Bahall
(WB) bound is indiated [49℄ and the GZK-ux region is taken from [52℄, see  1.2.
Laboratory measurements yielded signal amplitudes in artiial permafrost that are typially an
order of magnitude larger than for water.
Ie is learly also an exellent medium andidate for aousti neutrino detetion and is worth
investigating further. In the next setions, an overview of the measured and theoretially pre-
dited ie-properties is given.
2.4 In-ie signal propagation and bakground
2.4.1 Medium properties
Hexagonal ie (ie-Ih, see Fig. 2.10(a) and [141, 142℄) has a density of 0.917 g/m
3
at 0
◦
C and
is the form of all natural snow and ie on Earth with the exeption only of a small amount of
ie-I (ubi ie) whih was found to be present in the upper atmosphere. Ie-Ih has a lower
density than liquid water due to the ephemeral struture of its rystal lattie, see Fig. 2.10(b).
The density of ie-Ih inreases very slightly with dereasing temperature (the density of ie at
−180 ◦C is 0.9340 g/m3). Large volumes of ie are usually polyrystalline: they are made up
out of monorystals that have random orientation and various sizes.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a): The phase diagram of water, illustrating the pressure and temperature
onditions under whih dierent rystal strutures of ie are stable. Hexagonal ie is less
dense than liquid water whereas the other ies found in equilibrium with water are all denser
with phase hanges ourring on the approah of the liquid and solid densities. (b): The
hexagonal struture of ie-Ih with the  and a axis indiated.
Nearly all of Antartia is overed by an ie sheet that is, on average, at least 1.6 km thik.
The glaier at the South Pole is about 2800m thik and ows in the diretion of the oast with
a speed of about 10m/year. It an be desribed as a slab with parallel top and bottom surfaes
with a slope of only ∼0.0015 radian. The South Pole has a desert limate, almost never reeiving
any preipitation. Air humidity is near zero. Due to the extreme old, all humidity in the air
forms rystals that preipitate at a rate of about 2.5 m/year. The snow then densies with
depth due to pressure until it reahes maximum density at a depth of around 200m. This upper
region of the ie-sheet where the snow ompaties to ie is alled the rn. In this region, the ie
beomes inreasingly sti due to sintering [143, 144, 145℄.Hene, small rystals fuse together in
larger rystals. Figure 2.11(a) shows the omparison of rn and ie-ore measurements with the
density estimated using seismi data. The temperature prole of the ie ap at the South Pole is
dominated by heating due to the natural heat originating from Earth's rust. The temperature
is therefore lowest at shallow depth and inreases with depth. The seasonal and long-period
temperature hanges from the surfae have no short-term eet on the temperature of the ie
below 10m. Changes in temperature at the surfae are attenuated exponentially with depth,
so that only very-long period limati variations an penetrate to the glaier bottom with very
low amplitude [148℄. The temperature of the ie at the South Pole has been experimentally
determined to inrease from ∼ −51 ◦C just below the surfae to an extrapolated ∼ −9 ◦C at
2800m depth, lose to the bedrok, see Fig. 2.11(b).
Below 1400m depth, all airbubbles will have onverted into the solid lathrate phase [149℄.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a): Comparison of rn and ie ore density measurements (irles) with
density estimated (solid line) using seismi data [146℄. Graph taken from [147℄. (b): South
Pole ie-ap vertial temperature prole. Temperatures measured in AMANDA boreholes
and shallow boreholes, ompared with best-t temperature prole for the deepest 1000m
(IeCube internal doument).
Clathrate, also alled gas hydrates, our when water moleules form a age-like struture around
smaller guest moleules. Water then rystallises in the ubi system in lathrate, rather than
in the hexagonal struture of normal ie. The hydrate should exist from this depth to omprise
0.06 % of the ie. Measurements of the dissoiation pressure of nitrogen hydrate and oxygen
hydrate show that the lathrate hydrate of air with the formula (N2,O2)·6H2O should start to
exist below about 800m in the Antarti ie sheet.
2.4.2 Sound speed
The sound speed depends on the density and temperature of the medium. From the surfae to the
bulk-ie, in the rn region, the ie beomes gradually more rigid (stier) due to the inreasing
density. Therefore the sound speed rapidly inreases in this ie layer. A sound speed prole
for the rn layer was experimentally obtained by J. G. Weihaupt [146℄ in 1963 using seismi
refration surfae measurements (see Fig. 2.12).
For greater depths, the density is onstant and the sound speed an be modelled assuming a
ertain temperature-dependent oeient. The prole for the pressure wave speed below 180m
and the shear wave speed prole were modelled by D.G. Albert [147℄ using a model for the
temperature-dependent oeient (2.3m/(s
◦
C)) and Weihaupt's rn measurements.
In single-rystal ie the sound speed depends on the diretion of propagation relative to the
-axis. But the South Pole ie is polyrystalline, with rystal sizes on the order of 0.1 m and
with a random distribution of -axis orientations, so that this eet averages out [148℄. The
frequeny dependene of the sound speed is also negligible so that the omparison with sound
speed results obtained from muh lower, seismi, frequenies is possible.
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Refration
Refration of aousti waves depends on the gradient of the sound speed. If only variation in the
vertial diretion is assumed and provided that the refration index does not hange signiantly
over one wavelength.
Figure 2.12: The pressure wave ve-
loity measurements at the South Pole
in light gray ([146℄), along with the ex-
trapolation to larger depths and the
shear wave veloity and density val-
ues that were derived from the pressure
wave measurements. From [147℄.
The urvature of the aousti ray, i.e. dθ/ds,
is proportional to the sound speed gradient [117℄:
dθ
ds
= −cos θ0
c0
dv
dz
=
1
R
, (2.32)
where s is the oordinate along the ray,θ0and c0
are the initial angle and sound speed respetively
and R is the radius of urvature. If the sound
speed gradient is onstant then the urvature for
all rays is onstant so that the ray will follow the
ar of a irle. Waves are bent toward regions of
lower propagation speed. A sound speed maxi-
mum is predited around a depth of 200m, re-
ating a region in the ie from whih all rays are
bent away. This means that the surfae noise is
expeted to refrat bak up, and a muh smaller
and downward refration for the noise originating
from the bedrok is expeted. At the same time
this also means that, for a soure loated inside
the rn region, all rays will be bend upwards from
a ertain emission angle. Human ativity on the
surfae is a very likely soure of bakground noise,
but the sound will not propagate to the region of
interest for aousti neutrino detetion.
The rn region is not ideal for aousti neutrino detetion due to the large sound speed
gradient. Moreover, the signal amplitude sales with the square of the longitudinal sound speed
l so that the energy threshold for neutrino interation is higher in the rn. Also, the interation
probability is lower due to the lower density.
2.4.3 Attenuation length
Absorption
Energy loss (absorption) of an aousti wave in a solid an be due to several proesses [150℄.
Eah of these proesses is haraterised by a mehanial relaxation time τm whih depends on
the temperature T following the relation τm = τ0e
U/kT
(Arrhenius relation), where U is the
ativation energy. The logarithmi derement due to an inident aousti wave is then given by:
δ =
δm2πfτm
(1 + 4π2f2τ2m)
, (2.33)
where δm is an experimentally determined onstant that is dependent on the wave mode and
the propagation diretion but not on the frequeny f . The attenuation oeient is αl = δf/cl.
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There are two main absorption mehanisms for longitudinal waves in the South Pole ie: proton
reorientation dominates for the upper 2000m in the old ie and grain boundary sliding dominates
in the warmer ie near the bedrok. The ontribution from proton reorientation is independent
of grain size and onsists of the rotation of the H2O dipole moment into favoured positions. In
this ase, measurements have determined that U = 0.58 eV and τ0 = 3 · 10−16 s.
Rotation is ahieved by the repositioning or migration of orientational defets when an aous-
ti wave passes by. The onentration of these defets inreases with inreasing temperature. The
proton-relaxation peak is positioned at the frequeny fm whih is antiorrelated with the relax-
ation time τm following the relation 2π fm = 1/τm. fm is therefore strongly dependent on the
temperature. Figure 2.13(a) shows urves of absorptivity as a funtion of frequeny at a sele-
tion of temperatures. Two data-points are indiated originating from seismi measurements in
an Antarti glaier (solid irle) and Greenland ie (solid triangle). The range of predited ab-
sorption lengths at near-surfae temperature (51
◦
C) in South Pole ie, alulated from dierent
measurements of U , τ0 and δmax, is roughly from 5 km to 11 km.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: (a): Contribution to absorptivity due to moleular reorientation in glaial ie.
See [117℄ for referenes. (b): Sattering o grain boundaries as a funtion of frequeny and
grain diameter in South Pole ie. From [150℄
Sattering
Two possible satterers exist in the South Pole ie ap: air bubbles and grain boundaries. In
a 2164m deep ore taken at Byrd Station
15
the maximum density of satterers was reahed
at a depth of ∼100m where the ie ontained air bubbles with a onentration n0 of about
15
Byrd Station was a U.S. Researh Station loated in the hinterland of Bakutis Coast, Marie Byrd Land in
West Antartia, 500 km from the oast.
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200 m
−3
[150℄. n0 stayed onstant up to a depth of 800m after whih it dereased monotonially.
The mean bubble diameter, db, for the Byrd Station ie ore was found to be ∼0.05 m near
the surfae and ∼0.008 m at about 1000m depth. Results from an early AMANDA drill hole
onluded that the mean bubble size at South Pole had to be smaller than a few mirons at a
depth of 800m. The mean bubble diameter dereases monotonially with depth they all have
onverted into the solid lathrate phase (below 1400m). The density of lathrate rystals is
similar to that of ie-Ih so that the lathrate do not ontribute as satterers. In ie layer where
bubbles do our, the individual bubbles at as independent satterers beause the mean spaing
between the bubbles is many times larger than their mean dimensions. For the frequenies of
interest for the aousti detetion of neutrinos (up to 100 kHz) it is lear that the sattering
is situated in the Rayleigh regime: the dimensions of the satterers are muh smaller than the
aousti wavelength. The attenuation oeient for sattering o air bubbles in the upper layer
of the South Pole ie for a ertain frequeny f is then [117, 150℄
αbubble = 2.68 · 10−10
(
n0
200 cm−3
)(
db
0.02 cm
)6 ( f
10 kHz
)4
[m−1]. (2.34)
If we take a worst ase senario (lose to the surfae) with n0=200 m
−3
, db=0.05 m and
f=30 kHz, we nd an attenuation length from sattering o bubbles of about 18 km. Sattering
o bubbles is therefore not expeted to be the dominant attenuating eet.
The properties of hexagonal ie-Ih are non-isotropi and depend on 5 elasti onstants c11, c12,
c13, c33 and c44. Also the sound speed depends on the spei diretion of the wave relative to the
rystal axis. The polyrystalline ie at the South Pole onsists of monorystals that have random
orientation and a ertain mean grain diameter dg, therefore sattering of the aousti waves will
happen at the grain boundaries where the sound speed hanges abruptly. At the same time,
reetion and mode onversion (from longitudinal to transversal mode or vie versa) ours.
Here we only onsider the attenuation of the longitudinal waves. There are three sattering
regimes for sattering at grain boundaries in ie, depending on the relative sizes of the grains
and the wavelength under onsideration [117, 150℄.
1. Rayleigh regime: λ/2πdg > 1, where λ is the wavelength.
In this ase: αl = 5 · 10−1
(
dg
0.2 cm
)3 ( f
10 kHz
)4
[km−1]. This formula assumes a random
orientation of the -axis. It therefore overestimates the sattering for depths where there
is a strong alignment of the -axis.
2. Stohasti regime: 0.5 < λ/2πdg < 1, where αl = 6.2
(
dg
0.2 cm
) (
f
500 kHz
)2
[m−1]. The weaker
dependene on the dg and the frequeny (f) is due to the oherent nature of the sattering
proess sine there will be a notieable phase-shift of the aousti wave over a distane
∼dg.
3. Geometri regime: λ/2πdg < 0.5, where αl = 〈R〉 /dg. 〈R〉 is the average reetion oef-
ient. In this sattering regime, the sattering mehanism approahes a diusion proess
and the resulting sattering is independent of frequeny and proportional to 〈R〉. For the
ase of ie, for whih the elasti anisotropy of individual rystal grains is small, the average
reetion oeient is given by 〈R〉R = 0.068 [150℄, and αl = 6.0/(dg [cm]) [m−1].
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In ie with dg = 0.2 m, sattering is low. The expeted sattering length is 2000 km at 10 kHz,
25 km at 30 kHz, and 2 km at 60 kHz. In [117, 150℄ the aousti attenuation length in the shallow
ie below the rn is predited to be dominated by the proton reorientation absorptive eet and
to be 9 ± 3 km. Currently a ore-sample from a SPRESO (South Pole Remote Earth Siene
Observatory) drill hole about 8 km distane from the South Pole is under investigation [151℄.
2.4.4 Bakground noise
The ambient noise in the South Pole ie is expeted to be low and stable. The seismi station
QSPA (Quiet-zone, South Pole, Antartia), loated at SPRESO situated 8 km from the South
Pole station, is deployed at a depth of 200m and measures at 30Hz the lowest noise of the entire
Global Seismi Network (GSN)
16
[117℄. Most of the shear in the glaier at South Pole happens
at the bedrok where plasti deformation ours more easily due to the warm temperatures. The
expeted aousti emission from the bedrok is from ∼0.01MHz to 1MHz [117℄, loalised in time.
This bedrok-noise is not expeted to reah the depths that are relevant for aousti neutrino
detetion due to the temperature and sound speed gradient. The South Pole ie is predited to be
muh quieter than oean water at the relevant frequenies beause there are no waves, urrents
or animals. As mentioned before, all anthropogeni surfae noise is expeted to be waveguided
bak up to the surfae due to the sound speed gradient in the rn.
2.5 In-ie aousti neutrino detetion
The feasibility of aousti neutrino detetion in ie depends on the aousti properties of the ie
in the relevant frequeny range, roughly from 1 kHz to 100 kHz. These harateristis of the ie
determine the feasibility and design of a large self-triggering aousti neutrino detetion array at
South Pole.
From Table 2.1, it is lear that ie is an exellent andidate for aousti neutrino detetion,
sine the signal amplitude is expeted to be about 1 order of magnitude larger than in water.
Espeially the old upper layer of the ie (but below the rn) is expeted to be optimal for the
onversion of radiation energy to aousti energy. However, the theoretial preditions presented
in this hapter are relying on extrapolations and assumptions of the ie struture and properties.
Before onsidering the onstrution of a large aousti neutrino detetion array, the predited
properties need to be experimentally veried.
Before the deployment and results of the South Pole Aousti Test Setup (SPATS), the topi
of this work, it was unlear if the ie was indeed the predited suitable medium for aousti
neutrino detetion. The aim of SPATS is to measure the three ritial aousti parameters of
the Antarti ie sheet:
• The speed at whih a pressure wave propagates through the South Pole ie is an important
fator in event reonstrution and transient bakground rejetion. Not only obtaining
knowledge about the absolute value of the sound speed in the ie, but also mapping the
vertial sound speed prole are important. Aousti waves are bent towards regions of
lower propagation speed and the prole ditates the refration index and the resulting
radius of urvature. The emission disk is deformed more for larger sound speed gradients
16
http://www.iris.washington.edu/hq/programs/gsn
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(smaller radii of urvature), making the diretion reonstrution for the hadroni shower
more diult. Also, a preise measurement of the P- and S-wave speeds would allow to
use the delay between the P and S-wave arrivals to alulate the distane to the soure. If
an UHE hadroni shower gives rise to a detetable shear waves, a single sensor ould be
suient for a distane measurement.
• The in-situ temporal (and spatial) bakground noise sets the possible trigger level for a
partiular design of an aousti array and therefore ditates the energy threshold. A stable
noise level allows for a xed trigger level and a more straightforward transient analysis.
• The attenuation length determines how sparsly a possible future detetor volume an be
instrumented. The eonomial feasibility of an aousti neutrino detetor strongly depends
on the spaing between the aousti sensors. If the attenuation length is dominated by
absorption, the panake-shaped shok front will be preserved. For a sattering-dominated
attenuation length this typial signature will be lost, making a self-triggering aousti
neutrino detetion array infeasible.
SPATS was deployed in the 2006/2007, 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 Antarti summers in the
upper 500m of the South Pole ie ap.
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SPATS Hardware
The South Pole Aousti Test Setup (SPATS) is designed to investigate the feasibility of aousti
neutrino detetion in the South Pole ie. The three main aousti harateristis (see  2.5)
that require experimental veriation are the sound speed, bakground noise (both transient
and ontinuous) and attenuation length of the expeted aousti neutrino signal. To that end,
aousti sensors and powerful transmitters that operate at the expeted frequenies, from 1 to
100 kHz, were installed in the ie at various distanes and depths. All the equipment that freezes
in after deployment needs to be able to withstand temperatures down to 60
◦
C and pressures
over 100 bar.
SPATS grew from Deember 2006 to January 2009, from having no hardware deployed to 4
fully funtional instrumented aousti ables, alled strings (labelled A, B, C and D), deployed
in the upper 500m of IeCube holes and 10 suessful runs with a retrievable transmitter, alled
pinger. After a produtive long range test in water in April 2006, expetations were that the
initial data-taking with strings A, B and C would yield the siene goals swiftly. Confronted
with the in-ie data (for rst-year performane and results, see [152, 153℄), it beame lear that
the dierent systemati eets were impossible to disentangle. The Gaussian noise levels ould
be studied, but the attenuation length ould not be onstrained and a omplex timing-sheme
prohibited a straightforward sound speed analysis. String D and the retrievable transmitter
(pinger) were then designed, and deployed in the 2007/2008 season, in order to answer the
questions raised by that rst set of results and to ahieve the rest of the SPATS siene goals.
String D was assembled and tested at the INW laboratory (UGent) in Ghent, Belgium. The rst
pinger data showed unexpeted and large variations in signal amplitudes with depth and hole
number. The main inuene was suspeted to be the position of the pinger relative to the hole
walls. An improved pinger, with a position-entering system, generated perfetly reproduible
signals in the 2008/2009 season. Strings A, B and C have been operating for lose to 3 years at
the time of writing. They have survived transport to the South Pole Amundson-Sott station,
refreezing of the water-lled holes and several power-outages. String D has proven to be a robust
addition to the permanently deployed system for almost 2 years. Together they have aumulated
lose to 500GB of data, of whih roughly 100GB is pinger-data.
The omplete SPATS hardware is disussed in this hapter, with spei detail for elements
and limitations that are important for the data analysis.
3.1 Geometry
The permanently installed hardware of SPATS today onsists of four vertial instrumented strings
that were deployed in the upper 500m of seleted IeCube [48℄ holes to form a trapezoidal array.
The urrent geometrial onguration (see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2) is the result of a ompromise
between the geometry neessary to ahieve the physis goals and the IeCube geometry and
personnel availability at the time of deployment. Measuring, for example, the aousti properties
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Figure 3.1: The IeCube strings as of February 2009 (blak irles) with the SPATS geom-
etry. The permanently deployed hardware is indiated by blue lled irles with the string-ID
(ABCD) and orresponding IeCube hole number. The blue open irles and red open squares
show respetively the position of the 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 pinger holes with the orre-
sponding IeCube hole number.
of the ie both parallel and perpendiular to the ow of the glaier permits the investigation of
possible anisotropies of the aousti properties of the ie. Therefore a good horizontal overage
is needed. For an attenuation length analysis, it is important to have suient variation in
transmitter to sensor distanes so that the t of the amplitude versus distane is well dened.
The error on the horizontal position of eah string is xed and known to be ±0.5m, so that the
relative error dereases with inreasing string-to-string distane (alled baseline). Long baselines
therefore allow for a more preise measurement of the arrival times of the signal for example.
Strings A, B and C were positioned in suh a way that three learly distinguishable baselines
were obtained: 125m (between strings A and B), 302m (between strings B and C) and 421m
(between strings A and C). String B was deployed on 11 January 2007, A on 14 January 2007 and
C on 22 January 2007. String D was deployed on 24 Deember 2007, inreasing the maximum
baseline to 543m. The vertial distane between the aousti transduers (transmitters and
sensors) was hosen to inrease with depth following the measured and expeted temperature
and density proles of the ie [148, 147℄. Figure 3.2 shows a shemati of the SPATS array and
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its in-ie and on-ie omponents. Eah of the four strings has 7 aousti stages, eah of whih
ontains a transmitter and a sensor module. Strings A, B and C have instrumented levels at
80, 100, 140, 190, 250, 320 and 400m depth. String D has instrumented levels at 140, 190, 250,
320, 400, 430 and 500m depth. It was deided for string D to plae the top aousti stage at
140m depth, omitting the 80m and 100m depth levels after less optimal aousti onditions in
those upper levels (high bakground noise and short attenuation length) were found in the 2007
data-set. Moreover, String D has seond-generation SPATS transmitters and sensors. Also, two
out of the seven aousti stages of string D have HADES (Hydrophone for Aousti Detetion at
South Pole [154℄) sensors instead of SPATS sensors. The aousti modules are disussed in more
detail in  3.2.
The retrievable transmitter was deployed in 10 water-lled IeCube holes down to a maximum
depth of 500m. 6 holes were pinged in Deember 2007 and January 2008. In the 2008/2009 season
when 4 more holes were pinged using an optimised pinger design, the maximum baseline ahieved
was 1023m.
3.2 In-ie omponents
3.2.1 Aousti stages
A shemati drawing of a SPATS aousti stage is shown in Fig. 3.2. Eah aousti stage onsists
of a transmitter and a sensor module. All the eletroni iruits are loated in steel
1
pressure
housings with an outer diameter of 10.2 m and an inner diameter of 10 m. The modules are
disussed in detail below. The transmitter and sensor modules are joined together with three
ropes, allowing the transmitter module to be mounted about 45 m above the sensor module.
The ropes are joined at the top and bottom at a steel nut that is threaded and mounted on
a bolt that runs through a plasti perforated hollow separation sphere, alled spaer ball. The
holes allow for water to ow in so that the spheres remain intat at least until freeze-in. These
spaer balls are 16 m in diameter and assure a minimum distane of the stage to the Ieube
main able and the wall of the hole. An entire stage is about 1.5m long and maximum 16 m
wide
2
with a total weight of 10 kg. Eah aousti stage is onneted to an aousti juntion
box (AJB), loated at the surfae, by two shielded ables (one for eah module) eah onsisting
of four twisted wire pairs. All in-ie ables are twisted around a support rope whih arries
the weight of the stages. The depth of the string was monitored during deployment by diretly
reading out the pressure sensor that is inside eah of the lowest transmitter modules. The stages
are assumed to be positioned on the nominal depths with an error of ±2m (see also  4.3.3).
The SPATS transduers all use the same lead zironium titanate (PZT) material, namely
PIC151, manufatured by PI-eramis
3
. This is a soft piezo-erami material with a high piezo-
eletri harge onstant (d33 = 500pC/N), high permittivity, high oupling fator. It is tradi-
tionally used for low-power ultrasoni transduers and low-frequeny sound transduers.
1
Stainless steel grade 304/1.4301.
2
The minimum diameter of a typial IeCube hole after drilling is about (5060) m.
3
http://www.pierami.om
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Figure 3.2: Shemati of the SPATS array, showing strings A, B, C and D, eah with 7
aousti stages. Also shown are the stage design, on-ie SPATS DAQ and power supply
onnetivity.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: (a): Fourier spetrum for a string B transmitter as seen by one of the string D
HADES sensors (from [156℄). (b): An example of a string D (SPATS seond-generation)
transmitter HVRB reording. The y-axis is saled down by a fator 500.
3.2.2 The transmitter module
A SPATS transmitter module onsists of a steel pressure vessel and an external piezo-erami
transmitting element that is positioned roughly 15 m below the vessel and onneted by a rigid
high-voltage (HV) able. The pressure vessel houses a HV pulse generator board (see [155℄)
and a temperature sensor
4
. For the deepest stages, the temperature sensor is replaed with a
ommerial pressure sensor. Both sensors give a linear output urrent range of (420)mA, whih
translates to a temperature range of 70
◦
C to +10
◦
C and a pressure range of (060) bar. The HV-
board omprises a harging iruit parallel to an LC-iruit. A TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logi)
pulse starts the harging, and its length determines the harge duration. When the harging
iruit is turned o, the LC-iruit disharges over the apaitane of the attahed piezo-erami
transmitting element. The harging voltage is variable and is provided by a voltage regulation
board. This way, a unipolar high voltage pulse with a FWHM (full width at half maximum) of
about 17µs and a variable maximum up to 1.5 kV is sent to the piezo-erami element. Both
the steering voltage whih determines the harging voltage and the TTL pulse length an be set
externally. The resulting HV pulse an be read-bak (HVRB); this allows the eets of able
length and temperature to be studied and taken into aount. The HVRB is mainly used to hek
if the transmitters are funtioning as expeted. These pulses have a very high repetition stability
and are triggered by TTL signals of optimally 5ms duration. The HV pulses are sent to the
transmitting element (apaitane of ∼16 nF) whih is ring-shaped in order to have an isotropi
azimuthal emission. It is ast in epoxy-resin for eletrial insulation and positioned ∼13 m below
the steel housing. The atual emission diretivity of suh an element was measured in azimuthal
and polar diretions; all details are in [155℄ and a short overview is given in  4.1.1.
The ring-shaped piezo-erami element is least isotropi in the polar plane. The HV able
4
Based on PT1000 resistors.
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that onnets this element to the transmitter module has limited exibility and an extra rigidity
was added before deployment to avoid bending. Still, it an be expeted that the piezo-erami
element has a ertain angle to the horizontal plane. In this ase the amplitude variation in the
horizontal plane will be muh larger than expeted from the azimuthal isotropy measurement.
Figure 3.3(a) shows the Fourier spetrum for a waveform from a string D HADES sensor listening
to a string B transmitter. The SPATS transmitters typially output most power in the (20
60) kHz range although the dierenes in the atual shape of the emission spetra are large [156℄.
The SPATS seond-generation transmitters of string D have an optimised HV-iruit design
whih results in HV pulses with a FWHM of about 50µs and higher pulse amplitudes than
the rst-generation transmitters. These pulses are triggered by TTL signals of typially 2ms
duration. Figure 3.3(b) shows an example of a string D transmitter HVRB.
3.2.3 The sensor module
A SPATS sensor module has three piezo-erami elements, eah plaed 120
◦
apart to ensure good
angular overage. A so-alled SPATS sensor hannel onsists of a ylindrial (10mm diameter
and 5mm height) piezo-erami element (same PZT-type as for the transmitter) that is pressed
against the steel housing. The piezo-erami element is diretly soldered to a 3-stage amplier.
The rst stage onsists of a low-noise amplier
5
with an ampliation fator of 100, a large
bandwith and a 5 kHz high-pass lter to suppress low frequenies. The seond amplier stage is
an AC oupled inverted amplier whih amplies the signal by a fator of 100 and supresses the
frequenies above 500 kHz. The last stage is a line driver: it prepares the signal for transport
over the long in-ie able by providing a dierential output with a gain of 1. Two twisted wires
then transport the omplementary signals to the dierential input of an Analogue-to-Digital Con-
verter (ADC) in the string-PC (see  3.3). This aids noise redution by rejeting ommon-mode
interferene. The total ampliation fator of the hain of ampliers is therefore of the order of
10
4
. The ampliation varies about 5% in the (1080) kHz relevant frequeny range with a peak
at 10 kHz, see [123℄.
The 21 SPATS rst-generation sensor modules that were deployed on strings A, B and C
have eah a entral bolt that is onneted to three srews. These preload srews put pressure
on the piezo-erami element through the amplier board to ensure good ontat with the steel
housing and avoid deformation of the module. This introdues a mehanial oupling between
the three dierent hannels of the sensor module. It was therefore deided to replae the preload
srews with a metal ring in the SPATS seond-generation sensor modules on string D. Figure 3.4
shows pitures of open SPATS rst (a) and seond (b) generation sensor modules. 25 SPATS
rst-generation sensor modules were alibrated in water (see  4). String D water alibration
data also exist.
HADES, see [154℄, was developed in order to oer an alternative in-ie sensor with a dif-
ferent dynamial range. HADES-A and HADES-B were respetively deployed at 190m depth
and 430m depth on string D. A ring-shaped piezo-erami element is onneted to a 2-stage
dierential amplier that is plaed inside the ring. The assembly is then oated with resin (two-
omponent hard polyurethane). The hoie of resin was made after a series of laboratory tests
that investigated the resistane of the material to temperatures down to 85
◦
C. Also the aous-
ti impedane mathing was alulated from the measured sound speed for eah material. The
5
AD754JR.
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(a) SPATS rst-generation sensor
module.
(b) SPATS seond-generation sen-
sor module.
() HADES sensor.
Figure 3.4: Pitures of the SPATS and HADES sensors. The SPATS rst- (a) and seond-
(b) generation sensor modules have 3 hannels, eah onsisting of a piezo-erami element
followed by an amplier board. The HADES sensor () onsists of a ylindrial piezo-erami
element with an amplier board ast in resin.
initial in-ie results for HADES are presented in [154℄. Figure 3.4() shows a piture of a HADES
sensor.
3.3 On-ie omponents
3.3.1 The aousti juntion box
The aousti juntion box (AJB, see Fig. 3.5(a)) is a robust aluminium box (dimension: (30 ×
50× 80) m for strings A, B and C and slightly larger for string D) buried under roughly 3m of
snow. It is split into two ompartments. The rst one holds the onnetors from the in-ie ables.
These are onneted to wall-mounted onnetor-sokets (path wall). The seond ompartment
is watertight and ontains the eletroni omponents. All in-ie signals are rst routed through
a printed iruit board (PCB) from where they are distributed to the data aquisition (DAQ)
boards of a low-power industrial PC, alled the string-PC. A power distribution unit (PDU)
onsists of low-noise DC/DC onverters and lters. It provides ground, +5V, +15V and +24V
to the string-PC and the in-ie omponents through the PCB. The PCB also routes the GPS
timing signal and onverts the urrents from the in-ie pressure and temperature sensors to
voltages.
The string-PC (see Fig. 3.5(b)) is a stak of IDAN (Intelligent Data Aquisition Node) PC/104
modules by RTD
6
. It has a ompat modular design and its splash-proof rugged aluminium
enlosure ats as a heatsink so that no fan is needed. It is rated to perform from 40
◦
C to
+85
◦
C. The peripheral omponents are ontrolled by a CPU module
7
with a 600MHz proessor
and 512MB RAM. The linux operating system is installed on a ash-memory (wide temperature
6
http://www.rtd.om/
7
IDAN-CML47786HX650ER-260D
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (a): The watertight part of the aousti juntion box with the PCB, power
distribution board, string-PC and modems. (b): The string-PC stak. From top to bottom
are the serial and DSL modems, the CPU board, 3 fast-ADC boards, 1 slow-ADC board and
1 relay module.
disk-on-module (DOM)
8
). This type of solid-state memory has the advantage that there are no
moving parts, unlike a regular hard drive. The drawbak is that eah memory-ell of the DOM
an be aessed for reading or writing a limited number of times. If too many ells fail the
disk will beome unaessible, as it happened during the pre-deployment testing of string-PC
B. For this reason, all data is stored loally on a temporary RAM disk. This means that part
of the RAM memory of the CPU module is treated as if it were a disk drive. Hene, the read-
write yles of the DOM are kept to a minimum. The 12-bit Fast-ADC (FADC) boards
9
have a
maximum sampling frequeny of 1.25MHz. There are three FADCs for eah string, whih means
that all three hannels of one sensor module an be read out simultaneously at a maximum
sampling frequeny of 1.25MHz. Theoretially, the FADCs should be able to read out all 21
sensor-hannels of the string at maximum ∼179 kHz sampling frequeny. However, this is not
feasible for the SPATS DAQ system as will be disussed in  3.6.2. The three boards are linked
through a SynBus (RTD) onnetion whih allows the simultaneous reording of samples by the
three boards (they will use the same ADC lok of one of the boards). Together with one slow
ADC board
10
with a sampling frequeny of 500 kHz, the transmitters an be ontrolled and the
temperature and pressure sensors read out.
A relay board
11
has 16 relay swithes whih allow the power for eah sensor, transmitter,
temperature and pressure sensor to be swithed on and o separately. The average power on-
sumption per string is low and varies from ∼35W (no in-ie modules powered on) to ∼96W (all
in-ie modules powered on). All these omponents were tested at the expeted low temperatures
8
DJ0010G44TK02P10; operating temperatures: 40
◦
C to +85
◦
C (http://www.pqimemory.om/)
9
IDAN-SDM7540HR-8
10
IDAN-DM6420HR-1-62S
11
IDAN-DM6952HR-62D
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Figure 3.6: (a): the evolution of the DSL modem (red) and AJB-air (green) tempera-
tures, the string-PC was swithed on at 5:30 hrs (from [157℄). (b): FADC-temperatures of
string A as measured by their internal temperature sensors; there was a long power-outage
on 19/01/2007.
(around 55
o
C) and several old boot yles of the system were suessfully performed prior
to deployment (see for example [157℄ and Fig. 3.6(a)). The string-PCs have also powered on
without problems after power-outages at South Pole (Fig. 3.6(b)).
The AJB allows over 90 analogue hannels to be ontrolled and read-out without the need to
transport the analogue signals over dediated surfae ables to the IeCube Laboratory (ICL).
The total able ost and signal losses are therefore kept to a minimum. Eah AJB is onneted
to the master-PC (see  3.3.2) loated in the ICL by two ables (quads) of the IeCube surfae
able-assembly. They eah have 2 twisted wire-pairs: DC-power and SDSL
12
ommuniation go
on one quad and DC-power and GPS signal on the other quad. All path ables are shielded.
This way the EMI (eletromagneti interferene) shield remains intat and the interferenes are
minimised. The DC-power is automatially inhibited in hardware and rmware if the shield is
not intat.
3.3.2 The master-PC
The master-PC (see Fig. 3.7) is a rakable 4U HP Proliant DL380 series with dual 1GHz Pentium-
3 proessors and a 12-slot PCI bakplane
13
. Two Aopian
14
swithing regulated power supplies
onneted in series supply 96V, one 0 to +48V and the other one 0V to 48V. They are ooled
independently by internal dual fans. A symmetri DSL onnetion is assured by Nexomm
Nexpeed NM220G modems. These SDSL modems provide symmetrial data rates of maximum
2.3Mbps for a distane of 3 km over a regular wire-pair. In-situ testing has shown the baseline
ping-delay to be around 1.5ms for all four strings. A GPS-based IRIG-B (100 pulses per seond
(pps), see Fig. 3.8) time oding signal, provided by a Meinberg GPS PCI ard (GPS169PCI)
guarantees absolute timestamping. The GPS lok is speied to produe IRIG-B rising edges
12
A symmetri DSL onnetion has the same bandwith for the upstream and downstream onnetions.
13
retrotted IeCube Rev 1 DOM Hub.
14
W48NT370, http://www.aopian.om/
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Figure 3.7: Top view of the master-PC.
within ±2µs of absolute GPS time. The delay introdued in the IRIG-B signals during propa-
gation from master-PC to string-PC is a few µs. Eah string has a dediated PCI ontrol board
(SPATS Hub Servie Board: SHSB) and ethernet ard. The SHSB routes the DSL ommunia-
tion, GPS signal and power to the two surfae able quads. The SHSB rmware an be used to
power on and o the strings, as well as to monitor the status of the wire-pairs. All minimum and
maximum voltages and urrents an be set individually and the power is automatially inhibited
the instant one of the thresholds is rossed (see [158℄). The master-PC is aessible through
the loal IeCube Lab (ICL) network. Remote aess to that network is only possible when the
satellite link with the South Pole Amundson-Sott station is ative. Currently, all ommuni-
ation and data-transfer for the entire station are exeuted over two dierent satellites
15
that
have a total of eight hours of visibility per day. All SPATS-data is ompressed immediately from
the string-PCs to the master-PC where it is stored until transferred. A speialised sript then
prepares dierent data streams for both satellite transfer and tape arhiving. Eah South Pole
experiment has a limit on the total data-transfer and SPATS has been assigned a maximum of
150MB of satellite-transferred data a day. It an take up to ve days for the data to arrive on
the IeCube data-servers after the data is retrieved by the satellite system. All data that is not
transferred goes automatially to tapes that are brought bak from South Pole every year. It
has been possible to transfer large amounts of data during speial data-taking (as, for example,
during the inter-string data taking) periods.
Apart from the SPATS system at South Pole, two test-systems also exist: string Z and
15
For satellite times, see for example http://ie.rsmas.miami.edu/aess.phtml
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Figure 3.8: The IRIG-B 100 pps timing signal. In 1 seond of data, there are 100 rising
edges separated by 0.01 s. The start of the sequene is indiated by two 8ms high separated
by 2ms low, the start of the GPS seond is aligned with the seond rising edge.
string E. String Z is loated at DESY (Zeuthen, Germany) and onsists of a omplete string-PC
that is onneted to a desktop-PC (simulating the master-PC) through an SDSL onnetion. It
is possible to onnet SPATS sensors and transmitters or a funtion generator. String E was
previously loated at the University of California (Berkeley, USA) and has reently moved to
UGent (Ghent, Belgium). It onsists of a CPU-board and one FADC board to whih a funtion
generator an be attahed diretly. Both test-systems have been extensively used for DAQ
software development.
3.3.3 Naming onventions
As mentioned before, SPATS onsists of 4 instrumented ables, alled strings. They have been
named string A, B, C and D. Eah string has 7 stages at dierent depths. Eah string has
three FADC boards: board 0 (A), board 1 (B) and board 2 (C). Eah sensor module has
three sensor hannels and eah of these hannels is read out by a dierent FADC, therefore the
sensor hannels are named hannel 0, 1 or 2, after the FADC board that is onneted to them.
Table 3.1 shows the numbering sheme of the stages and the orresponding depths. The naming
onvention for transmitter is XTN , the transmitter on string X position N. For example, AT2 is
the transmitter at 100m depth on string A. A sensor is named YSM-Z, this stands for the sensor
hannel Z (FADC board Z) of the sensor module at position M on string Y. For example, AS2-0
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is the sensor hannel 0 of the sensor module that is positioned at 100m depth on string A.
String Depth [m℄
80 100 140 190 250 320 400 430 500
A 1 2 X 4 5 6 7 NI NI
B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NI NI
C X 2 3 4 5 6 7 NI NI
D NI NI 1 2 (H-A) 3 4 5 6 (H-B) 7
Table 3.1: Overview of SPATS numbering onventions. NI stands for Not Instrumented.
H-A and H-B are the HADES sensors. The dead sensor modules are marked by a ross.
3.4 The retrievable transmitter
The retrievable transmitter (pinger), is an autonomous sound soure whih an be deployed in
any available IeCube hole. In the 2007/2008 and 2008/2009 austral summers, the pinger was
lowered suessively in 10 water-lled IeCube holes before the atual deployment of the IeCube
optial equipment. The pinger, pulsing at a xed repetition rate, went down to 400m or 500m
depth and was then raised bak to the surfae. The movement was stopped for maximum 5
minutes at seleted instrumented SPATS levels. During that stop, the installed SPATS strings
reorded at least 1 event with eah sensor hannel.
The pinger setup onsists of three main parts. First, an aousti pinger box (APB) at the
surfae provides the battery power, the GPS synhronised trigger and a pressure-sensor readout.
This box is onneted to the seond main part whih is the able of the Robertson winh
16
(RW).
Finally, the end of the RW able onnets to a pressure housing. A transduer is onneted to,
and positioned below, that pressure housing.
3.4.1 The aousti pinger box
The aousti pinger box (APB, see Fig. 3.9(a)) on the surfae ontains a total of 4×6V lead
aid rehargeable batteries
17
onneted in series to provide 24V. The batteries are reharged
regularly between operations. The APB is onneted to an external GPS reeiver. The rst-
generation pinger diretly used the 1 pps pulse from this GPS as trigger for the HV-pulse and the
maximum repetition rate was therefore 1Hz. For the seond-generation pinger, the APB routes
the 1 pps signal to a GPS-synhronised pulse generator (frequeny-multiplying) board alled the
LG-board
18
. This LG-board an be set from 1Hz to a maximum of 50Hz trigger rate. It is
known from initial tests that the aousti emission from the pinger beomes errati above about
15Hz, due to an insuient time between pulses to restore the ground level for the eletronis.
The maximum repetition rate was therefore set to 10Hz for the seond pinger season. All holes
during the 2008/2009 season were pinged with a 10Hz repetition rate exept for the last hole
whih was pinged at a rate of 8Hz.
16
http://www.geologging.om/
17
Hawker-Cylon, resistant to low temperatures.
18
After its designer, Leif Gustafsson.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: The pinger setup. (a): Pitures from the APB with the LG-board. (b): Top
view of the pinger going down in a water-lled IeCube hole.
3.4.2 The retrievable stage
The APB is onneted to a 2700m long armoured 2 wire-pair able (i.e. 4 ondutors) that is
spooled onto the RW. Power, ground and trigger are routed to a steel pressure vessel that ontains
a HV pulse generator board. The remaining ondutor an be used to read out the urrent of a
pressure sensor situated inside the steel vessel. A spherial (diameter 10.8 m) omnidiretional
piezo-erami transduer
19
is eletrially onneted to the pressure housing and positioned about
2m below it. The transduer transmitting voltage response is about 149 dB re.V/µPa  1m for
a frequeny around 18 kHz
20
; it is rated to a maximum depth of 1219m and the apaitane
is 62000 pF. It has a broadband omnidiretional transmitting response and has a resonane
frequeny of 16.5 kHz. Figure 3.10(a) shows the diretivity pattern of the ITC-1001 at 18 kHz.
Upon arrival of a trigger signal, a 30µs eletri pulse of 400V is sent to the ITC-1001 piezo-
erami element whih then emits a broadband pulse. Most of the power is onentrated in the
(1030) kHz range. An example of a noise-subtrated Fourier spetrum of the pinger signal as
seen by a HADES sensor is shown in Fig. 3.10(b). It was veried with simulations that the
frequeny ontent from the pinger-signal as seen by the HADES and SPATS sensors reets the
true emitted spetrum from the pinger [159℄.
The pinger stage that was deployed in the 2007/2008 austral summer had limited rigidity so
that pendulum movements of the piezo-erami element were possible. Therefore there was no
ontrol over the position of the pinger transduer relative to the hole walls. This resulted in an
unpreditable interferene with the reetions of the pulse inside the hole. On top of that, the
water/ie interfae has a large impedane mismath and reation of shear waves was expeted at
19
Model ITC-1001 from the International Transduer Corporation. http://www.it-transduers.om/
20
The traditional standard for alibration sensitivity is dB with respet to V/µPa. A sensitivity of 160 dB (re
1V/µPa) is equivalent to 10 µV/Pa of voltage sensitivity.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: (a): The ITC-1001 transduer diretivity pattern at 18 kHz. (b): The ITC-
1001 frequeny ontent for an event seen by the string D HADES DS6 sensor, from [156℄.
the boundary. The preise amount of energy that went into shear and pressure waves depended on
the angles involved. The 2007/2008 pinger data indeed showed ompliated interferenes, shear
wave ontributions and therefore irreproduible pulses. For these reasons, it beame desirable
to maintain a xed pinger position inside the hole during the stops. To that end, the stage
was redesigned and tted with entralisers so that the piezo-erami element would be always
positioned in the entre of the hole and no osillating movements in the horizontal plane ould
be possible, see Fig. 3.9(b).
3.4.3 Trigger and GPS timing
During pinger data-taking, both the SPATS array and the pinger are GPS synhronised so that
the preise arrival times and therefore the speed of the pinger-pulses an be determined. This
synhronisation also allows for easy averaging of the individual pulses. On the surfae, a GPS
lok (Garmin model GPS 18 PVC) is used to generate a 1 pps signal. The rising edge of the
signal is aligned to the start of eah GPS seond within 1µs for all onditions in whih the
reeiver has reported a valid and aurate position from the satellites for at least the previous 4
seonds.
The default pulse width is 100ms, programmable between 20ms and 980ms in steps of
20ms. The rising edge of the trigger signal initiates harging of the HV pulse generator iruit,
followed by disharge that immediately results in aousti emission. The emission time delay
introdued by the HV iruit has been measured in the laboratory to be te = 1.90 ± 0.05ms
over the range of temperatures in whih the pinger operated (20
◦
C to +20
◦
C). The eletrial
pulse-to-pulse variation of the HV board is negligible. The eletrial signal propagation speed
through the 2700m able is 67% of the speed of light in vauum aording to the manufaturer
speiations, resulting in a 13µs predited able delay time. This delay has indeed been veried
in the laboratory to be on the order of 10µs, still negligible ompared with other ontributions
to the timing unertainty.
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Figure 3.11: Shemati of the
2008/2009 pinger stage. The
total stage has a length of
roughly 2m and a diameter of
about 0.6m.
In the 2008/2009 pinger season, it was veried that
no audible irregularities in repetition rate or amplitude
were present before the pinger deployments. Some er-
rati behaviour, as was the ase for repetition rates
above 15Hz, was observed after the deployments but
this was not reorded in the SPATS sensor waveforms.
The water level inside the IeCube holes is roughly 70m
below the surfae. This means that the pinger stage
ould have suered from the low temperatures (around
55
◦
C) inside the hole while it was travelling between
the water level and the surfae. In the low-level veri-
ation of the pinger-data it was found that an extra
pinger-pulse was produed on rare oasions, possibly
due to an erroneous trigger signal from the GPS.
3.4.4 Depth measurement
First pinger season
During the 2007/2008 season, the pressure sensor ould
unexpetedly not be read out during deployment. Five
independent SeaStar sensors were installed on the
pinger stage. These SeaStar sensors are miniature
stand-alone data loggers that reord temperature and
pressure. Reorded data is then stored in the logger's
internal memory with a real time referene for eah
measurement. It is the world's smallest temperature
and pressure logger but it does not allow real-time mon-
itoring of the depth of the pinger. The only way to esti-
mate the depth during deployment was by ounting the
turns on the RW during the lowering of the pinger. Due
to inorret estimation of the derease of the diameter
of the RW spool, this depth was systematially over-
estimated. Therefore the pinger was always stopped
above the nominal SPATS stage depths with a devia-
tion that inreases with depth. This beame lear after
analysing the data of the SeaStar sensors. It was, for
example, found that the maximum depth of the pinger
was 477m, instead of the target depth of 500m. The 5
SeaStar sensors that were used in this season sometimes
disagreed by over 30m. The orreted turn-ounting es-
timate and the SeaStar measurements were averaged in
order to get a pinger-depth estimate. The error on the
2007/2008 pinger depth is ±5m [160℄.
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Seond pinger season
During the 2008/2009 season, three methods to measure the depth were used: the RW turn-
ounting, the new RW able payout system and again the SeaStar sensors
21
. The payout depth
measurement onsists of a small wheel that is resting on top of the RW able lose the RW
winh. The wheel turns along when the able is lowered or raised. A ounter then indiates
the length of able that has been unspooled. The SeaStar sensors were always attahed to the
pinger stage at the same loation: about 1.4m above the pinger piezo-erami element. Eah
seond, the pressure and temperature were reorded and the time was synhronised with a GPS-
synhronised NTP (Network Time Protool) server. The SeaStar raw data states the pressure in
bar. To get the atual depth of the pinger transduer, the following formula is applied:
Dp = (P − P0)C −Dw − l, (3.1)
where P is the raw pressure data reorded by the SeaStar sensor, P0 is the pressure when the
SeaStar is at about 0.4
◦
C but not in water before the atual deployment. Dw is the distane
from the oor of the Tower Operation Struture (TOS) to the surfae of the water in the hole
(well-depth), l is the distane from the SeaStar to the pinger piezo-erami element (1.4m on all
oasions) and C is the onversion onstant (1 bar = 10.19716213m of water). The maximum
disrepany between the depth measurements by SeaStar sensors was about 15m. This an be
due to dierenes in alibration and possibly dierent temperature-dependenes. A reasonable
error on the mean of the SeaStar data is 10m; Fig. 3.12 shows the SeaStar data for IeCube hole
19 (Fig. 3.1).
The payout was set to 0 when the pinger transduer was positioned at TOS oor-level. A
possible systemati error on this depth measurement an ome from slipping of the able over
the wheel. This means that the able will go over without turning the wheel, thus making the
payout underestimate the amount of able that passed by. Slippage an happen both in the
down-going and up-going movement of the able. Therefore, the payout oset, when the pinger
transduer is bak at TOS oor-level after pinging, ould be interpreted as the maximum error
due to slippage. This oset was reorded for two dierent holes and was found to be less than 1m
in both ases. It is, however, more likely that the slipping of the able ours in equal amount
but dierent diretion and this would not be notieable. Another possible soure of error in the
payout depth measurement is the fat that the payout devie ould be badly alibrated. The
alibration was heked by estimating the pinger depth using the RW turn-ounting tehnique
and ross-heking it with the payout depth measurement. This was done for the rst hole in
whih the pinger was deployed, at the rst depth where it was stopped. Sine the payout and
turn-ounting depth measurements agreed, it was then deided to no longer ount the turns.
A dierent devie (hole-logger), whih also used the RW, was deployed down to 1400m in an
IeCube hole. At that time the TOS payout system was also available. The RW and TOS payout
readings were onsistent.
Therefore, the payout depth measurement is more aurate than the SeaStar measurement.
The two measurements are always in agreement with eah other if the error on the SeaStar
measurement is taken as the spread between the 3 SeaStar sensors. As a result, it is reasonable
to take the payout measurement value as the pinger depth, with a onservative error of ±5m.
Most likely a more realisti error is on the order of ±2m.
21
In the 2008/2009 season, three SeaStar sensors were used with serial numbers 3387, 3504 and 3570.
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Figure 3.12: The SeaStar (C3387, C3504 and C3570) and RW payout depth measurements
for hole 19. The two depth measurements are in agreement. The SeaStars behave erratially
before and after deployment due to the fat that the pressure measured by the SeaStar
sensors is sensitive to temperature hanges. The pinger stage is positioned above the hole
at those instanes, exposed to the old air (∼55 ◦C) that is oming up from the hole. One
the pinger is in the water, the temperature remains stable at 0.4± 0.4 ◦C .
3.5 Data aquisition
3.5.1 Data format
A omplete overview of the SPATS DAQ an be found in the data aquisition internal report [158℄.
The SPATS DAQ software is version-ontrolled using the Conurrent Versions System (CVS).
Therefore, all strings run exatly the same software at any given time. An eletroni logbook
keeps trak of all ativity on the master-PC and string-PCs.
The SPATS data-taking software onsists of ompiled C-ode that is ontrolled by shell sripts
loally on eah string-PC. All waveform data are reorded in a well-dened binary format (run).
Suh a SPATS run onsists of a ertain number of events that an eah ontain a sensor waveform
and/or a transmitter HVRB waveform. A waveform onsists of samples that ontain both the
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IRIG-B and ADC ounts so that eah sample has preise timestamping. A run number is assigned
and inremented automatially and the daily runlog keeps trak of the start- and stop-times of
all runs.
3.5.2 System monitoring data-taking
The monitoring data allow to ontrol the basi system parameters for both the master-PC and
the string-PCs. The string-PC monitoring sript runs eah hour and ollets the following data:
1. PT monitoring: the temperature (T) and pressure (P) sensors inside the transmitter mod-
ules,
2. FADC temperatures: the internal temperature sensor is read-out for all FADC boards,
3. Network Time Protool (NTP) variables: for example, the jitter on the system time NTP
synhronisation is monitored. The jitter is a measure of the phase noise in the time reeived
from the server. If the time queries happen at irregular intervals, the jitter is high,
4. the string-PC DOM and RAM disk status (df and du queries).
The master-PC monitoring sript also runs eah hour and ollets the following data:
1. power monitoring: the status of the wire-pairs for all SPATS surfae ables,
2. ping-delays: the average ping time between the string-PCs and the master-PC,
3. the master-PC hard disk status (df and du queries),
4. the status of the NTP server on the master-PC (ntpq -p query).
The results of the system monitoring data-taking is ompiled in a mail (monitor-mail) and sent
over the so-alled Iridium-network, whih is a ellular satellite network, during downtime of the
regular satellites. This way, ation an be taken right from the start of the next satellite pass.
On top of that, all data-transfer details are ompiled in another mail. Herein, the total data-
transfer rate for that day and the amount of data that went to the loal taping system without
being transferred over satellite are detailed.
3.5.3 Aousti data-taking
There are two main C-programs, namely triggered-run. and trigreadont., that an be
used for a variety of aousti data-taking modes.
• Untriggered noise (trigreadont.), or transient data. The noise waveform is reorded
for a short duration (urrently 0.1 s) at 200 kHz sampling frequeny. These full waveforms
are used for the absolute noise level analysis sine they retain all frequeny information up
to 100 kHz.
• Untriggered noise histograms (monitor-noise., based on trigreadont.). It be-
ame desirable to have a way of monitoring the noise level for all sensor hannels without
having to save the entire waveform for eah of them. Indeed, this last option takes a large
amount of disk spae and SDSL transfer time. Therefore the noise is reorded in the form
of an ADC-ount histogram (i.e. the number of times a ertain ADC bin ours), examples
of whih an be seen in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative SPATS data; most of the pinger data is not inluded sine it was
not transferred using the satellite system but arried North by hand.
• Intra-stage (trigreadont.). A sensor reords the aousti pulse originating from the
transmitter on the same stage. This type of data has been used to investigate the freeze-in
proess during ommissioning.
• Intra-string (trigreadont.). A sensor reords the aousti pulse originating from a
transmitter on the same string.
• Inter-string (trigreadont.). A sensor reords the aousti pulse originating from a
transmitter on a dierent string. In a typial inter-string data-taking shedule, one trans-
mitter will be triggered while the other strings loop over their sensors. This way, all
transmitter-sensor ombinations are obtained. The inter-string data provide the possibil-
ity of investigating the attenuation length. The analysis of these data is the subjet of
Chapter 5 and data-taking will be explained in more detail there.
• Pinger runs. A sensor reords the aousti pulse originating from the pinger. For the
2008/2009 pinger season, the pinger signal was reorded for 18 s at a sampling frequeny
of 200 kHz by all three hannels of a same sensor module simultaneously. A string ould
omplete a loop over all sensor modules in less than 4min. On top of that, the 4 SPATS
strings reorded data from the same sensor module at the same time within 1 s thanks to
the NTP synhronisation and the fat that the data-taking sript would be restarted every
4min.
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• Triggered noise (triggered-run.). If the number of ADC ounts on any of the twelve
monitored sensor hannels (three hannels on eah of the 4 SPATS strings) exeeds a ertain
level above noise, we reord a 5ms window of data (1001 ADC samples at 200 kHz) around
the trigger on that hannel. This is a transient event. The resulting trigger rate is roughly
stable and on the order of a few triggers every minute for eah of the monitored hannels.
Most of these events are Gaussian noise events, where only one sample is outside the trigger
boundaries. The transient events are proessed oine and analysed for time-oinidene
lustering. triggered-run. also allows monitoring of the FADC lokdrifts (see  3.6.2
and  5.2.1) and the reording of noise-histograms during transient data-taking. These
options are urrently disabled.
At the present time, the SPATS data-taking is onentrating on transient data-taking: 45 minutes
of eah hour are dediated to transient data-taking, the remaining 15min are reserved for noise
data-taking and system monitoring. The thresholds for eah hannel that takes part in transient
data-taking are hosen so that the total data-rate for SPATS remains below 150MB/day under
normal trigger irumstanes. In total, over 500GB of data has been aumulated over the past
∼3 years. Figure 3.13 shows the umulative data versus time.
3.6 System performane
3.6.1 System monitoring
The SPATS monitoring website
22
has been operational sine April 2007. It is updated daily with
the latest available SPATS data or with the data of the monitor-mail. It also hosts an online
plot-generator: the Gaussian noise data an be plotted for any sensor and any period. The
availability of the data depends on the satellite-transfer queue. A normal delay is 1 to 2 days,
although delays of 10 days or more have ourred in the past. Currently the monitoring website
shows the following system and aousti monitoring variables:
• Noise level monitoring
Sine the observed noise in the SPATS sensors is Gaussian, the noise levels an be monitored
looking at the evolution of the standard deviation of the Gaussian ADC-ount distributions
for eah hannel. The SPATS noise levels are very stable, with a few exeptions. First, the
noise was found to inrease during the rst few weeks after a SPATS string was deployed.
It is possible that this is an eet of a better oupling of the hole-ie to the bulk ie.
Seond, the noise levels inrease and utuate during the IeCube drilling season. In fat,
it was shown that the drill an learly be heard by the SPATS sensors if it is lose enough.
Indeed, Fig. 3.14 shows the Gaussian noise level for all available sensor hannels of string B
(bottom 7 plots) for a period during whih the IeCube drill was passing by at the depths
of the stages (upper plot). The noise levels are elevated only when the drill is in the upper
600m of the ie. Third, the noise levels are in general higher just after powering up the
sensor. Therefore, the sensors are kept on ontinuously. The reorded noise levels are not
dependent on the FADC board temperatures, see Fig. 3.15.
22
http://inwfsun1.ugent.be/∼freija/Moni-SPATS/ Restrited website, please ontat author for aess.
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of the SPATS noise levels for string B during drilling at IeCube
hole 64, at a distane of roughly 128m. The upper plot shows the depth of the IeCube
hot-water drill versus time as measured by a pressure sensor attahed to the drill head. The σ
of the Gaussian tted to the histogram of the ADC voltages is shown for all available sensor
hannels for string B. For eah depth, the σ is plotted for the 3 sensor hannels (3 dierent
olours). One of the hannels of BS7 was not operational at that time.
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of the temperatures of the three FADC boards (3 dierent olours)
from string C (middle panel) and AS2-0 noise levels (top panel) ompared to the average
surfae temperature at South Pole (bottom panel). The AS2-0 sensor hannel is loated at
100m depth, right between the rn and the bulk ie.
• Transient monitoring
The raw transient data-rate is plotted for eah hour. This inludes all the Gaussian and
true transient triggers.
• Power monitoring
The voltage and urrent of eah string is monitored using the daily monitor-mail.
• FADC temperature monitoring
All FADC temperatures are reorded and plotted versus time, an example of whih an be
seen in the middle panel of Fig. 3.15.
The SPATS monitoring website has played a vital role in understanding the SPATS data
stream. For example, it was notied that the SPATS noise levels hange during inter-string
data taking. After investigation it beame lear that the hange in noise level was related to
the powering o of the sensors between inter-string runs. The reason for this is that for the
transmitting string, only the transmitter is turned on and the sensors are not. After the inter-
string data taking, the noise monitoring ode turns on all sensors at the same time. This was
onsequently hanged so that the sensors are not powered down when transmitting. All available
monitoring data is reviewed every day in order to detet anomalies as soon as possible. To this
end, a dediated monitoring logbook and monitoring-shifts were put into plae.
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6
ADC ounts (5 s at 200 kHz) for hannel AS4-2 on
the left with a zoom on the entral bins on the right. A Gaussian is tted to the distribution.
3.6.2 The FADC boards
Temperature behaviour
The temperature of eah FADC board is inuened by both external (weather, station-wide power
outages) and internal (data-taking modes) fators. The FADC temperatures (and therefore the
AJB temperature) take about 12 hours to stabilise after an extended power outage. Over the
ourse of an entire year, the FADC temperature hanges by a maximum of 20
◦
C whereas the
South Pole surfae temperature utuates by over 35
◦
C. The isolating snow that surrounds
the AJB ats as a buer to the extreme temperatures: the FADC temperature utuations are
smaller and have a delay of about 1 month, see Fig. 3.15.
FADC limitations
It is important to have a good understanding of the FADC boards and their limitations. There
are ertain features in the SPATS data that are purely FADC artefats. Figure 3.16 illustrates
one of the FADC artefats, a so-alled quantisation-error that is due to the nite resolution of
the FADC. It shows an ADC histogram for sensor hannel AS4-2, with a zoom on the entral
bins. There is an exess in the bin at 0 ADC hannel and a saw-like struture. The range of
expeted statistial utuations in the histogram is muh smaller than the observed struture
whih shows bin ontents that are alternating above and below the expeted ounts. This feature
is has been investigated and it was found the ADC has a bias towards ertain bins. The FADCs
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an be trusted up to a preision of 1 ADC bin.
The FADC has a maximum sampling frequeny of 1.25MHz. However, when an FADC board
is run for long duration and/or high sampling frequeny, some runs hang with a dma time-out
kernel message. This error is handled by wrapping binary exeutable runs in a shell sript that
kills the job if it does not nish in the expeted time. However, for high enough sampling
frequeny or duration, pratially all runs hang. There is a lear dependene of the failure rate
on the sampling frequeny and duration. The problem is worse when writing data to le during
aquisition and better when writing after aquisition. The problem is also worse when we sample
with multiple boards simultaneously or when a user is logged on the string-PC. This shows that
the suess rate depends on the load that is exerised on the CPU of the string-PC.
The FADC loks were found to drift. This means that the FADC will not sample the
waveform at the requested (nominal) frequeny but a slightly higher or lower one. The umulative
amount of drift auses deoherene in the averaging of SPATS transmitter and pinger pulses if
the nominal rather than true sampling frequeny is used. This lokdrift eet an be aounted
for by using the IRIG-B GPS signal sine the latter is reorded synhronously with eah sensor
hannel reording. It is therefore possible to determine the atual sampling frequeny at the
time of the reording. This atual sampling frequeny then needs to be used if data is averaged
(see  5.2.1).
New FADC driver
In 2008, RTD released an updated Linux driver for the FADC boards for whih they laimed
better performane. It was therefore deided that the SPATS DAQ performane should be
tested with the new driver on the test-system string E. The main hange is that this new driver
is designed to use an interrupt
23
handler to retrieve the data from the board. This introdues
a new vulnerability: the appliation may miss or lose interrupts, espeially if interrupts our
quikly enough. A board may enter an inonsistent state if interrupts are not aknowledged
reasonably. During the tests it was found that the ADC FIFO (First In, First Out) lls up
beause the data of the unhandled interrupts is never retrieved and this auses the system to
freeze. A way to avoid unhandled data is to lower the sampling frequeny and/or to hange the
buer size. It was found that the new driver performed well at a maximum of 400 kHz. This is
not a major improvement on the old driver. On top of that, at a ertain point during testing, the
FADC beame irresponsive and ould no longer be aessed even after a full string-PC reboot.
It was therefore deided not to install the new driver sine the risks involved were too high.
3.6.3 Current status
SPATS sensor status
The status of the SPATS sensor hannels an easily be assessed by investigation of the ADC
histogram for noise. In Appendix A, these noise-histograms, using 10
6
ADC ounts, is plotted
for eah of the SPATS sensor hannels using the noise data taken on 20 August 2009. Currently
6 out of a total of 80 sensor hannels are ontinuously saturated (AS3 and CS1). This saturation
is presumably aused by the possible detahment of one of the piezo-erami elements from the
23
An interrupt is an signal indiating a need or possibility for ation.
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housing. Some of the hannels have had larger variations in their Gaussian noise levels, as, for
example, AS1-2. The omplete available noise data an be found in Appendix B.
SPATS transmitter status
The status of the transmitters an be assessed by looking at their HVRB. Most of the transmitters
from strings A, B and C have evolved from displaying smooth HVRB-pulses to more strutured
ones. The pulses remain very reproduible although the amplitudes typially have dereased.
Currently, all SPATS transmitters are operational, exept for DT6 whih failed a few weeks after
deployment.
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SPATS alibration and testing
The eld of water (oeans) and air (atmospheri) aoustis is well developed and alibration
methods for aousti transduers in air and liquids are mature and reliable
1
. SPATS is the rst
projet to install aousti devies in the South Pole ie. Sensors and transmitters an only be
alibrated in water sine no alibration method or alibrated soure exists for ie. The goals of
the SPATS testing and alibration eorts are threefold:
• To understand how the absolute sensitivity2 of a sensor hannel in water translates to the
absolute sensitivity in ie.
All sensors of strings A, B and C were alibrated in water [155℄ and the inuene of
temperature and pressure on the sensitivity has been quantied in dediated laboratory
tests [161℄. A short summary of the results is given in  4.1. Combining all these results
allows the reorded voltage output from the amplier to be translated into a pressure
reading.
• To understand relative variations between the transduers in the ie.
The relative dierenes in waveform energy between single transmitter-sensor (T,S) om-
binations are due to the dierenes in sensitivity of the sensor hannels and transmittivity
of the transmitters. This an be alled the intrinsi variability of the transduers. The
in-water alibration data an indiate the dierene in sensitivity of the sensor hannels.
On top of that, the sensitivity of a sensor hannel varies with azimuthal or polar angle.
Also the transmitter's emission strength is angular dependent. This is alled the angular
variability of the transduers. Both laboratory and in-situ tests have given insight into the
angular behaviour of our transduers. However, the eet of the refrozen ie around the
transduers is unknown. It is possible that bubbles have formed around the transmitting
elements or the sensor module housings. The presene of the IeCube main able ould have
a large eet on the transmitted and reeived amplitudes due to shadowing. Therefore,
applying the in-water alibration results for the azimuthal and polar variation estimations
is possibly an underestimation of the true in-ie variations.
• To hek the orret installation and behaviour of all parts of the system.
Some tests are designed to understand spei features in the data. Certain data-taking
streams exist solely for system monitoring. An example is the noise-histogramming whih
was presented in  3.6.1.
In this hapter, SPATS testing and important alibration results are presented, showing how
these results have inreased the understanding of the in-ie data and ondene in the SPATS
1
The main motivation for the development of high-pressure hydrophones are the military appliations, suh as
sonar tehnology for submarines.
2
The absolute sensitivity of an aousti sensor indiates what the absolute level is of the pressure for a ertain
voltage output of the sensor.
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity frequeny spetrum of SPATS sensor module #3 for all three hannels
(3 dierent olours/lines). The amplier gain is indiated by the upper line (blue). Statistial
errors are also plotted but are mostly too small to see. Figure from [157℄.
physis results. More speially, the systematis that are of importane to the inter-string
analysis presented in Chapter 5 are disussed.
4.1 Calibration
4.1.1 In-water alibration
The in-water alibration of the 25 initial SPATS sensors took plae in a large water tank at the
Hamburger Shibauversuhsanstalt (HSVA, Germany [162℄). The water was at ∼0.5 ◦C. The
setup and results are desribed in detail in [155℄; here only a short summary is given.
SPATS sensors
In order to determine the frequeny dependent sensitivities for the SPATS sensors, a referene
with known absolute sensitivity is neessary so that the pressure spetrum of an aousti eld
an be obtained. Our referene hydrophone (Sensorteh-SQ03) had a working range from 1Hz
up to 65 kHz and was delivered with a nominal frequeny independent sensitivity of 163.3
± 0.3 dB re. 1V/µPa. Realibration, however, showed a derease in sensitivity 3 years after
prodution: 167.5 ± 0.3 dB re. 1 V/µPa. The hydrophone variation in sensitivity with respet
to azimuth was measured to be very small.
Ring-shaped piezo-erami elements, similar to the transduers of the SPATS transmitters,
were used to generate a broadband pulse. The sensors were mounted at a depth of 2m and the
spaing between transmitter and sensor was ∼1m to avoid near-eld eets and interferene from
reetions. The generated pressure pulses were rst reorded with the referene hydrophone and
the pressure frequeny spetrum was derived. The SPATS sensor modules were then onseutively
positioned in the same aousti eld. Three measurements were taken for eah sensor module
with eah time one of the three sensor hannels oriented towards the transmitter.
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The signal amplitudes were then derived from the Fourier oeient distributions and the
sensitivity frequeny spetra for all hannels were obtained by division of the amplitude frequeny
spetra by the pressure frequeny spetrum. Fig. 4.1 shows the sensitivity spetra of the three
hannels inside a same SPATS module. It illustrates a typial trend that ould be found in all
sensor hannels: the sensitivity dereased with inreasing frequeny. This is partly an eet of the
derease in amplier gain. In addition, eah sensitivity spetrum showed a omplex struture
above statistial utuation. The three hannels from the same module do showed the same
general struture whih ould be related to the omplex mehanial design of the module whih
resulted in a number of resonane modes.
Moreover, ve seonds of self-noise were reorded for eah SPATS sensor module hannel.
This means that noise data were taken with minimal external inuene. From this data, the self-
noise frequeny spetra were derived. The equivalent noise level was then extrated by taking the
ratio of the self-noise frequeny spetrum over the sensitivity frequeny spetrum. In this way
the equivalent noise level (i.e. the minimal detetable aousti signal for any given transduer)
was obtained for all 75 hannels. The average values of the equivalent noise level for all hannels
were between 12mPa and 83mPa. Due to a normalisation error, the equivalent self-noise levels
were initially o by a fator of 23.72. Therefore, the equivalent self-noise, for the rst generation
SPATS hannels in water, is lower than initially extrated and is (110)mPa.
To summarise, all sensor hannels were plaed in the same aousti eld. If all sensor hannels
had the same sensitivity, the same output voltage would have been expeted. However, this was
not the ase and the sensitivity for eah sensor hannel was extrated. The observed variations
in intrinsi sensitivity were typially larger than one order of magnitude. The sensor hannels
were typially performing better than the ommerial hydrophone, both in sensitivity and in
detetion apability. The sensitivity of the hydrophone, however, had a atter dependene on
frequeny.
The obtained SPATS sensor hannel sensitivities are only valid in water. From the material
impedanes presented in Table 2.4, one ould expet to see an higher sensitivity for the SPATS
sensors after they are frozen-in in the Antarti ie. Indeed, the impedane mathing is better
between ie and steel than between water and steel. This means that a smaller fration of the
inoming pressure wave will be reeted at the ie-steel interfae than at a water-steel interfae.
The stati pressure will be higher in ie and the temperature will be lower. In the next setion
the results from dediated labtests, investigating the inuene of these two external fators on
the sensor hannel sensitivity, are presented.
SPATS transmitters
The ring-shaped piezo-erami elements that are used in the SPATS transmitters are expeted to
have an isotropi azimuthal emission. The atual emission diretivity of one ring-shaped piezo-
erami element was measured in azimuthal and polar diretion. To measure polar variations,
the piezo-erami element was rotated around an axis perpendiular to the ring axis. The pulses
were reorded by the referene hydrophone at a distane of 1m. For the transmitters that are
deployed in the South Pole ie, there is no ontrol over the azimuthal orientation. One an expet
to see variations in the amplitude of around 40% due to this systemati eet. For ±10◦ polar
orientation unertainty, the amplitude variation is expeted to stay below 10%, see Fig. 4.2.
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(a) Azimuthal diretivity (b) Polar diretivity
Figure 4.2: The azimuthal (a) and polar (b) diretivity measurement results for a SPATS-
type transmitter; in both ases the peak pulse amplitude was measured as a funtion of
the angle. The observed asymmetry ould be due to a skew mounting of the ring-shaped
piezo-erami element. From [155℄.
In a dierent experimental setup, the pulse amplitude as a funtion of the steering voltage
3
was measured for all SPATS transmitters, showing a stable and similar behaviour between the
dierent HV modules [155℄.
4.1.2 Pressure and temperature dependene
Pressure
The deepest SPATS stage is deployed at a depth of 500m and the ambient pressure is expeted to
exeed the stati pressure due to the depth (expeted to be maximal ∼ 50bars) by at least a few
10 bars. This is due to the fat that the water inside the IeCube hole refreezes rst at the surfae,
reating over-pressure during the freeze-in. The SPATS steel pressure housings have been tested
at pressures up to 120 bar, whih is roughly the equivalent of 1200m of water. The housings are
not expeted to be deformed by more than roughly 50µm at a tension of 15N/m2 [163℄, it is
possible that a slight deformation gives rise to a hange in sensitivity. For example, the preload
on a piezo-erami element ould hange due to deformation of the steel housing.
In order to quantify the hange in sensitivity due to the inrease of ambient pressure, two
pressure test sequenes were done at Uppsala University, in Sweden, in August 2008 and Febru-
ary 2009. A large (40.5 m inner diameter) pressure vessel was used in whih SPATS or HADES
sensors were onseutively installed. The ommerial transmitter (SQ9) was mounted inside the
pressure vessel during the rst data taking period and failed at high pressure. It was subse-
quently deided to mount the SQ9 transmitter outside the pressure vessel for the February 2009
tests. That last data-set onsisted of pressure dependent measurements of the transmitter pulse
at dierent operating voltages of the transmitter at a xed frequeny (20 kHz) and of dierent
3
As a reminder, the steering voltage determines the harging voltage of the LC iruit of the SPATS transmitter.
This allows to hange the amplitude of the emitted aousti pulse.
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Figure 4.3: (a): The peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) as a funtion of applied stati pressure
for the three hannels of the same SPATS sensor listening to a transmitter external to the
pressure vessel. (b): Vpp as a funtion of temperature for the three hannels of the same
SPATS sensor in air with a linear t to the data (blak line). From [164℄.
output frequenies at xed operating voltage. These signals were reorded by the sensors inside
the pressure vessel at a maximum pressure of 100 bar. The typial step in pressure was 20 bar.
The reorded peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) served as a measure of sensitivity at the various pres-
sure levels. Figure 4.3(a) shows the measured Vpp for the three hannels of a SPATS sensor
as a funtion of ambient pressure: no systemati variation with pressure, ommon to all three
hannels, is visible. The omplete pressure data set indiated that the variation of sensitivity of
a SPATS sensor hannel with stati pressure was less than 30% between 1 bar and 100 bar [164℄.
Temperature
The mean ambient temperature in the South Pole ie in the upper few hundred meters is expeted
to be around 50
◦
C. Therefore, several temperature tests have investigated the temperature de-
pendene of the SPATS sensors. To this end, industrial freezers apable of reahing temperatures
below 60
◦
C were used. In [155℄, a rst measurement of this dependene was presented. In a
seond experimental veriation, performed in 2009, the ITC1001 transmitter (see  3.4.2) was
pulsed in air while being suspended near the freezer at the DESY laboratory in Zeuthen, Ger-
many. A SPATS sensor was positioned on a support at the bottom of the freezer. The position of
the sensor was not hanged between the dierent measurements. The temperature for eah mea-
surement was taken with a thermoouple and a digital thermometer whih were both in ontat
with the steel housing of the sensor. The dierene between the two temperature measurements
was typially 2.5
◦
C whih was used as the error. The peak-to-peak amplitudes were extrated as
the mean of 100 events with the standard deviation as the statistial error. Figure 4.3(b) shows
the extrated Vpp as a funtion of temperature for the three hannels of a same SPATS sensor
module. A linear t was made to the data and it was onluded that there was a gain in the
sensitivity of 1.5± 0.2 when the temperature was lowered from 0 ◦C to 50 ◦C [164℄. This result
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was in agreement with the earlier measurements.
4.2 The Abisko long-range lake test
4.2.1 Setup
A SPATS system test ran in April 2006 with the following goals:
• Test dierent transmitter modules and piezo-erami transmitting transduers and hek
for dierenes in performane between dierent modules.
• Demonstrate that the range of a SPATS transmitter-sensor pair (i.e. the distane over
whih the SPATS transmitter pulse an be deteted by a SPATS sensor) is suient to
meet SPATS requirements.
• Compare the performane of the SPATS sensor modules to that of the Sensorteh-SQ03
ommerial hydrophone.
• Reonstrut the diretion of an aousti pulse using the dierene in arrival time between
the dierent sensor hannels.
• Test the pressure sensors that are mounted inside some of the transmitter modules.
• Test the DAQ software and hardware under real deployment onditions.
Most of these goals require a large, and relatively quiet, volume of water sine the signal of the
SPATS transmitter needs to be reorded over large distanes. The aousti impedane mismath
between water and air (and in a lesser degree ie) is responsible for an almost total reetion
of any aousti signal. A minimum depth of the water is therefore needed in order to have a
lear separation between diret and reeted pulses for all distanes. Initial tests at the frozen
Zeuthen lake (Germany) suered from large bakground noise and the shallow depth of the lake
at the test loation [157℄. The April 2006 testing site was hosen to be lake Torneträsk in Abisko
(northern Sweden). It is the seventh largest lake in Sweden with a total area of 330 km
2
and
a length of 70 km. The lake goes as deep as 168m with an average depth of 52m [165℄. The
lake was between 40m and 60m deep at the test loation. It is typially overed with ie from
Deember to June. In that period, the expeted bakground noise is low sine no boat tra is
possible and tra of other vehiles is also typially limited.
In April 2006, the lake was overed with about 90 m of ie and ould therefore easily be
used as a testbed for the SPATS system. Aommodation and infrastruture (among whih a
snowmobile and a motorised ie-drill) was provided by the Abisko sienti researh station [166℄.
The Temporary Counting House (TCH, see Fig. 4.4(a)), a small shing aravan on skis, was
hauled to a spot on the lake where snowmobile tra was suspeted to be minimal. It was
seured with wooden poles and used as a shelter and data-aquisition (DAQ) entre. Then, holes
were drilled through the ie layer at various distanes on a straight line parallel to the typial
snowmobile route.
Subsequently SPATS transduers were lowered down in the water at spei depths, typially
with vertial intervals of 2m. Dierent ombinations of rst-generation SPATS transmitter
and sensor (either rst-generation SPATS sensor or ommerial hydrophone) were deployed and
onneted to an AJB (Aousti Juntion Box, see  3.3.1) by 420m long ables (from the same
type as the SPATS in-ie ables). The data-taking was ontrolled by a DAQ laptop that was
diretly onneted to the string-PC with a LAN onnetion. Two sensor-hannels were read out
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a): The SPATS TCH with the AJB, SPATS stages, ables and power generator.
(b): The TCH as seen from the 400m South hole.
simultaneously. A typial run ontained 10 events. Power was provided by a small generator on
the ie next to the TCH. The holes were loated on a straight line from North to South, with a
maximum distane of about 800m. Two holes were drilled at 400m West and 400m East, see
Fig. 4.4(b). Table 4.1 gives an overview of the available SPATS Abisko in-water data.
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Figure 4.5: Water temperature vs. depth
for the Abisko lake test; dierent olours in-
diate dierent measurement sequenes.
Several temperature measurements were
also taken at dierent loations down to a
maximum depth of 60m. It was found that
the temperature inreased slightly from the
surfae to the bottom of the lake as ex-
peted (water has the largest density at
4
◦
C), although the temperature at the bot-
tom (about 0.4 ± 0.4 ◦C) was lower than
might have been expeted
4
. The total
hange in temperature was found to be
maximum of 1
◦
C so that refrative eets
were expeted to be small. Figure 4.5 shows
the measured temperature versus depth.
4.2.2 Results
For eah measurement of a SPATS trans-
mitter pulse at a ertain distane and a er-
tain depth, 10 events were reorded by ei-
4
One ould expet to see a temperature of about 4
◦
C at the bottom of the lake.
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H/S T Distane [m℄ (x, y)T [m℄ Depth T [m℄ (x, y)H/S [m℄ Depth S/H [m℄
H T 5 (0,0) 30 (-5,0) [2,42℄
H T 100 (100,0) 30 (0,0) [0,42℄
H T 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) [46,16℄
S#21 T 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) 30
S#21 T 100 (100,0) 30 (0,0) [2,60℄
S#21 T 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) [6,60℄
S#21 T 580 (400,0) 30 (180,0) [6,52℄
S#21 T 800 (400,0) 30 (400,0) [6,46℄
S#21 T 220 (400,0) 30 (180,0) [6,52℄
H T 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) [6,46℄
S#21 T#8 400 (0,0) [42,12℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#7 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14 400 (0,0) [42,12℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#22 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14+P#6 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14+P#12 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14+P#20 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14+P#17 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#21 T#14+P#25 400 (0,0) [12,42℄ (400,0) 30
S#8 T#7 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) 30
S#8 T#7 400 (0,400) 30 (0,0) 30
S#8 T#7 400 (400,0) 30 (0,0) 30
S#8 T#7 400 (0,400) 30 (0,0) 30
Table 4.1: Overview of the aousti data-set of the Abisko SPATS test. H stands for
Hydrophone, S for rst-generation SPATS sensor, T for rst-generation SPATS transmitter
module and P for SPATS piezo-erami transmitting element. The x axis goes from North
to South and the position of the TCH is (0,0). 3 main sets of data exist: a distane-
dependent measurement, a transmitter-variability measurement (using a single SPATS sensor
listening to dierent SPATS transmitters) and an angular measurement (using the same
SPATS transmitter and SPATS sensor at dierent angles). On top of that, a ommerial
hydrophone was deployed for omparison.
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Figure 4.6: (a): The variation in the maximum amplitude (averaged over 10 events with
statistial error bars) with depth for one transmitter (T7) at 400m distane from a SPATS
sensor. The sensor is positioned at 30m depth. (b): The mean maximum amplitude averaged
over all depths versus transmitter number.
ther a ommerial hydrophone or a SPATS
sensor. Dierent eets ontributed to shifts in the arrival time of the aousti signals. Under-
water urrents made the devies swing, or torsion in the support rope makes them spin. The
signals therefore needed to be shifted in time, so that the rst amplitude maxima oinide, be-
fore averaging the pulses. Lake Torneträsk was found to be a silent testing environment with a
stable and low bakground noise level of ∼120mV for the SPATS sensors, exluding oasional
snowmobiles and strong wind or hail.
Transmitter variability
At rst, a SPATS sensor was plaed at a depth of 30m and dierent transmitter modules (or
a single module with subsequently dierent piezo-erami elements attahed) were then lowered
in a hole at 400m distane (at the TCH), starting from the surfae to maximum 64m depth.
Signals from all tested transmitters were learly visible at a distane of 400m. The maximum
hange in polar angle was about 9
◦
in this geometry. The expeted amplitude variations due to
the deviation of the position of the transmitter ompared to the horizontal plane was therefore
about 10%. No signiant variation in sensitivity of the sensor module was expeted. In this
ase we assumed that the orientation of the sensor-hannel did not hange notieably during
the transmitter testing. This is a reasonable assumption sine the sensor had enough time to
stabilise itself so that it did not rotate anymore at the time of the measurement.
There was no ontrol over the azimuthal orientation of the transmitter, as is also the ase for
the permanently deployed strings in the ie. It was expeted that the stage ould rotate so that
the azimuthal angle hanged during the test and therefore the variability of the amplitude due
to the azimuthal orientation ould be probed. The amplitudes of the registered pulses for the
same transmitter at dierent depth seen by the same sensor were ompared. An example an be
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found in Fig. 4.6(a). As expeted, the amplitude variation with depth is small (polar systemati
eet is not dominant).
At this large distane, the azimuthal orientation of the transmitter was the dominant sys-
temati eet on the amplitude. Fig. 4.6(b) shows the signal amplitudes averaged over depth
with statistial errors, there is about 35% variation in the transmitter amplitudes. A maxi-
mum variability of 40% is expeted, due to the random azimuthal orientation as was disussed
in  4.1.1. Therefore, it is possible to onlude that the observed variations in amplitude lie
within the expetations and are mainly due to the unertainties on the azimuthal orientation of
the transmitter (see  3.2.2). The omplete set of amplitude versus depth graphs an be found
in Appendix C.
Transmitter range
A maximum distane of 800m between transmitter and sensor was ahieved, the limiting fator
was the available able length. In Fig. 4.7(a) the transmitter signal as reorded by the SPATS
sensor is shown. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is still high (∼5) at this large distane. Assuming
an aousti attenuation length of 1 km, an extrapolation from the signal to noise ratio gives an
expeted range for the SPATS transmitter and sensor pair in water over 1800m.
There is a seond pulse visible ∼1ms after the signal. This afterpulse is present in all
waveforms. Figure 4.7(b) shows the dierene in arrival time between the rst and seond pulse,
∆t, as funtion of the depth of the SPATS sensor. The transmitter remained at xed depth
and horizontal distane. The seond pulse has inverse polarity (i.e. the rst peak is be inverted
ompared to the rst peak of the rst pulse). Both the linear behaviour of ∆t as a funtion of
the sensor depth and the phase inversion support the theory that the seond pulse is a reetion
originating from the ie surfae. For vertial movements that are small ompared to the distane
between the sensor and the transmitter, ∆t as a funtion of sensor depth an be approximated
by a linear funtion. No reetions from the bottom of the lake have been observed.
Sensor performane
The ontrast in performane between a ommerial hydrophone and a SPATS sensor beomes
lear in Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.8(b), where the signiant dierene in vertial sale should
be noted. A SPATS transmitter was plaed at 100m distane and 30m depth after whih a
hydrophone and a SPATS sensor were suessively lowered to a depth of 30m. The signal as
reorded by the SPATS sensor is muh higher than that of the ommerial hydrophone. In fat,
the hydrophone was unapable of deteting a transmitter signal at 400m distane at maximum
gain setting. Figure 4.8 also shows the typial osillation behaviour: the short pulses are followed
by an exponentially fading osillation. The SPATS sensor typially has a longer pulse, likely
beause of the many mehanial resonanes whih are not present for the hydrophone.
The three sensor hannels are eah separated by ∼10.5 m of steel so that the dierene
in arrival time between dierent hannels an easily be observed at the maximum sampling
frequeny of 1.25MHz. A SPATS sensor was plaed at a depth of 30m and a SPATS transmitter
was lowered to the same depth at a position subsequently 400m North, West, South and East
from the sensor loation. The orientation of the sensor module was obtained by reading out two
hannels for eah position of the transmitter [160℄.
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Figure 4.7: (a): The transmitter signal (T#7) as seen by a SPATS sensor (S#21) at 800m
distane. (b): The dierene in arrival time between the diret and the reeted signal as a
funtion of the depth of the SPATS sensor. The transmitter was positioned at 30m depth.
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Figure 4.8: Sensor results from the Abisko lake test: omparison between the signals
reeived by a ommerial hydrophone (a) and a SPATS sensor (b) at 100m distane of the
transmitter. Note the dierene in vertial sale.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the noise spetra from lake Torneträsk (red line) and 320m
deep in the South Pole ie (blak dashed line).
σ(S#8-0) [V℄ σ(S#21-0)[V℄
lake Torneträsk in-water 0.0509 ± 0.0002 0.0510 ± 0.0001
South Pole in-ie 0.0722 ± 0.0002 0.0602 ± 0.0001
Table 4.2: Comparison between the standard deviations of the Gaussian noise distribution
of lake Torneträsk (water) and South Pole (ie). S #8-0 and S #21-0 are now loated in
the SPATS array at positions AS6-0 and BS7-0 respetively.
It is interesting to ompare the in-water and in-ie noise data for the same SPATS sensor.
For example, one of the SPATS sensor used in the lake Torneträsk was later deployed on string
A at 320m depth. Figure 4.9 shows the Fourier spetra for 1.25×103 samples of noise for both
loations. The frequeny amplitudes above 80 kHz an not diretly be ompared and interpreted
sine the SPATS sensor amplier board has only been tested in the (180) kHz range, where the
variation in ampliation was about 5%, see  3.2.3. The noise in the South Pole ie has a narrow
peak at around 60 kHz and seems to have a high-frequeny omponent.
The noise ADC-histograms were tted with Gaussians for two dierent SPATS sensors for
both lake Torneträsk and the South Pole ie. The results in terms of the extrated σ of the noise
are shown in Table 4.2. The inrease in standard deviation σ of the Gaussian noise is ompatible
with the expeted fator of 1.5 of inrease in sensitivity due to the derease in temperature and
the 30% systemati due to the inrease of pressure. Both of these possible systemati eets
were disussed in  4.1.2.
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4.3 In-ie alibration and tests
4.3.1 In-ie transmitter systematis estimation
The variability of the transmitter intrinsi amplitude and the variation with azimuthal and polar
angle have been investigated in water. The deployment of the transmitters in IeCube holes lled
with water that later refreezed around them possibly inreases this variability due the following
fators:
• Hole ie.
The IeCube hole refreezes rst at the top of the hole as the temperatures are lower in the
upper layers of the ie layer. The hole ie has most likely a higher onentration of bubbles
and raks than the bulk ie.
• IeCube main able position.
The IeCube main able runs next to the SPATS string and is about 10 m thik. The pres-
ene of this able possibly inreases the variation of the transmittivity with the azimuthal
angle.
• Transmitter tilt.
If the HV-able between the transmitter module and the transmitting piezo-erami element
is bended during freeze-in, that an lead to a larger variation with azimuthal angle.
There is no independent way of assessing the eet of the above mentioned fators on the inter-
string data, as is the ase for the sensors (see next setion). Therefore, for the inter-string analysis
presented in this work, the estimates of the systemati eets from the in-water alibration
measurements are used, keeping in mind that this is possibly an underestimation.
4.3.2 In-ie sensor systematis estimation
The 2008/2009 pinger data an be used to investigate the in-ie variation in sensitivity of the
sensor hannels. In [161℄, y = ln(Aeff × d) is plotted as a funtion of d for eah sensor hannel
individually, where Aeff is the eetive amplitude (Aeff =
√
E, where E is the waveform energy,
see also Chapter 5) and d is the distane between the pinger and the sensor hannel. Then a linear
t is performed, tting y = ax+b for eah of the available SPATS sensor hannels. Figure 4.10(a)
shows an example of a t for the single sensor hannel AS6-0 listening to the pinger signal. The
onstant b is an oset whih is dierent for eah individual sensor hannel. The hannel-to-
hannel variation of b is an estimate of the systemati unertainty due to the hannel-to-hannel
sensitivity variation. eb gives an in-situ determination of the hannel sensitivity for that partiular
pinger diretion (see [161℄ for an overview of all extrated b-values). The spread of these values
depends on the hoies of data seletion riteria and integration windows in the pinger analysis.
The initially extrated value for the spread on eb was about 68% [160℄ and the spread on b was
0.86. Taking the energy analysis of the full waveform from [164℄, the histogram in Fig. 4.10(b) is
obtained and the spread on eb is in this ase 64%. In order to allow a straightforward omparison
between the dierent inter-string analyses, the spread on eb is taken to be 68%.
The values for b for eah hannel are presumably dierent for aousti pulses oming from
dierent angles. But the systemati variation from hannel to hannel is likely to be similar
for aousti signals oming from any diretion, i.e. the sensor modules are randomly oriented.
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Figure 4.10: Using the 2008-2009 pinger data for in-ie sensor systemati estimation. (a):
An example of a t for the single sensor hannel AS6-0 listening to the pinger signal. (b):
The histogram of the extrated eb values.
Also, even if the hole ie or IeCube main able are aeting the spread on the amplitudes,
it is a reasonable assumption that this eet is similar from dierent diretions. So, although
the individual b values annot neessarily be used from other diretions, the 68% variation in
amplitude an be used as a systemati error on a single, unalibrated, amplitude measurement
with a single SPATS sensor hannel.
4.3.3 String D depth
String D was deployed on 24 Deember 2007 in IeCube hole 76 during the austral summer of
2007/2008, about one year after strings A, B and C. It was foreseen to go down to a maximum
depth of 500m. However, there was some doubt about the atual depth of string D after deploy-
ment sine the pressure readout was suspeted to be unreliable and the amount of exess able
was dierent from expetations. It was even feared that the string ould have been installed
60m too shallow. The last pinger hole was IeCube hole 69 loated at about 125m horizontal
distane from string D. Therefore the pinger data from that hole was used to verify the depth
of the aousti stages on string D. When the pinger was lowered down hole 69, all sensors from
string D were ontinuously taking data (as were the other strings).
Method
Figure 4.11(a) shows a pinger pulse as seen by DS7-1 (sensor hannel 1 of the deepest stage
on string D), together with the GPS-synhronised SPATS IRIG, see also Fig. 3.8). The pinger
module was triggered every seond preisely at the start of the GPS seond as reeived by the
stand-alone GPS unit that was onneted to the APB (see  3.4). The arrival time ta was dened
as the time elapsed from the start of the GPS seond to the rst rising edge of the reeived pinger
waveform. This edge orresponded to the rst sample above a ertain threshold that depended
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Figure 4.11: (a): Pinger pulse from hole 69 as seen by sensor DS7-1 (blak waveform)
with the GPS-synhronised IRIG-B (blue logi signal). The start of the GPS seond (based
on the IRIG-B signal) is indiated by the blue vertial line. (b): Zoom on the start of the
deteted pinger pulse (blak waveform). The extrated arrival time is indiated (blue solid
vertial line) together with the error band (blue dashed vertial lines). The trigger levels are
indiated by the blak horizontal dot-dashed lines.
on the bakground noise level of that spei sensor hannel. The start of the pulse ould be
determined in this way with a maximum error of about 1 osillation or 0.05ms, see Fig. 4.11(b).
The delay due to able and eletronis tm was dened at the pinger-side as the delay from the
start of the GPS seond to the atual aousti emission. This delay needs to be subtrated from
the arrival time in order to obtain the atual transit time tt and was measured in a laboratory
setup to be 1.90 ± 0.05ms [164℄. From this we ould nd the transit time: tt = ta − tm with
orresponding quadratially added errors: σ(tt) =
√
σ(ta)2 + σ(tm)2 = 0.07ms. The delay in
the able (∼10µs) and the unertainty on the start of the GPS seond (∼1µs) were negligible
and were not taken into aount in this analysis.
DS3 DS4 DS5 DS7
Nominal Depth [m℄ 250 320 400 500
Fitted Depth [m℄ 252.4 ± 3.0 321.9 ± 3.0 403.1 ± 2.7 502.4 ± 2.4
χ2/NDF 0.1037/3 0.0686/3 0.2661/4 0.3019/4
Table 4.3: Depths of sensors DS3, DS4, DS5 and DS7 obtained with the pinger data from
hole 69.
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Figure 4.12: The t to tt for the depth of sensors DS3, DS4, DS5 and DS7 (hannel 0).
The blue dashed line is the t to the pinger data (hole 69) from 240m to 500m depth.
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Results
As the pinger goes down hole 69, it will approahes the bottom sensor of string D and tt dereases
and follows:
tt =
√
(d−D)2 + l2
vl
, (4.1)
where d is the depth of the sensor, D is the depth of the pinger, l is the horizontal distane
between the pinger hole and string D, and vl is the longitudinal sound speed averaged over the
tted vertial range. Therefore the extrated transit times tt versus pinger depth D an be tted
for the depth of the sensor assuming a ertain sound speed. In the SPATS sound speed analysis,
presented in detail in [167℄, it is shown that the sound speed gradient below 200m is onsistent
with zero and the orresponding sound speed is 3878 ± 12m/s. Therefore, only the data-points
below 200m are tted here in order to remove any eet of varying sound speed with depth.
The position of eah IeCube hole is determined by a GPS survey and the oordinates of the
entre of the hole are known with a maximum error of 0.5m. The horizontal distane between
string D and pinger hole 69 is then obtained using the IeCube oordinates and found to be
124.9 ± 0.7m. The error on D is taken as 5m, following the RW turn-ounting and SeaStar
results (see  3.4.4).
This method was subsequently also used to determine the depths of stages DS3, DS4, DS5
and DS7 (DS6 has a HADES sensor for whih the signal-to-noise ratio is insuient for this
analysis).
√
(vltt)2 − l2 (i.e. the dierene in depth netween the pinger and the String D sensor)
is plotted as a funtion of pinger depth D and tted for the sensor depth d. The orresponding
ts an be seen in Fig 4.12 and the resulting depths are listed in Table 4.3. The depth of sensor
DS7 is found to be 502.4 ± 2.4m (χ2/NDF = 0.3019/4). The data an also be used to give an
estimate for the sound speed below 200m by tting a 2-parameter funtion. The sound speed
result agrees with the result obtained in [167℄, see Table 4.4.
l = 124.9 − σl l = 124.9 l = 124.9 + σl
d(DS7) 502.3 ± 5.2m 503.6 ± 5.6m 504.9 ± 5.7m
vl 3864 ± 51m/s 3892 ± 55m/s 3920 ± 58m/s
χ2/NDF 0.228/3 0.274/3 0.373/3
Table 4.4: Fitparameters for string D depth measurement for the 2-parameter t.
This analysis proves that string D was eetively deployed down to its target depth, the
other stages are also deployed roughly to their nominal depths within 3m unertainty. There
is an indiation that they are even deployed slightly too deep. The tiny χ2/NDF for all ts
indiates that the error on the pinger depth is possibly overestimated. To illustrate this point,
the 1-parameter for DS7 was also done with a 1m error on the pinger depth. The result is in
this ase 502.7 ± 0.8m (χ2/NDF = 2.8025/4), also possibly indiating that DS7 was deployed
slightly too deep.
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4.4 Conlusion
Compiling all test and alibration results permits estimates to be extrated for the errors in
positioning, intrinsi (and angular) sensor and transmitter variations, and absolute sensitivities
of the SPATS sensor hannels. Table 4.5 gives an overview of the errors and systematis that
will be used in the SPATS inter-string attenuation length analysis presented in Chapter 5. The
azimuthal variation that was measured with the pinger analysis is still folded with the intrinsi
dierenes in sensitivity. The error on the SPATS stage depth is taken to be ±2m. It an be
argued that this is slightly too small, sine the string D depth analysis results indiate that
the string D stages were possibly systematially deployed too deep. Still, this error does not
dominate the inter-string analysis and raising it to ±3m does not hange the nal attenuation
length results presented in Chapter 5.
Measurement Unertainty Soure
SPATS stage depth nominal ±2m pressure and pinger data
Horizontal position GPS oordinates ±0.5m IeCube GPS survey
T azimuthal 40% if 0◦ < φ < 180◦ Abisko and lab alibration
T polar 40% if 0◦ < θ < 30◦ lab alibration
S azimuthal+intrinsi 68% pinger analysis
S polar 60% Abisko data
Table 4.5: Estimation of the errors involved in the inter-string attenuation length analysis.
To summarise, for the sensors, the in-ie estimation with the pinger 2008-2009 data of the
systemati error in the azimuthal plane is used. For the transmitters, no in-ie estimation of their
variation with polar and azimuthal angles exists and extra external fators ould inrease the
angular variability of the transmitted signal. However, for the inter-string data, the polar eet
will be assumed to be the dominant one and the in-water estimation will be used. This means
that the systemati error on a single (T,S) ombination is estimated by independent alibration
measurements. The χ2/NDF of the ts in the inter-string analysis will give an indiation of the
possible over- or underestimation of the systemati error.
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SPATS inter-string analysis
It is possible to trigger a SPATS transmitter positioned on one of the four SPATS strings and
to reord the emitted short pulse with sensors that are installed on the other three strings.
These type of data are alled inter-string data. A typial inter-string datale ontains a sensor
waveform of several seonds long in whih a ertain number of transmitter signals are reorded.
These signals are in some ases not above noise, espeially for horizontal distanes larger than
125m. The repeated pulses an be averaged in order to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio. On
top of that, the FADC lokdrift allows to eetively double the sampling frequeny oine. The
inter-string data taking, proessing and analysis is presented here.
5.1 Inter-string data
The set of inter-string data used in this analysis has the following settings: the sensors are read
out using the trigreadont. program. All three hannels of one sensor module are reorded
simultaneously at a sampling frequeny of 200 kHz for 20.5 s, of whih 0.5 s is imposed deadtime
at the start of the reording. A shell sript is started every minute for a dierent ombination (T,
S) of one transmitter (T) and one sensor (S) module, situated on two dierent SPATS strings.
Transmitters are also triggered using the trigreadont. program. The transmitters of the
shallowest stages are not inluded in this data taking sine they are ontrolled by a dierent
steering program
1
and therefore not easily integrated in an automated data taking sript. The
transmitters are triggered for a duration of 40 s. At the same time, data is being reorded at a
sampling frequeny of 200 kHz using hannel 2 one of the sensor that is positioned on the same
stage as the triggering transmitter. The wait time for the transmitter trigger was set to 38ms
and the harge time was 2ms. This means that there is one trigger every 40ms. Therefore
the transmitters produe aousti pulses at a nominal repetition rate of 25Hz. The steering
voltages are set to the maximum aeptable level. There is a 10 s delay between the start of
the transmitter triggering and the start of the data taking with the sensors on the three non-
transmitting strings. This way, the transmitter HVRB has stabilised and the emitted aousti
pulses are very reproduible.
For every (T, S) ombination we have the following data:
• 40 s of IRIG-B timing data taken at 200 kHz sampling frequeny, sampled with the FADC
lok that drives the transmitter triggering. These data enable the alulation of the
lokdrift of the FADC that is used on the transmitting string. This way, the true repetition
rate of the transmitter an be determined.
1
Sine there are only 3 FADC boards for eah string, one transmitter on eah string will not be attahed to a
FADC but to the slow ADC.
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Figure 5.1: An example of proessing of an inter-string waveform for transmitter-sensor
ombination (BT6, AS6-2). (a): 1 s of inter-string data with 25 lear transmitter pulses
above noise. The utuations in amplitude are mainly due to the FADC lokdrift. (b):
Zoom on the rst 2ms of a single transmitter pulse sampled at 200 kHz. (): The rst 2ms
of the lokdrift-orreted transmitter pulse onstruted from all 500 transmitter amplitudes
that were reorded in the 20 s of data. See text for details. (d): The rst 2ms of the
resulting averaged transmitter pulse. Eah point is the average of 250 onseutive points
in (). Therefore the transmitter pulse is now de fato sampled at 400 kHz. The statistial
errors are plotted and are too small to be seen on this sale.
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• 20 s of IRIG-B timing data taken at 200 kHz sampling frequeny, sampled with the FADC
lok used by the ative sensor. These data enable the alulation of the lokdrift of the
FADC that drives the sensor waveform sampling. As a result, the true sampling frequeny
of the sensor waveform an be determined.
• 40 s of sensor data taken at 200 kHz sampling frequeny. The sensor is loated on the same
string and stage as the triggered transmitter and only hannel 2 is reorded. These data
have only been used to verify the lokdrift-orretion algorithm. It has no use in the
inter-string attenuation length analysis sine all reorded pulses are saturated.
• 20 s of signal sensor data (3 hannels simultaneously) sampled at 200 kHz while a transmit-
ter was transmitting. The lokdrift orretions are applied to the waveforms prior to the
averaging of the transmitter pulses. These averaged waveforms subsequently are used to
determine the orresponding energy of the reorded transmitter signal. The noise ontribu-
tion is still inluded at that point. See Fig. 5.1(a) for an example of 1 s of raw inter-string
data with 25 pulses above noise.
• 20 s of noise sensor data (3 hannels simultaneously) sampled at 200 kHz taken while no
transmitter was transmitting. The noise levels are very stable for all hannels that are used
in the inter-string analysis. From this, the noise energy is determined so that it an be
subtrated for eah (T, S) ombination.
As a reminder, the naming onvention for transmitter-sensor ombinations is (XTN, YSM-Z),
where XTN stands for the transmitter on string X position N and YSM-Z stands for the sensor
hannel Z of the sensor module at position M on string Y.
5.2 Waveform proessing
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the inter-string waveform proessing. All steps are explained in
detail in the following setions. First, the FADC lokdrift and its eet on the inter-string data
is explained.
5.2.1 Clokdrift orretion
FADC lokdrift
An ADC paer lok is an on-board lok that paes ations suh as analogue-to-digital onver-
sions. For the SPATS FADC boards this timing is based on FPGA/EPLD (Field-Programmable
Gate Array and Erasable Programmable Logi Devie) and a programmable interval timer
(CMOS 82C54). The data taking of a single (T, S) inter-string ombination requires the use
of two dierent FADC loks: one on the transmitting string and one on the reording string.
The three sensor hannels are sampled simultaneously with the FADC lok of one of the three
FADC boards. The DAQ ode was modied in suh a way that all sensors and transmitters on
the same string always use the same FADC lok. Thus, there are in total 4 dierent FADC
loks used for the entire inter-string data set.
The paer lok has a nite auray, and therefore a drift. This means that the true sam-
pling frequeny ft is slightly dierent from the requested, or nominal, sampling frequeny fn.
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Figure 5.2: The dierene between the true bin width bt as alulated by the lokdrift
algorithm and the nominal bin width bn for all strings and available inter-string data. There
is one plot for eah string. The total duration is about 3 hours.
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Therefore, the delay between 2 samples (bin width) is shorter or longer than what is expeted
from the nominal sampling frequeny. Figure 5.2 shows the dierene between the true (bt) and
requested (bn) bin width, bt − bn, for the 4 loks that were used during the inter-string data
taking. The dierenes are small and the true sampling frequeny did not dier by more than
2.5 · 10−5% from the nominal sampling frequeny during the inter-string data taking. Although
these are tiny deviations, the resulting eets are learly visible in the inter-string data set. For
example, in Fig. 5.1(a), one an see the osillation in the maxima of the dierent pulses. This an
be understood as follows. Ideally, the two FADC boards that drive the transmitter triggering and
the sensor waveform sampling are perfetly synhronised and paing at the nominal frequeny.
The transmitter waveform will, in this ase, always be sampled at exatly the same positions.
Therefore, the utuation on the maxima will only be due to dierent noise ontributions, as-
suming that the transmitter has a stable output. In reality, the two FADC paer frequenies
will be dierent from eah other and from the requested value. This means that the transmitter
waveform will not be sampled at always the same positions and the maxima will osillate.
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Figure 5.3: True IRIG-B time sine
rst rising edge as a funtion of num-
ber of bins sine rst rising edge for
the rst seond of IRIG-B data from a
reorded AS6-2 inter-string waveform.
The deviation of the FADC sampling fre-
queny is not onstant in time, see Fig. 5.2. But
the hange in lokdrift is rather slow, only be-
oming important for durations on the order of
hours (not seonds). Therefore bt is assumed to
remain onstant throughout the reorded wave-
form. This means that the FADC lokdrifts
are assumed to be onstant within the same 20 s
waveform, but dierent for eah waveform. The
two lokdrifts, for both the transmitter and the
sensor, were extrated for eah (T, S) ombina-
tion and used to obtain the averaged waveform.
Extrating the lokdrift
The IRIG-B 100 pps signal is depited in Fig. 3.8
and an example of the IRIG-B waveform as
reorded by one of the FADC boards an be seen
in Fig. 4.11(a). The IRIG-B signal has 100 ris-
ing edges per seond. The time as given by the
IRIG-B signal is assumed to be the true time and
the rising edges to be exatly 0.01 s apart. There-
fore the true elapsed time tt from the rst rising
edge throughout the waveform is 0.01n, where n
is the number of rising edges sine the rst rising
edge. The IRIG-B waveforms for both sensor and
transmitter are sampled at 200 kHz, therefore the nominal bin width bn is 5 · 10−6 s. This means
that the number of bins between IRIG-B rising edges should nominally orrespond to 2000 ADC
samples. The true bin width an then be obtained by plotting the true elapsed time sine the
rst rising edge as a funtion of the bin number N , where bin number 0 orresponds to tt = 0.
Fitting tt = bt · N + c then yields bt. There is one point for every rising edge in the IRIG-B
waveform. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the true time as a funtion of bin number for 1 s of
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IRIG-B data for sensor hannel AS6-2.
The extrated bt for the sensor FADC is then used to alulate the true delay sine the start
of the sensor waveform for eah bin j (with amplitude Aj) in the sensor waveform:
tt(j) = j · bt + c. (5.1)
The true transmitter repetition rate (i.e. the true delay between two transmitter pulses) is
then alulated by applying the FADC lokdrift orretion of the transmitting string. Then,
eah Aj in the sensor waveform is assigned a time between 0 s and the true length of 1 transmitter
event. All (Aj , tt(j)) are then sorted in time. This way, the total of 500 single transmitter pulses
(25 pulses per seond for a duration of 20 s) are used to onstrut a single pulse, alled the
resampled pulse (sine the lokdrift was used to inrease the sampling frequeny). Figure 5.1()
shows the resulting transmitter pulse as reorded by a SPATS sensor, orreted for the sensor
FADC lokdrift and wrapped in time using the true transmitter repetition rate. The lokdrift
eetively raises the sampling frequeny. A smooth pulse with utuations due to the Gaussian
bakground noise is obtained.
5.2.2 Averaging
The example shown in Fig. 5.1 is for a (T, S) ombination with a horizontal distane of roughly
125m. All transmitter pulses are learly visible above the Gaussian bakground noise. However,
most inter-string ombinations do not have visible transmitter pulses above noise. The noise is
random in time and an be redued by averaging the lokdrift-orreted reorded transmitter
pulses. The noise level will then be redued by a fator 1/
√
l, where l is the number of averaged
transmitter pulses, whereas the transmitter amplitude will remain onstant.
The most straightforward way to average the transmitter pulses is to rebin the resampled
pulse. Eah set of l onseutive samples an be grouped together to form one single data point
(Aav, tav), where tav and Aav are the mean time and amplitude for those samples. The error
on the amplitudes is underestimated for the bins where the hange in amplitude is larger than
the noise utuation, for example on the steep rising or falling setions. This eet is negligible
ompared to the other errors involved in this analysis.
Figure 5.4 show examples of averaged waveforms (see also Fig. 5.1(d)), using l = 250, also
ompared to the raw waveforms. After averaging, a seond, smaller, pulse beomes visible above
noise for the (BT6, AS6-2) ombination, see Fig. 5.4(a). This pulse is the shear wave that
also originates from the transmitter. The piezo-erami exites the surrounding ie in both the
transverse and longitudinal mode. The shear wave is expeted to arrive later than the pressure
wave sine the shear wave sound speed is about half the pressure wave sound speed. For this
example, the distane between transmitter and sensor is about 125m. The expeted delay
between the two pulses is therefore roughly 0.032 s, using the pinger sound speed results of [167℄.
This expeted delay orresponds to the delay observed in Fig. 5.4.
5.2.3 Energy extration
The waveforms of all available (T, S) ombinations were proessed using the extrated FADC
lokdrifts to obtain the averaged signal waveform together with an averaged noise waveform.
Beause the SPATS sensor and transmitter ombinations do not always produe the same pulse
shapes, it is diult to use a spei amplitude (for example the highest amplitude) of the
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Figure 5.4: The averaged (blak full line, foreground) and raw (blue dashed line, bak-
ground) waveforms for sensor hannel AS6-2 listening to transmitters BT6 and DT4. (a):
The full waveform, zoomed in on the y-axis, for sensor hannel AS6-2 listening to transmitter
BT6. The shear wave is only visible in the blak averaged waveform, about 0.032 s after the
main pulse. Due to the arbitrary starting time of the waveform, the shear wave nds itself
in front of the pressure pulse in this example. (b): Zoom on the start of the pressure wave
pulse. The lokdrift orretion and averaging proedures doubled the number of data points
in the waveform. (): The full waveform for sensor hannel AS6-2 listening to transmitter
DT4. Note the dierene in amplitude sale. No pulse was visible before averaging.
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Figure 5.5: The perentage of signal energy, 100 · (Eδ/Etot), as a funtion of δ for the
signal+noise (blak open irles) and signal-only (blue lled squares) energies. The vertial
dashed blak line indiates the δ that was hosen for the inter-string analysis. Etot is the
energy for δ = 0.04− 0.001 s. (a): (BT6, AS6-2) has a large pressure pulse and also a lear
shear wave. The shear wave is responsible for the sudden inrease around 0.032 s. (b): For
(DT4, AS6-2), the signal-to-noise ratio is low.
waveform as a measure for the strength of the pressure wave. A better measure of this quantity
is the energy of the pulse. For the signal+noise waveform this energy is dened as:
ES+N =
∑
i
A2i , for tmax − 0.001 s < ti < tmax + δ (5.2)
where tmax is the time of the maximum amplitude. The summation over i therefore goes over
a ertain number of amplitudes in the sensor waveform. The δ needs to be set in suh a way
that the summation mainly goes over amplitudes Ai that are reognisable above the bakground
noise. The amplitudes are orreted for the possible oset of the Gaussian noise in that hannel.
The total length of the time-window over whih the energy is alulated is δ+0.001 s. The energy
is also extrated for the omplete noise waveform for the same sensor hannel. Thus, the energy
of the transmitter signal as deteted by the sensor is:
ES = ES+N − EN, (5.3)
where EN is the energy of the noise in that sensor hannel, saled to the same number of samples.
δ was hosen to be 0.02 s, as a ompromise between having at least 99% (within error) of the
pressure wave energy and exluding the shear wave energy (see  5.2.4). This hoie of δ exludes
the shear wave ontributions for the (T, S) ombinations where they are above noise. From the
extrated energies ES, one an alulate the eetive amplitude:
Aeff =
√
ES. (5.4)
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The statistial errors are propagated throughout. All eetive amplitudes are extrated for all
available (T, S) ombinations.
5.2.4 Optimising l and δ
l is the number of transmitter pulses that are averaged to obtain the averaged waveform. The
higher l, the higher the signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 5.4(b) shows the omparison of the raw (i.e.
unproessed) transmitter pulse to the averaged waveform, using l = 250. The averaged waveform
ontains most of the features of the pulse (also ompare Figs. 5.1() and 5.1(d)). Therefore it
was deided to use l = 250 for the inter-string analysis presented here.
δ+0.001 s is the length of the time-window around the pressure pulse for whih the energy is
alulated. If the window is too small, a signiant fration of the pressure pulse energy an be
ut away. For a larger δ, the small pulses risk to be drowned inside the noise and the energy of
the shear wave is possibly inluded. For example, in the event for (BT6, AS6-2), see Fig. 5.4(a),
δ > 0.032 s would also inlude the shear wave. In order to nd an optimal value for δ, the
perentage of waveform energy (either the signal+noise or signal-only), 100 · (Eδ/Etot) is plotted
as a funtion of δ. Etot is the energy for δmax = 0.04 − 0.001 s. This means that the summation
in Eq. 5.2 then goes over all samples of the waveform. Figure 5.5 shows two examples for (DT4,
AS6-2) and (BT6, AS6-2). With δ = 0.02 at least 99% of the total pressure wave energy is
inluded in both ases. Fig. 5.5(a) illustrates the fat that, although this is not learly visible
with the naked eye (see Fig. 5.4(a)), the pressure pulse is still ontributing to the amplitude
0.02 s after tmax. In other words, the pressure pulse has a long tail.
E0.02/Etot is extrated, using the signal-only energies, for all hannels from all available (T,
S) ombinations and the distribution is shown in Fig. 5.6(a). The distribution of E0.02/Etot for
(T, S) ombinations that have signal-only energy at least as high as the statistial error on that
energy are ompared to the ones for whih the signal-only energy is at least 3 and 40 times the
statistial error on that energy. This shows that the outliers are typially ombinations with a
low signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 5.6(b) shows E0.02/Etot as a funtion of Etot for ES > 3σ(ES).
The events with low energy have larger deviations from E0.02/Etot = 1 but also larger statistial
errors.
For the presented inter-string analysis, δ = 0.02 s was hosen. It ensures that at least 99% of
the total pressure pulse energy is inluded.
5.2.5 Missed or disqualied ombinations
Some (T, S) ombinations are missing beause the data aquisition program failed during the
reording of that spei onguration. In addition, the following quality uts are applied before
the (T, S-), where S- stands for hannel  from sensor S, ombination is aepted for the
attenuation length analysis:
• All saturated pulses are exluded. This means that a (T, S-) ombination is exluded
if Amax > +3.5V or Amin < −3.5V, where Amax (Amin) is the maximum (minimum)
amplitude in the raw signal+noise waveform.
• The eetive amplitude (see Eq. 5.4) at a given hannel is required to be higher than
γσ(Aeff ), with γ = 3.0 for the same-level inter-string analysis and γ = 1.5 for the ratio
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Figure 5.6: (a): The distribution of Eδ/Etot for dierent quality uts. (b): E0.02/Etot
as a funtion of Etot for the quality ut ES > 3σ(ES). The gray dashed line indiates
E0.02/Etot = 1.
Amplitude redution mehanism Physial proess Behaviour
Absorption Energy onversion e−αad
Sattering Energy diversion e−αsd
Beam spreading Energy redistribution
1
d2 (spherial),
1
d (ylindrial)
Table 5.1: Mehanisms by whih an sound wave amplitude is attenuated. Adapted
from [168℄.
inter-string analysis. This ut exludes hannels that have signals whih are too lose to
noise and possible false pulses (these are signals that are not from the transmitter).
• Channels with known problems are exluded: AS3 (all three hannels) and CS1 (all three
hannels).
5.3 Attenuation length analysis
5.3.1 Aousti attenuation
The attenuation of a sound wave by absorption or sattering an be mathematially represented
by an exponential deay. In the ase of plane wave propagation, the aousti pressure P at a
distane d an be written as:
P = P0e
−αd, (5.5)
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where P0 is the initially measured aousti pressure and α is the attenuation oeient for
aousti pressure in the material. The attenuation length λ is dened as λ = 1/α.
All aousti soures have a nite extent and also, a true plane wave does not exist. A wave
from an aousti point soure propagates and diverges and, as it does so, the amplitude will be
geometrially attenuated. The energy is spread over an inreasingly large area and the amplitude
will derease.
For the SPATS array, the signal amplitude in voltage depends linearly on the aousti pressure
arriving at the piezo-erami element within the linear working range of the ampliers. For a
point soure (like the SPATS transmitters in the inter-string geometry) the signal amplitude
sales due to geometry as 1/d (spherial emission) and attenuation as e−d/λ:
Aeff(d) =
A0
d
e−αd =
A0
d
e−d/λ, (5.6)
where A0 is a onstant. We then dene:
y := −d
λ
+ ln(A0) = ln(Aeffd) (5.7)
where Aef is the eetive amplitude (in V) and d is the transmitter to sensor distane (in m). A
linear t an be performed using the model:
y = −αd+ b, (5.8)
where α is the aousti attenuation oeient (in m−1) and b is a free parameter. A t to the
data then diretly determines the two parameters, α and b, and their respetive errors.
5.3.2 DT4 same-level attenuation length
Every transmitter pulse is reorded by, amongst others, the sensors that are positioned at the
same depth as the transmitter. So if we only onsider those same-level sensors, there are three
dierent distanes (i.e. three strings) at whih the same transmitter pulse is reorded. To start
with, an example of a same-level analysis using the inter-string data is presented for string D
transmitter DT4 at a depth of 320m. For this level, all 9 (DT4, S-) same-level ombinations
pass the quality uts disussed in  5.2.5 and the orresponding extrated energies E and eetive
amplitudes Aeff are listed in Table 5.2. The errors are the propagated statistial errors. For eah
sensor hannel, both E and Aeff are in general agreement with the analysis presented in [167℄,
where the same data but dierent analysis odes were used.
Now y = ln(Aeffd) is alulated for eah (DT4, S) ombination. The statistial errors for Aeff
and d are propagated. The spread between the three dierent amplitudes for the three hannels
in the same sensor module is muh larger than the statistial utuations, see Fig. 5.7(a). Indeed,
the unknown orientation of the SPATS sensors gives rise to a random systemati error. This
means that the amplitude will always be systematially higher or lower for a ertain hannel from
a ertain angle. The diretion-dependent sensitivity for eah sensor hannel was investigated
using the pinger data, as disussed in  4.3.2. If it is assumed that the variation in sensitivities
measured in the pinger analysis is a good estimate for other diretions too, then the ±0.86
systemati unertainty on y for eah of the hannels an be used in this same-level inter-string
analysis. The statistial and systemati errors are subsequently quadratially added to obtain
the total error on a measured amplitude.
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Figure 5.7: The DT4 same-level data: three sensor modules with eah three sensor hannels
(0 (open square), 1 (lled irle) and 2 (blak star)) reord the same transmitter pulse at
dierent distanes. (a): With statistial errors only, the spread between the points is muh
larger than the expeted statistial utuations. (b): With the ±0.86 systemati unertainty
inluded and MINUIT tresult. (): The Cumulative Probability Density Funtion (CPDF)
for the t from (b)
.
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Sensor-Channel Distane [m℄ E [V2℄ σ(E) [V 2℄ Aeff [V℄ σ(Aeff) [V℄
AS6-0 250.0 ± 0.7 0.63 0.01 0.79 0.01
AS6-1 250.0 ± 0.7 2.03 0.02 1.42 0.01
AS6-2 250.0 ± 0.7 0.75 0.01 0.87 0.01
BS6-0 331.1 ± 0.7 0.32 0.01 0.57 0.02
BS6-1 331.1 ± 0.7 0.56 0.01 0.75 0.01
BS6-2 331.1 ± 0.7 0.25 0.01 0.49 0.02
CS6-0 543.6 ± 0.7 0.05 0.01 0.23 0.05
CS6-1 543.6 ± 0.7 0.20 0.01 0.45 0.02
CS6-2 543.6 ± 0.7 0.06 0.01 0.24 0.05
Table 5.2: All inter-string distanes, energies and amplitudes for the same-level attenuation
length analysis for transmitter DT4. Errors are statistial only.
Figure 5.9(f) shows ln(Aeffd), with the systemati error inluded, as a funtion of distane
d for the three available distanes. For eah distane there are three data-points, one for eah
of the three sensor hannels. The t is obtained with the MINUIT numerial minimisation
pakage [169℄ as it is implemented in ROOT [170℄. The t values for α and b were also alulated
with a C++ funtion that extrats the analytial solution (errors on y only) desribed in [171℄.
Both results agree and only the results from the MINUIT proedure (taking into aount both
errors on the d and y values) are quoted.
The single t yields α = 0.0014 ± 0.0023m−1, with χ2/NDF = 0.810/7. This does not
onstrain the aousti attenuation length in ie due to the large systemati error that is introdued
by using dierent sensor hannels. The Cumulative Probability Density Funtion (CPDF) for
this t is shown in Fig. 5.7() for the ase where the attenuation length is onstrained to be
positive. The χ2/NDF is very small, indiating that the errors on the single amplitudes have
been overestimated. This means that the estimation of the systemati error is too onservative
for this set of (T, S) ombinations, sine it dominates the error on a single amplitude.
5.3.3 Combined same-level analysis
Now the same-level analysis as desribed in the previous setion is performed for all levels and all
possible ombinations. There are 28 SPATS transmitters in total, of whih 24 were used during
the inter-string data taking. Sine there are only 5 levels in ommon between strings A, B and
C and string D, there are only 20 possible same-level ts. Of these 20 possible ts, it is required
that:
• All sensor hannels and extrated eetive amplitudes pass the quality uts presented
in  5.2.5.
• There is at least 1 data point (i.e. one hannel above noise) per distane for a minimum of
two dierent distanes.
• The MINUIT minimisation onverges.
12 transmitters pass these requirements. All ts are shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 and the t
parameters are summarised in Table 5.3. In this table, the results from an independent analysis
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on the same data [167℄ are also shown. Combining all results by alulating the weighted mean,
where the weight of a attenuation oeient result αi is dened as 1/σ
2
i , gives:
α = 0.0031 ± 0.0008m−1, (5.9)
Transmitter-Depth [m℄
This work [167℄
α± σα [m−1℄ b± σb χ2/NDF α± σα [m−1℄
AT-140 0.0065 ± 0.0026
AT-250 0.0066 ± 0.0024 7.4± 0.7 0.536/7 0.0065 ± 0.0026
AT-320 0.0043 ± 0.0024 6.6± 0.7 1.489/7 0.0043 ± 0.0025
AT-400 0.0039 ± 0.0033 5.9± 0.8 1.769/5 0.0038 ± 0.0035
BT-140 −0.0087 ± 0.0273 2.0± 8.0 0.485/3 −0.019 ± 0.027
BT-190 0.0008 ± 0.0036 5.8± 0.9 4.535/5 −0.00024 ± 0.0043
BT-320 0.0069 ± 0.0036 7.8± 1.0 1.769/6 0.0078 ± 0.0034
BT-400 −0.0022 ± 0.0032 3.7± 0.8 4.032/6 −0.00054 ± 0.0049
CT-250 0.0035 ± 0.0029 6.4± 1.3 0.732/7 0.0050 ± 0.0043
CT-320 0.0050 ± 0.0033 6.8± 1.4 0.531/6 0.0045 ± 0.0042
DT-250 −0.0011 ± 0.0027 4.9± 1.0 2.241/6 −0.00095 ± 0.0029
DT-250 0.0043 ± 0.0024 6.7± 0.9 0.402/7 0.0036 ± 0.0025
DT-320 0.0014 ± 0.0023 5.8± 0.9 0.810/7 0.0014 ± 0.0025
α weighted mean [m−1℄ 0.0031 ± 0.0008 0.0031 ± 0.0009
λ [m℄ 323 ± 83 321± 95
Table 5.3: Fit parameters for the SPATS inter-string same-level ts. For omparison, the
results from an independent analysis on the same data is shown.
It is possible to argue in favour of seleting a subset of the same-level results. Indeed, some of
the MINUIT minimisations yield negative, and therefore non-physial, attenuation oeients.
If these results for α are exluded, nine extrated attenuation oeients remain. They are
marked in bold lettertype in Table 5.3, see also Fig. 5.10. The result for the weighted mean is
then:
α = 0.0041 ± 0.0009m−1, (5.10)
whih orresponds to an attenuation length λ of (propagating the error):
λ = 245± 54m. (5.11)
The error inludes both statistial and systemati propagated errors. The unertainty on the
azimuthal behaviour and inherent sensitivity of eah individual sensor dominates the error in
this analysis. b allows a shift in ln(Aeffd) and is linked to the initial transmitter amplitude. For
these 9 ts, the spread in b is not in ontradition with the possible 40% expeted variability due
to dierenes in azimuthal orientation and transmittivity of the dierent transmitters.
For the nal same-level analysis here, only high quality ts are retained for the nal result.
Indeed, only positive attenuation oeients from ts to amplitudes at three dierent distanes
are used. In the end, inluding 2-distane ts or negative attenuation oeients inreases the
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Figure 5.8: The SPATS inter-string same-level attenuation length ts. The depths of the
stages are indiated.
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Figure 5.9: The SPATS inter-string same-level attenuation length ts (ontinued).
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Figure 5.10: The SPATS inter-string same-level attenuation length results for α > 0. The
weighted mean is indiated by the blue solid line, the dashed blue lines are ±σ.
attenuation length but also the error, see Table 5.3. Again, all results stay in agreement with
eah other within error. The quality uts automatially selet the measurements with the lowest
error and the error on the nal result does not reet the omplete spread in the same-level
measurements. Also, in Fig. 5.10, the spread of the dierent measurements does indiate that,
even with the systemati error on a single amplitude possibly overestimated, the nal error for
eah measurement of α does not seem to be overestimated.
In the analysis presented here, all same-level data points were tted individually. A global t
an also be extrated, foring the t parameter α to be the same for eah transmitter ombination.
This global t will be done in the near future.
There are some interesting dierenes (within error) with the results presented in [167℄ that
an presumably be explained by a dierent hoie in δ and dierent noise-subtration methods.
A more detailed omparison of all amplitudes between the two independent analyses is needed to
investigate possible systemati deviations. Some of the same-level ts are very sensitive to long
distane ombinations. For these, the pulses at long distanes have low amplitudes and therefore
are prone to larger utuations with varying δ. As a veriation, the omplete same-level analysis
was also done with δ = δmax. All results are in agreement within error. The omplete same-
level analysis presented in this setion has allowed to gain ondene in the obtained eetive
amplitudes for the single (T, S-) ombinations by omparing the results of eah step to the
results of the analysis presented in [167℄.
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5.3.4 Ratio attenuation length analysis
In [157℄ a numerial study was presented, introduing the ratio method for attenuation length
analysis with the SPATS inter-string data. In the following this method is disussed and applied
to the SPATS 4-string inter-string data set.
Method
As mentioned previously, none of the permanently deployed transmitters and sensors has been
alibrated in ie. This means that both an unknown inherent sensitivity and unknown transmitter
transmittivity enter the equation for a single inter-string amplitude measurement:
Aij =
TiSj
dij
e−αdij , (5.12)
where Aij is the amplitude of the pulse emitted by transmitter i as deteted by sensor j, Ti
is the initial transmitter amplitude, Sj is the sensor sensitivity and dij is the distane between
transmitter i and sensor j. In the same-level analysis, the same transmitter pulse is reorded by
up to 9 dierent sensor hannels from dierent angles. In that ase the variation in sensitivity
due to inherent sensitivity dierenes and azimuthal angle was taken into aount through the
systemati error.
If we now take two transmitter-sensor pairs, i.e. transmitters i and k both heard by sensors
j and l (Fig. 5.11), it is possible to onstrut a ratio of amplitudes:
AijAkl
AilAkj
dijdkl
dildkj
=
TiSj
TiSl
TkSl
TkSj e
−α([dij−dil]−[dkj−dkl]), (5.13)
whih an also be written as
ln(RARd) = −αDx + p, (5.14)
where RA and Rd are ratios of amplitudes and distanes respetively. Dx is the dierene in
dierene in distane between the two transmitter ombinations ([dij − dil]− [dkj − dkl]). p is a
free t parameter introdued to allow a systemati shift in ln(RARd). The ratio RA does not
depend on the partiular transmitter strengths and intrinsi sensor hannel sensitivities involved.
Systematis
A single ratio measurement should yield the attenuation oeient α if the transmitters and sen-
sors all are perfetly isotropi. However, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the sensor sensitivity and
the transmitter power depend on the azimuthal and polar orientation of the devies. Therefore,
both T and S have a dependene on θ (polar angle) and φ (azimuthal angle). This means that
the eet of the unknown azimuthal orientation of eah sensor module and the signiant polar
dependene of the transmitter power still remain after onstruting the ratios. The following
seletion and proessing of data was introdued in order to minimise this geometrial eet.
• Only transmitter-sensor ombinations from neighbouring levels with enough statistis were
used: (190, 250)m, (250, 320)m and (320, 400)m depth. This is the 2-level ratio t. No
suient amount of ratios was available for the other levels. The dierene in polar angle,
for an amplitude ratio used in the 2-level ratio t presented here, is therefore maximum
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Figure 5.11: Illustration of an inter-string amplitude ratio.
18
◦
for (190, 250)m, 29
◦
for (250, 320)m and 32
◦
for (320, 400)m. Many of the ratios,
however, have smaller dierenes in polar angles.
• The polar angle is assumed to be the dominant fator for the transmitter power T (θ). From
the results disussed in  4.1.1 it follows that a possible 40% variation in the transmittivity
has to be taken into aount.
• The maximum dierene in azimuthal angle in the inter-string setup is roughly 120◦, for
example for a sensor hannel on string B reording a pulse from a string D transmitter
followed by one emitted by a string C transmitter. It is therefore expeted to see a large
dierene between the two amplitudes on top of the inherent dierene in transmitter
power. Therefore, an average sensor module response is used. This means that the three
reorded waveforms are proessed and an eetive amplitude is extrated for eah of the
three individual sensor hannels in the sensor-module. These three amplitudes are then
averaged and their errors are propagated. This average sensor module amplitude is used
for the ratio alulations. If the sensitivity of eah sensor hannel has a similar dependene
on the azimuthal orientation of the hannel relative to the arrival diretion of the pulse,
the averaging makes the azimuthal dependene less prominent.
• It is assumed that the azimuthal eet is the dominant fator in sensor sensitivity S(φ).
As for the same-level analysis, a 68% possible variation of the sensor sensitivity has to be
taken into aount due to the unknown orientation of the sensor module.
An upper limit on the possible variation on a single amplitude measured by a ertain sensor
listening to a transmitter, a 68% variation of the sensor sensitivity and a 40% variation in
the transmitter power is assumed. This leads to an 80% possible systemati shift for a single
amplitude. A single amplitude ratio then has a systemati unertainty of 160%, whih translates
as ±1.6 in ln(RA).
Data set
Figure 5.12(a) shows the distribution of available distanes between the transmitter and sensor
for the entire inter-string data set. Figure 5.12(b) shows the pulse from the diagonal ombination
(DT7, CS6-1). For this example, the distane between transmitter and sensor is 573m, and the
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Figure 5.12: (a): The distribution of distanes for the omplete inter-string data set,
for all (T, S) ombinations that have Aeff > σ(Aeff) (white, bakground) and that have
Aeff > 3.0σ(Aeff ) (blue, foreground). (b): An example of an event at large distane: (DT7,
CS6-1), the averaged waveform in blak (foreground) and non-proessed waveform in light
blue (bakground).
diagonal path between the transduers has an polar angle of 18
◦
ompared to the horizontal
plane.
The parameter γ that was introdued in  5.2.5 is a measure of required signal-to-noise for
the deteted pulses. In order for an amplitude ratio to make the quality ut, all three hannels
of both sensor modules need to have Aeff > 1.5σ(Aeff ). This is a less severe ut than the one
that was used in the same-level analysis. The reason for this hoie is that the hane of having
all three hannels seeing a false signal simultaneously is small; therefore the required Aeff for a
hannel to pass the ut an be smaller.
Figure 5.13(a) shows ln(RARd) as a funtion ofDx for the omplete inter-string data set (2439
ratios) ompared to the 2-level seletion (172 ratios). Only the statistial errors are plotted. The
spread on the ratios that were built using all levels simultaneously (omplete inter-string data
set) is larger than the spread on the 2-level seletion. This is expeted sine the maximum
dierene in polar angle is muh larger for the full set than for the 2-level seletion.
Figure 5.13(b) shows the omparison of the same data sets for the distribution of α, where
eah α was obtained by dividing ln(RARd) by the orresponding Dx. This an be done if p = 0
is assumed, whih theoretially should be the ase. The distribution of the full data set is broad
and does not have a Gaussian shape. The distribution resembles a Cauhy funtion, whih is
haraterised by innite tails and the fat that the mean is not better dened when inreasing the
number of measurements. The long tails in the distribution presented here an be understood as
follows. Due to the large possible systemati shift on eah of the four amplitudes used in a single
amplitude ratio, it is likely that some ratios will use amplitudes for whih the systemati eets
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Figure 5.13: (a): ln(RARd) as a funtion of Dx for the omplete inter-string data set
(2439 ratios, blak open irles, bakground) ompared to the 2-level seletion (172 ratios,
blue lled squares, foreground). Only the statistial errors are plotted. (b): Distribution of α
for the omplete inter-string data set (white, bakground) ompared to the 2-level seletion
(blue, foreground).
are working in the same diretion for the nal attenuation oeient result. The distribution
for the 2-level data set is more narrow and exludes the most extreme ases. Also, there is an
indiation that more negative than positive α are ut away by applying the 2-level ondition.
Inluding larger polar angles inreases systematially the attenuation length in ie in this ase.
This systemati dependene on polar angle is worth investigating further.
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Results
It is lear that a single ratio alulation is useless as estimator for the attenuation oeient
due to the large systemati error. In total, 172 ratios were built for the three seleted 2-level
ombinations. Figure 5.14 shows all 172 ratios and the 2-parameter t. Table 5.4 lists the t
parameters. The error bars inlude both the systemati unertainty and the statistial error on
both the eetive amplitudes and the distane ratio. The 2-parameter t gives as a result for the
attenuation oeient α = 0.0040 ± 0.0016m−1 . Converted to attenuation length, this leads to
λ = 250 ± 100m. (5.15)
The small χ2/NDF ould give an indiation that the error on this ratio result is overestimated.
Indeed, the spread of the ratios around the t is muh smaller than the assumed systematial
(dominant) error of ±1.6 on ln(RA). This an either be due to an overestimation of the polar
variation of the transmitter transmittivity or the azimuthal sensitivity variation of the sensor
response. Currently, we annot disriminate between these two possible auses, but both are
likely in play. The ±68% that was extrated using the 2008/2009 pinger data is an estimation of
the variability between the sensor hannels due to both the dierene in azimuthal orientation
and in intrinsi sensitivity. In the ratio analysis, however, the intrinsi dierenes have been
eliminated and the azimuthal eet is presumably partially averaged out by taking the mean
response of eah sensor module. On top of that, the systemati errors are likely orrelated as, for
example, the amplitudes from a ertain transmitter will be systematially higher for a spei
polar angle. If indeed the errors on the eetive amplitudes are orrelated, then the presented
σ(λ) is an upper limit on the error. If the only dominating systemati error is assumed to be the
transmitter polar behaviour, then the total systemati error on a single amplitude is redued to
40%, or 0.8 on ln(RA). The t parameters for dierent systemati errors are also indiated in
Table 5.4.
There is an interesting large population of ratios around Dx = 200m, possibly related to an
optimal ratio geometry. This is urrently under study. It also needs to be noted that many of
the 172 alulated ratios are not independent of eah other, as individual amplitudes an be used
in the onstrution of several ratios. These orrelations and the eet on the nal result are still
to be investigated.
However, when tting all ratios, with no seletion on angles, the obtained attenuation length
is still ompatible with the result of the presented inter-string ratio analysis. This is already an
indiation that, although not all aspets of the orrelation between ratios and the residual polar
and azimuthal eets have been investigated yet, the error of 100m of the nal result presented
here likely takes these possible eets into aount.
σsys α± σα [m−1℄ p± σp χ2/NDF
1.6 0.0040 ± 0.0016 −0.11 ± 0.18 13/170
0.8 0.0040 ± 0.0008 −0.11 ± 0.09 50/170
0.4 0.0040 ± 0.0004 −0.11 ± 0.05 199/170
Table 5.4: Fit parameters for the SPATS ratio analysis t.
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Figure 5.14: The interstring ratios for levels (190, 250), (250, 320) and (320, 400)m as a
funtion of Dx = [dij − dil]− [dkj − dkl]. The spread on the points is an indiation for the
remaining polar and azimuthal systemati dependenies. This possible variation is aounted
for by the introdution of a systemati error of ± 1.6 on ln(RA). The statistial error for
eah individual ratio is also propagated but is in general very small in omparison. The solid
blak line shows the 2-parameter t as obtained by MINUIT and the dotted blak line shows
y = 0 as referene.
5.4 Conlusion
The SPATS inter-string analysis might initially seem to be ompletely dominated by systemati
unertainties. The azimuthal and polar behaviour of both the transmitters and the sensors intro-
due a large variability of the reorded pulses. In some ases, a sensor hannel that is installed
at a ertain distane from a transmitter yields a larger (unalibrated) signal amplitude than
another hannel that is muh loser to the same transmitter. There are ertain ongurations,
let's all it detetor onspiraies, where the amplitude inreases with inreasing distane and
the same-level t onverges on a negative attenuation oeient.
Indeed, whereas a single same-level t or amplitude ratio theoretially should yield the atten-
uation length, the systemati eets prevent putting any onstraint on the attenuation length,
as beame lear from the results for the DT4 same-level analysis.
The power of the inter-string analysis lies in the abundane of (T, S) ombinations. For the
ombined same-level analysis, what are the odds that the sensor and transmitter modules are
oriented in preisely suh a way that the 9 ts would all yield a systematially too high or too
low attenuation oeient? However, the remark about being too seletive in this analysis and
the extreme sensitive ts asts a shadow upon the results presented in  5.3.3.
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Construting ratios of the eetive amplitudes eliminates the inherent sensitivity and trans-
mitter power fators. However, the unertainties due to dierenes in reeiving and transmitting
angles remain. A spei subset of data was therefore hosen, keeping the polar angle under
ontrol. The individual amplitudes for sensor hannels were averaged in order to minimise the
dependene of the sensor response on the azimuthal angle.
Both the same-level and the ratio inter-string analyses use subsets from the same inter-
string data set but they are sensitive to dierent systemati eets. The same-level analysis ts
amplitudes seen at dierent distanes and from dierent angles with dierent sensor hannels.
Therefore those amplitudes are sensitive to the inherent sensitivity and angular dependene of
the sensor hannels. Also the azimuthally dependent transmitter power an inuene the single
amplitude measurement. No polar eets are expeted if it is assumed that the ring-shaped
piezo-erami elements are more or less aligned with the horizontal plane. The ratio method is
not inuened by inherent dierenes in performane between the transmitters and sensors, but
does inlude large dierenes in azimuthal and polar angles. The eets of orrelations between
the ratios and the remaining polar and azimuthal dependenies are still to be investigated.
Both analyses yield attenuation lengths on the order of 250m. They are in agreement with
eah other and with an independent same-level analysis of the inter-string data presented in [167℄.
The inter-string attenuation length results are also ompatible with the results obtained with the
2008/2009 pinger data, see for example [161℄.
The extrated attenuation length is unexpetedly small. Indeed, in Chapter 2 the absorption
eet was argued to be the dominating attenuating eet in the South Pole ie and attenuation
lengths of 9 ± 3 km were predited. For a omparison of all attenuation length results and a
disussion on the possible theoretial mehanism behind this unexpetedly short attenuation
length, see Chapter 6.
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Overview of SPATS results
Ie was proposed as a possible exellent andidate medium for aousti neutrino detetion.
SPATS was designed to measure the three ritial aousti parameters of the Antarti ie in
the 1 kHz to 100 kHz frequeny region: the sound speed, the bakground noise level and stability
(both for transient and onstant noise), and the attenuation length. In this hapter, the most
reent SPATS results and their impat on the future of aousti neutrino detetion are disussed.
6.1 Bakground noise
6.1.1 Gaussian noise
The ontinuous noise is monitored in SPATS through a fored read-out at a sampling frequeny
of 200 kHz of all sensor hannels for 0.5 s every hour. The distribution of ADC ounts in eah of
the sensor hannels is Gaussian (see Appendix. A) and stable. The typial deviation of the mean
noise level is
σRMS
<RMS> < 10
−2
with the exeption of the period of IeCube drilling season. The
in-water alibration of the string A, B and C sensors together with the pressure and temperature
tests (see  4.1.1) allows to estimate the sensitivity of the SPATS sensors after they were deployed
in the old Antarti ie.
The noise level and utuations are high for all 4 strings in the rn region, where the transition
from a snow/air mixture to ompat bulk ie takes plae. This is onsistent with the eet of
a large sound speed gradient in that layer (see Fig. 6.2) whih auses the surfae noise to be
refrated bak to the surfae. In the fully ompated ie, below the rn, noise onditions are
more stable and an average noise level an be derived. This has been done with both the SPATS
and the HADES sensors and the urrent results are urrently not in agreement. Therefore, no
nal result an be given at this moment. More investigation and analysis are needed.
6.1.2 Transients
The SPATS detetor has been operated in transient mode
1
for 45 minutes of every hour sine
August 2008. If the number of ADC ounts on any of the twelve monitored hannels exeeds
5.2σnoise
2
, a 5ms window of data is reorded around the trigger on that hannel. The resulting
raw trigger rate is stable and on the order of a few triggers every minute for eah of the twelve
monitored hannels. Most of these events are Gaussian noise events, where only one ADC bin is
outside the trigger boundaries. The fration of the triggered events that are true transient events
are proessed oine and analysed for time-oinidene lustering. Figure 6.1 shows the spatial
distribution of a total of 4235 reonstruted transient events as deteted by SPATS between 1
1
The SPATS DAQ runs in transient mode when it reords any transient event that triggers one of the seleted
sensor hannels.
2σnoise is the standard deviation of the Gaussian tted to the noise ADC histogram.
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Figure 6.1: An overview of the spatial distribution of transient events as deteted by SPATS
between 1 September 2008 and April 2009. The regular (blak and red), numbered (red) ir-
les and open squares (blak) indiate the positions of the IeCube holes, SPATS strings and
Rodriguez wells respetively. The smearing-eet is an artefat of the event reonstrution
algorithm. Figure from [167℄.
September 2008 and 23 April 2009 (4422 hours integrated lifetime) [167℄. About 10 4-string
events, meaning that at least one hannel for eah string has triggered on the transient event,
with more than 5 sensors hit are reonstruted eah day, most of whih orrelated to known
anthropogeni in-ie soures [172℄. The data shows a lear and steady soure or hot spot that
an be orrelated with the man-made sub-surfae avern Rodriguez well (RW) that was used
as a water reservoir during IeCube drilling in the 2007/2008 drilling season. This RW2007/2008
beame silent in 4-string triggers around 23 May 2009 [172℄. There is also likely steady detetion
of 2006/2007 and 2005/2006 (2004/2005) RWs. The 2008/2009 RW has not yet been deteted.
Transient data-taking ontinued during the IeCube 2008/2009 drilling season and the refreezing
of 12 holes nearest to the SPATS array are audible whereas 7 of the farthest are not. No verties
have been reonstruted deeper than 400m depth.
6.2 Sound speed
The sound speed analysis is presented in [167℄ and uses the 2007/2008 pinger data in geometries
where the pinger and sensor are at the same depth and 125m apart. Transit times are extrated
from the data for both pressure and shear waves for all instrumented SPATS levels. Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2: SPATS results for the sound speed of both pressure and shear waves versus
depth. A previous measurement made at seismi (on the order of 1Hz) frequenies [146℄
is shown for omparison. Note: the SPATS error bars are ±5σ in order to be visible. No
unertainty estimate is available for the result in [146℄. Figure from [167℄.
shows all SPATS sound speed data points for depths from 80m to 500m. There is agreement
with [146℄ in the rn region for the pressure wave sound speed measurement. The extrated
shear wave sound speed is about half of the pressure wave speed, as expeted from the theoretial
preditions presented in [147℄. A linear t was made to the data in the deep and fully ompated
ie (bulk ie) between 250m and 500m depth. The following results were found for the pressure
and shear wave sound speeds and their variation with depth (gradient g) [167, 173℄:
vp(375m) = (3878.3 ± 12.2)m/s,
gp = (0.087 ± 0.133)(m/s)/m,
vs(375m) = (1975.0 ± 8.0)m/s,
gs = (0.067 ± 0.086)(m/s)/m.
The gradient for both pressure and shear wave sound speeds is onsistent with zero. Both sound
speed measurements are performed with a better than 1% preision, taking into aount the
errors on the horizontal distane, pinger and sensor depths, emission and arrival times.
6.3 Attenuation length
Three types of attenuation length analyses have been performed with the SPATS array. Eah of
those analyses uses the same sensors, those that are permanently frozen in the ie on the four
strings, but dierent soures. The sound soures are either the retrievable pinger, the frozen-in
SPATS transmitters or the transient events. All results are also shown in Fig. 6.3.
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6.3.1 Pinger
Two types of analyses have been performed on the 2008/2009 pinger data, using the energy
of the full waveform alulated in the time domain and the energy alulated in the frequeny
domain [161, 174℄. The pinger signal is reorded simultaneously by all SPATS sensors for eah
of the 4 IeCube holes in whih it is deployed. These pinger holes are almost perfetly aligned
relative to the SPATS array, making the single-hannel analysis independent of polar and az-
imuthal sensitivity variation. The energy of the signal, whih dominates in the frequeny range
from 5 kHz to 35 kHz, is extrated both from the waveforms in the time domain and from the
frequeny power spetrum. For eah sensor hannel, a same-level t is performed and the mean
of all ts with the standard deviation as error is taken as the estimate for the attenuation length.
This gives the following result for the time domain [161℄:
λ = 306 ± 64 m, (6.1)
and for the frequeny domain energy analysis [174℄:
λ = 277 ± 89 m. (6.2)
There is no evidene for a depth and/or frequeny dependene of the attenuation length in either
analysis.
6.3.2 SPATS transmitters
Two types of analyses have been performed using the frozen-in SPATS transmitters: the same-
level analysis and the ratio analysis, both presented in this thesis. Every transmitter in SPATS
an be deteted by 3 sensors at the same depth and dierent distanes (strings). This means
that only the unknown sensor sensitivities have to be inluded into the systemati error for a
same-level attenuation length t. All data of the transmitters that are reorded at minimum two
dierent distanes were tted. Eah single t does not onstrain the attenuation length very well
due to the large sensor-to-sensor variations in sensitivity. By ombining all ts, the resulting
weighted mean and the standard deviation of the weighted mean give the attenuation length and
its error [167℄:
λ = 321± 95m. (6.3)
In  5.3.3, the same-level analysis for the same inter-string data is presented, using ompletely
independent analysis odes. After onstraining the attenuation oeient to be positive, only
9 same-level ts remain. By ombining all ts, the resulting weighted mean and the standard
deviation of the weighted mean give the attenuation length and its error:
λ = 245± 54m. (6.4)
The ratio method was proposed as a way around the missing in-ie alibration of the sensors and
transmitters. The method and results are desribed in detail in  5.3.4. This ratio method yields
the following estimate for the attenuation length and its error:
λ = 250 ± 100m. (6.5)
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Attenuation analysis λ [m℄ Error [m℄ Error type
Pinger TD [161℄ 309 64 (9) SD of distribution (SD of mean)
Pinger FD [174℄ 277 89 (3) SD of distribution (SD of mean)
Inter-string SL (1) [167℄ 321 95 SD of mean
Inter-string SL (2) (this work) 245 54 SD of mean
Inter-string R (this work) 250 100 SD
Transient [172℄ 275 46 SD
Table 6.1: Overview of the urrent results from the Pinger Time Domain (TD) and Fre-
queny Domain (FD) analysis, the Inter-string Same-Level (SL) and Ratio (R) analyses and
the Transient analysis. SD stands for standard deviation.
6.3.3 Transients
A third soure for attenuation length analysis in ie are the transient events (see  6.1.2) originat-
ing from refreezing IeCube holes from the 2008/2009 IeCube drilling season. The retrievable
pinger was deployed in 4 of those holes. This means that the transient events originating from the
refreezing holes reah the sensors from the same diretion as the pinger pulses in the 2008/2009
pinger analysis. So, the alibration onstants (b as dened in  4.3.2) an be used if the depths
are omparable. To this end, transient events that have their vertex near the loation of refreez-
ing IeCube holes and for whih the amplitudes in the SPATS sensors are within the dynamial
range of the ampliers, are seleted. 13 of suh transient events have been reonstruted, the
eetive amplitudes are extrated and the sensitivity orretion fator is applied. Eah individ-
ual transient event is then tted and the extrated attenuation lengths are between 230m and
400m. The average attenuation length is [172℄:
λ = 275± 46 m. (6.6)
6.3.4 Overview and disussion
Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.3 show a ompilation of the results of the SPATS attenuation length analyses.
An overview of the transduer-related systemati eets is given in Table 6.2. The 2008/2009
pinger analyses are less sensitive to the systemati eets ompared to the inter-string and
2007/2008 pinger data for the following reasons:
• In the pinger data, the same transmitter (pinger) is heard by the same sensor hannel
for 4 dierent distanes. Therefore no inherent sensitivity or transmitter transmittivity
dierenes need to be taken into aount, assuming isotropi emission from the pinger.
• The geometry of the 2008/2009 pinger setup assures that the pinger holes are roughly
aligned with the SPATS strings, the maximum azimuthal angle between dierent pinger
holes is seen by string D and is 13
◦
. On top of that, at the stop depths, the pinger
is horizontally aligned with the SPATS stages within roughly 5m. This means that the
variation in polar angle is minimal.
• The new mehanial design of the pinger stage inludes entralisers that assure a entral
position of the pinger piezo-erami element in the water-lled hole. This way, the pulse
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Figure 6.3: Summary of all urrent SPATS attenuation length analysis results. The error
bars do not all represent the same type of error, see Table 6.1 for details. These results are
intermediate sine disussion on the preise errors and ross-heks are still ongoing.
reeting o the bak of the hole has a minimal delay ompared to the main pulse. The
delay is also stable. This results in reproduible pulse shapes, even between dierent
holes. Also, the stable position of the transduer with respet to the hole wall redues
signiantly the utuations in transmission oeients and shear wave prodution at the
water-ie boundary, again making the pulses more reproduible.
Therefore, ompared to the other analyses that were performed on dierent types of data,
the pinger attenuation length analysis is least subjet to the various systemati eets although
this is not neessarily reeted in the quoted errors. However, a few remarks on the dierent
hoie of unertainty estimations are needed.
The agreement is that, in general, systemati eets should be identied and redued to
negligible (i.e. smaller than the random unertainty) levels, as was done for the pinger data
set after investigation of the systemati eets in the 2007/2008 pinger data. For both pinger
analyses, the standard deviation (SD) of the distribution of the dierent single hannel ts is
quoted as the error on the weighted mean of the data set. This SD is a good estimator of
the error on a single measurement but might be too large for the error on the mean of the
distribution. Indeed, if all systemati eets have been redued to suh an extent that all soures
of unertainty are small and random, then the mean of the distribution will be better dened as
more measurements (i.e. more sensor hannels) are inluded.
However, the attenuation length is assumed to be the same for all inluded depths and there
is indeed no signiant depth dependene observed. Nevertheless, if the attenuation length
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Systemati eet P-TD P-FD I-SL I-R TR
Sensor
inherent sensitivity no no yes no min
azimuthal min min yes yes min
polar min min no yes min
Transmitter
inherent power no no no no no
azimuthal no no yes yes no
polar no no no yes no
External
Hole ie min min yes yes min
IeCube able min min yes yes min
Table 6.2: Overview of the systemati eets involved in the SPATS attenuation length
analyses.
is depth dependent then the SD on the mean will be an underestimation of the error. The
atual unertainty on the attenuation length extrated from the pinger data is likely somewhere
between the SD on the mean and the width of the distribution. The latter is therefore quoted
as a onservative error on the pinger attenuation length result.
In ontrast to the pinger setup, for the SPATS inter-string analyses, it is not possible to
eliminate the systemati eets. However, they have been estimated using in-water alibration
and pinger data. The sensor hannel sensitivities and transmitter transmittivity depend on the
spei geometri situation. On top of that, none of the transduers are alibrated in ie. There
are indiations that the orientation of the sensor module is the dominant fator in the sensitivity
of a hannel to a pulse arriving from a ertain diretion.
The same-level analysis presented in [167℄ and in  5.3.3 inlude a systemati error due to the
unknown azimuthal orientation and inherent sensitivity of the sensor hannels. The quoted error
is the standard deviation of the weighted mean of the attenuation lengths that were extrated
for the transmitters. However, with amplitudes that are dominated by sensor orientation and
sensitivity it is not straightforward to assume an underlying limiting distribution. The mean
might not be better dened if more transmitters would be added.
In the inter-string ratio analysis, the inherent dierenes between transduers are eliminated.
The variations in polar angle are kept to a minimum and the signals in the sensor hannels from
the same sensor module are ombined. The total of the 172 ratios were tted for the attenuation
oeient and the quoted error is the estimate for the standard deviation as returned by the
MINUIT minimisation program. For both inter-string analyses, no extra systemati error was
introdued to aount for the possible variation in the transmitter signal due to bubbles and
raks in the hole ie or the eet of the position of the IeCube main able.
The analysis of the transient data has the smallest quoted error of all attenuation length
analyses that are presented here. The spread on the 13 measurements, after orreting for the
sensor hannel sensitivities b, from transients originating from dierent refreezing IeCube holes
and depths is small. The reasonable quoted error is the estimator for the standard deviation using
the alulated mean. The statistis is still low, more data might be expeted from the refreezing
of the 2009/2010 IeCube holes. The tehnique looks promising also beause the transient events
seem to have signiant power up to 60 kHz. This might allow for the study of the frequeny
dependene of the attenuation length.
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To onlude, all three independent types of SPATS attenuation length analyses yield results
that are onsistent with eah other within errors. A onservative estimate for the attenuation
length of aousti pressure waves in the 5 kHz to 40 kHz region
3
in glaial ie at a temperature of
51
◦
C is λ ∼ 290m with an estimated onservative error of ±100m. There is no signiant depth
dependene measured in the 190m to 500m region. There is no frequeny dependene observed
in the 5 kHz to 35 kHz region. The attenuation length results presented here are intermediate
sine disussion on the preise errors and ross-heks are still ongoing.
Figure 6.4: Contribution to absorptivity due
to moleular reorientation in glaial ie, same
as Fig. 2.13(a). The blak band is the atten-
uation length as measured by SPATS in ie
at a temperature of 51
◦
.
If the error is interpreted as the 68%
ondene limit and no systemati eet
has been underestimated or missed then a
700m attenuation length an be exluded
with more than 99% ertainty. Therefore,
the disrepany between the theory and
the experimental result is signiant. The
strength of this result lies in the fat that
three independent measurement methods
(although all using the same sensors) have
provided a set of onsistent measurements.
The measured value is muh smaller
than the estimates presented in [150, 117℄
(see also  2.4.3), where an attenuation
length of several km is predited. In those
preditions, the absorption due to moleu-
lar reorientation is assumed to be the domi-
nant eet, see Fig. 6.4. The SPATS results
have pushed for a new experimental inves-
tigation of the ie quality near the South
Pole, using old ie ores from the SPRESO
bore holes. The data are subsequently used
as input for the model of sattering and
absorption in ie, from whih the results
are presented in [151℄. Strong sattering
at grain boundaries is suggested but dis-
favoured sine grain sattering inreases as
f4, where f is the frequeny, and there is
no evidene for a frequeny-orrelated at-
tenuation length measured by SPATS. The absorption of aousti energy by disloation lines in
the ie might also aount for the measured attenuation length.
6.4 Pinger 2009/2010
A new pinger will be deployed in 3 IeCube holes during the 2009/2010 IeCube onstrution
season. It has two main goals:
3
The pinger has maximal output between 5 kHz to 35 kHz. The SPATS transmitters have a more variable
frequeny output roughly between 10 kHz and 60 kHz.
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• The urrent data set does not allow a distintion to be made between absorption- or
satter-dominated attenuation length. However, elasti theory predits that absorption is
frequeny independent, while sattering is expeted to inrease as f4. Thus, a frequeny
dependent measurement would allow us to disriminate between the two ases. The old
pinger design emits aousti power strongly peaked in the 5 kHz to 35 kHz frequeny band.
New eletronis now allows for the emission of more broadband pulses with up to 80 kHz
bandwidth. The distribution of distanes of the planned IeCube holes to the SPATS
array and the frequeny bandwidth of 100 kHz of our sensors will allow us to measure the
attenuation length at dierent frequenies and to distinguish between onstant attenuation
length (absorption) and attenuation length dereasing as f4 (sattering).
In addition, in the next pinger runs there will be one or several stops at the shallowest
instrumented depths (80m to 140m). In this rn region, the grain size is known to be very
dierent from the grain size in the bulk ie below 200m depth. Therefore, measuring the
attenuation length at shallower depths is a good probe of the grain sattering hypothesis.
• No verties for transient events are reonstruted deeper than 400m. Whether there are
no deep transient soures or if there is some mehanism that prevents us from deteting
them, an be studied by lowering the retrievable pinger to deeper depths as in previous
seasons. The mehanial design of the pinger allows its operation down to 1000m depth,
where the speiation of the transduer is the limiting parameter. Lowering the pinger to
that depth while ontinuously reording the signal with the SPATS sensors will allow us to
distinguish between attenuation and other mehanisms that might be responsible for the
disappearane of deep transient signals.
6.5 Conlusion
After 3 years of smooth data taking, SPATS is well on its way to ahieve all of the initial goals.
Table 6.3 gives an overview of these goals, the status of the analyses and investigations, and
future plans.
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Goal Current result Theory? Plans
Continuous noise
Gaussian No nal result. Further tests
very stable and analysis
level? are needed.
Transient noise
Inlude more
Low raw rates < 1Hz. Within hannels?
anthropologial soures expetations. New DAQ?
identied, no surfae noise. Go to 1000m
No events below 400m? with new pinger.
Sound speed
vp = (3878.3 ± 12.2)m/s Consistent with theory Publiation
vs = (1975.0 ± 8.0)m/s, and other in-situ in
gradient = 0. experimental results. preparation.
Attenuation
New pinger runs
λ ∼ 290 Inonsistent w. theory. to investigate
with a onservative Sattering/absorption? frequeny dependene.
error of ±100m. Publiation in
preparation.
Table 6.3: The status of the SPATS analyses.
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Disussion and outlook
Currently, one of the main objetives in the neutrino astrophysis ommunity is to detet, or
to put hallenging limits on, the ux of UHE neutrinos. These neutrinos are onsidered ideal
astrophysial messengers as they travel on straight paths from their soure to Earth, arrying
information about the  still mysterious  hadroni aelerators in the Universe or about the
GZK proess. Their main advantage, the fat that they rarely interat with matter, also trans-
lates to the main experimental hallenge in neutrino astrophysis. Indeed, detetion of neutrino
interations requires observation of a large volume of detetor medium. We have seen that the
expeted uxes for the UHE neutrinos, both reated at the hadroni astrophysial aelerators
and from interation of the harged CRs with the CMB, are very low. Even IeCube, urrently
the largest neutrino detetor, will likely only skim the relevant energy and ux regions. New
detetion methods, deteting the radio and aousti signatures produed by the UHE neutrino
interations, are needed in order to instrument at a reasonable ost the required large volumes
of detetor medium.
In this work, the investigation of the feasibility of aousti neutrino detetion in the South
Pole ie with the South Pole Aousti Test Setup (SPATS) was presented. The aim of SPATS is
to measure the aousti properties of the ie in the relevant frequeny region and at the relevant
depths so that the optimal detetor design and resulting sensitivities to neutrino uxes an be
predited. The urrent SPATS results onne the future design of an aousti neutrino detetion
array in the South Polar ie:
• Sound speed
The SPATS sound speed result is in agreement with theoretial preditions and previous
in-situ experimental results. The sound speed gradient in the South Pole ie below 200m
is onsistent with zero, so that the aousti waves will not be refrated while propagating
in the bulk ie. As a result, the loation of an aousti soure an be reonstruted quikly
and preisely using analytial methods. The panake-shaped pattern that originates from
the neutrino-indued asades in the ie will also remain intat and an be used as a way
to reognise a neutrino signature. The neutrino arrival diretion ould then be estimated
by tting a plane to the hit sensors. Also, if both a pressure and a shear wave pulse are
generated by a neutrino interation in the ie, and they are both also deteted by a single
aousti sensor, then the time dierene between them an be used to estimate the distane
to the soure, and from this the neutrino energy, with a single sensor.
• Transient noise
Transient noise events originate mainly from known xed soures and the rate is very low
ompared to oean environments. Currently, no verties have been reonstruted deeper
than 400m depth. The low transient rate ould simplify the neutrino event andidate
seletion.
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• Attenuation length
The aousti attenuation length in ie measured by SPATS is muh smaller than predited
by theory. This has a large impat on the geometry of a possible future aousti neutrino
detetor sine the horizontal distanes will need to be muh smaller than initially foreseen
and simulated. This means that the aousti detetion tehnique is not as eonomially
advantageous as was assumed at rst. In the hybrid detetor design presented in  1.4.4,
the radio/aousti strings are plaed 1 km apart while the aousti attenuation length was
assumed to be on the order of kms, not ∼ 290m. In the light of the experimentally deter-
mined attenuation length, this simulated hybrid detetor is now too sparsely instrumented
in order to ahieve the neessary sensitivities. Other aousti array designs are possible
and have been simulated, although these might be less easy to ombine with a radio array.
The result of reent simulations shows that an aousti addition to a radio GZK detetor
with overall spaing of 500m ould give valuable information to onrm radio observa-
tions [175℄.
• Gaussian noise
The ontinuous noise has been proven to be Gaussian and very stable. There is no inuene
from on-ie ativity or ambient temperature. A stable noise level allows for a xed trigger
level and easier analysis of transient events and possible neutrino andidates.
There is no onsistent result yet on the absolute level of the ontinuous bakground noise
in the bulk ie at South Pole. It is therefore too early to onlude, although urrent
results point towards higher levels than initially expeted. The absolute noise level sets
the possible trigger level for a ertain design of an aousti array and therefore diretly
inuenes the energy threshold. High noise levels strongly disfavour self-triggering aousti
neutrino detetor designs.
The SPATS transient rate and vertex loation as well as the sound speed gradient results are
favourable to aousti neutrino detetion in ie, also ompared to the oean as detetor medium.
However, the attenuation length λ is signiantly lower than the theoretially predited value
and no nal results are available for the absolute noise levels. The antiipated long attenuation
length was one of the main appeals of the aousti neutrino detetion tehnique sine the distane
between instrumented ables is diretly inuened by the attenuation of the signal in the ie.
Also, a low ontinuous bakground noise level implies a better general signal-to-noise ratio. This
means that the more silent the medium, the lower the energy threshold.
Do the presented SPATS results, and more speially the presented short attenuation length,
mean the end of the ambition to detet the aousti signal of UHE neutrino interations in ie?
At this point, in the light of the latest SPATS results, it is too early to draw suh a nal and
global onlusion. If the attenuating eet is sattering o grain boundaries, then the aousti
energy is not lost, only redireted. This eet might again inrease the sensitivity of an aousti
array. If absorption is the dominant eet, then the aousti energy is onverted and therefore
lost. In the next polar season, a new set of pinger runs will allow us to disriminate between
these two options. It is, however, already lear that the attenuation length is too small to foresee
a stand-alone, self-triggering aousti array within a reasonable ost- and time-sale.
On the other hand, the hybrid idea remains powerful, sine a fast trigger given by the radio
detetor an fore the read out of the muh slower aousti signal. Still, the optimal hole spaing
for suh a radio detetor does not oinide with the aousti needs. In addition, urrent designs
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of IeCube entred radio detetors foresee only shallow holes (< 200m deep) whih is not ideal
for the aousti detetion.
SPATS will ontinue by foussing on the remaining hurdles. The rst hallenge lies in the
understanding of the mehanism behind the short attenuation length. Seond, the absolute noise
level in the ie needs to be estimated. On top of that, the detetor will ontinue to run in
transient mode (with the exeption of dediated pinger runs), possibly extending the amount of
hannels that are read out simultaneously. The transient data an be used to extrat a limit on
the UHE neutrino ux, the power of whih depends on the absolute noise level. In any ase,
SPATS was not designed as a neutrino detetor and the limit is not expeted to onstrain any
realisti neutrino ux model.
In the end, while ontemplating the SPATS ahievements, one an but appreiate the vast
amount of understanding of the South Pole ie aousti environment that was gained with the
total of the SPATS tests and measurements. We were able to onrm ertain, and ontradit
other, theoretial preditions by produing the rst ever experimental results for the aousti
attenuation length and both the pressure and shear wave sound speeds in the South Pole bulk
ie. Clearly it has been an adventurous trip, lled with , sometimes surprising, disoveries, to be
ontinued with new experimental data-taking and insights.
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Chapter 7. Disussion and outlook
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Appendix A
SPATS noise levels
In this appendix, the noise-histogram for eah sensor-hannel is shown for a total of roughly 10
6
ADC ounts (about 5 s at 200 kHz). There are 21 histograms for eah string, ordered in 7 rows
and 3 olumns. The rows are the sensor-modules from the most shallow stage to the deepest one
from top to bottom. Eah olumn orresponds to an FADC board (i.e. to a sensor hannel):
board 0, 1 and 2 from left to right. This is a snapshot taken on 20 August 2009. Appendix
B shows the evolution, over the omplete lifetime, of the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian
tted these noise ADC histogram for eah hannel.
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Appendix A. SPATS noise levels
A.1 String-A
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Figure A.1: String-A noise histograms for all hannels. The sensor module at 190m depth
(level 3, third row) has one saturated hannel and therefore the entire sensor module is
unusable.
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A.2. String-B
A.2 String-B
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Figure A.2: String-B noise histograms for all hannels. Channels BS1-2 and BS4-2 have a
slighly asymetri behaviour. This might be a feature of the FADC board 2 of string B.
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Appendix A. SPATS noise levels
A.3 String-C
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Figure A.3: String-C noise histograms for all hannels.The sensor module at 80m depth
(level 1, top row) has one saturated hannel and therefore the entire sensor module is unus-
able.
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A.4. String-D
A.4 String-D
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Figure A.4: String-D noise histograms for all hannels. The HADES sensors have a single
hannel and are deployed at positions DS2 (190m depth) and DS6 (430m depth). Channel
DS5-2 has an unknown problem.
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Appendix B
SPATS noise evolution in time
In Appendix A, a single noise ADC histogram is shown for eah SPATS sensor hannel. This
histogram data is reorded at least one ever hour. The standard deviation σ of a Gaussian
tted to suh a noise histogram an be used as an indiator of the noise level in that sensor
hannel. In this appendix, the σ is plotted as a funtion of time for eah sensor-hannel. There
are 7 graphs for eah string, ordered in 7 rows. The rows are the sensor-modules from the most
shallow stage to the deepest one from top to bottom. Eah olour orresponds to an FADC
board (i.e. sensor hannel): board 0 in red, board 1 in green and board 2 in blue. For strings
A, B and C, the noise-histogram data-taking started in July 2007. String-D has data from its
deployment in Deember 2007. The 2007/2008 drilling season is learly visible on all strings.
The noise-levels are more errati before that drilling season sine the sensors were powered
on and o ontineously. The 2008/2009 drilling season is less learly visible. Two reasons for
this are possible. First, the IeCube drilling took plae at a larger distane from the SPATS
array than in the 2007/2008 drilling season. Indeed, string C, whih was positioned losest to
the 2008/2009 IeCube drilling site, does show an inrease in noise levels. The other strings
only show a muh smaller eet. Seond, for the 2007/2008 drilling season, only 1 point/hour is
plotted in ontrast to 1 point/5min for the 2007/2008 drilling season.
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Appendix B. SPATS noise evolution in time
B.1 String-A
Figure B.1: String-A noise evolution for all hannels.
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B.2. String-B
B.2 String-B
Figure B.2: String-B noise evolution for all hannels.
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Appendix B. SPATS noise evolution in time
B.3 String-C
Figure B.3: String-C noise evolution for all hannels.
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B.4. String-D
B.4 String-D
Figure B.4: String-D noise evolution for all hannels. The gain setting was hanged for the
HADES hannels at two oasions.
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Appendix C
Transmitter results of the Abisko
SPATS test
C.1 Transmitter variability
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Figure C.1: The transmitter module variability in the Abisko SPATS test. Transmitter
amplitudes averaged over 10 reorded events as a funtion of depth. The error bars are the
standard deviation of a single measurement. The sensor was loated at a distane of 400m
and at a depth of 30m.
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Appendix C. Transmitter results of the Abisko SPATS test
C.2 Transmitter-piezo variability
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Figure C.2: The transmitter piezo-erami element variability in the Abisko SPATS test.
The amplitudes are averaged over 10 reorded events at eah depth. The error bars are the
standard deviation for a single measurement. The sensor was loated at a distane of 400m
and at a depth of 30m.
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Nederlandstalige samenvatting
Motivatie
Kosmishe straling is gedenieerd in dit werk als alle deeltjes (geladen of niet) die vanuit de
kosmos op de atmosfeer van de aarde invallen. De ontdekking van deze straling wordt meestal
toegekend aan V. F. Hess, nadat hij aan de hand van ballonvluhten in 1912 het bestaan van
sterk doordringende geladen straling in de atmosfeer had aangetoond. Bijna een eeuw na de
eerste ballonvluht van Hess, is het spetrum van geladen kosmishe straling gemeten over meer
dan 28 grootteordes in ux en 13 grootteordes in energie. Het is een bijna strutuurloos spetrum
volgens
dN
dE ∼ Eγ , waarbij dNdE de dierentiële ux is, E is de energie van de kosmishe straling
en γ is de spetrale index.
Versheidene theorieën bestaan die de produtie van dergelijke hoog-energetishe kosmishe
straling modelleren. Deze modellen kunnen opgesplitst worden in twee soorten: de zogenaamde
bottom-up modellen en de, meer exotishe, top-down modellen. In de bottom-up modellen
worden geladen deeltjes versneld tot hun uiteindelijke energie aan de hand van elektrishe en
magnetishe velden: dit zijn de versnellingsmodellen. Aan de andere kant gaan de top-down
modellen ervan uit dat de hoog-energetishe deeltjes die we hier observeren de produten zijn
van verval van deeltjes met nog hogere energie, zoals bijvoorbeeld topologishe defeten.
Het spetrum van de geladen kosmishe straling bevat 3 transitieregio's. De spetrale index
gaat van −2.7 tot −3.1 tussen 1015 en 1016 eV, deze regio is genaamd de knie. Een verdere daling
in spetrale index zou kunnen geassoieerd worden met een tweede knie voor energieën rond
4 · 1017 eV. Bij de zogenaamde enkel tussen 1018 en 1019 eV gaat de spetrale index terug naar
−2.7, deze kosmishe straling heeft ultra hoge energie (UHE).
Het geheel van de data beshikbaar op dit moment lijkt te wijzen op een standaard model
voor de kosmishe straling. De metingen zijn in overeenstemming met de aanname dat de deeltjes
tot aan de knie van galatishe origine zijn, versneld in shokfronten van, bijvoorbeeld, restanten
van supernova's. Het ten einde lopen van de versnellingsmogelijkheden van de galatishe bron-
nen is een mogelijk mehanisme ahter het steiler worden van het spetrum bij de knie. De
galatshe kosmishe deeltjes die versneld worden tot hoge energieën kunnen ook ontsnappen uit
ons Melkwegstelsel en dit draagt ook bij tot de daling van de spetrale index bij de knie. Tussen
de knie en de enkel is er mogelijk reeds een overgang van galatishe deeltjes naar extragalatishe
kosmishe straling. De algemene onsensus is dat de deeltje voorbij de enkel van extragalatishe
origine zijn. Er bestaat ehter nog geen sluitende experimenteel bewijs in verband met de pre-
iese herkomst en samenstelling van de UHE kosmishe straling. Zowel de P. Auger Observatory
(PAO [27℄) als de HiRes [26℄ detetors hebben het steile einde van het spetrum rond 4 · 1019 eV
experimenteel vastgesteld in 2007/2008.
Een mehanisme ahter het beëindigen van het spetrum van de kosmishe straling werd
voorgesteld in 1966 door Greisen, Zatsepin en Kuz'min (GZK, zie [36, 37℄). De zogenaamde
GZK-grens wordt gevormd door de interatie van de UHE geladen deeltjes met de laag ener-
getishe fotonen van de kosmishe mirogolf ahtergrondstraling (CMB). Inderdaad, de hoog
energetishe protonen kunnen interageren met de CMB fotonen via de Bethe-Heitler (BH) e+e−
paar produtie:
p+ γCMB → p+ e+ + e−, (C.1)
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en ook via pion produtie proessen, bijvoorbeeld via de ∆+-resonantie [38℄:
p+ γCMB → ∆+ → N + π, (C.2)
waar de nale staat p+π0, n+π+, p+π++π−, enzovoort, kan zijn. De zwaardere atoomkernen
verliezen energie via foto-desintegratie. De neutrale mesonen vervallen dan in fotonen, terwijl
de geladen mesonen vervallen in, onder andere, neutrino's. Deze voorspelde GZK neutrino ux
wordt vaak de gegarandeerde neutrino ux genoemd. De preieze uxgrootte varieert met meer
dan een grootteorde tussen vershillende modellen en hangt af van de samenstelling van de UHE
kosmishe straling. Inderdaad, een puur proton samenstelling levert een veel hogere ux rond
1018 eV dan een gemengd proton en ijzer samenstelling. Het zetten van limieten op, of de detetie
van, de GZK ux kan een waardevolle bijdrage leveren in het onderzoek naar de samenstelling van
de UHE geladen kosmishe straling. Er bestaan ook andere mogelijke bronnen voor neutrino's,
zowel in ons eigen Melkwegstelsel als extragalatish. De voorspelde uxen van deze bronnen
varieëren enorm en veel modellen zijn reeds uitgesloten door huidige waarnemingen [54, 50℄.
Vanuit alle huidige neutrinoux modellen is het reeds duidelijk dat de verwahtte ux op aarde
zeer klein is.
Een neutrino interageert via diep inelastishe botsingen met een nuleon uit het doelwitma-
teriaal met als eindproduten een neutrino of een geladen lepton, telkens met een hadronish
overshot. Voor hoge energieën zal de hadronishe asade steeds ongeveer 20% van de initiële
energie meekrijgen.
Een hoog-energetish neutrino dat interageert in een detetormedium heeft drie mogelijke
deteteerbare signalen:
• Optishe golven
Geladen deeltjes zenden Cherenkov straling uit indien ze sneller gaan dan de lihtsnelheid
in dat medium. Dit liht kan dan opgevangen worden met lihtvermeningvuldigingsbuizen
(PMT). Voor een UHE neutrino interatie zijn er dus twee mogelijke optishe signalen: een
spoor van liht uitgaande van een enkel deeltje en een meer uitgestrekt lihtsignaal van de
kaskade van deeltjes.
• Radio golven
Een netto lading in de elektromagnetishe kaskade zorgt voor een oherent radio Cherenkov
eet dat eventueel kan opgevangen worden door antenna's.
• Akoestishe golven
Een hoog-energetishe asade zal lokaal en ogenblikkelijk het detetormedium opwarmen
en zodoende een drukgolf reëren die eventueel kan opgevangen worden met akoestishe
sensoren. De mogelijkheid van het deteteren van UHE neutrino's aan de hand van het
akoestishe signaal dat ze bij interatie reëren is het onderwerp van dit proefshrift.
De zwakheid waarmee neutrino's interageren heeft een belangrijk gevolg voor de detetie er-
van: men heeft enorme hoeveelheden detetormateriaal nodig om een redelijk aantal interaties
per jaar te observeren. Er wordt dan ook vaak gebruik gemaakt van natuurlijke reservoirs, zoals
bijvoorbeeld meren, zeeën en Zuidpoolijs. Er zijn reeds heel wat neutrino detetors operationeel
of onder onstrutie. Een groot deel daarvan bestaan uit een rooster van PMT's in een bepaald
optish transparant natuurlijk medium, zoals zeewater of ijs. De huidige data bestaat enkel uit
atmosferishe neutrino's. Het kan dan ook gesteld worden dat de optishe Cherenkov deteti-
etehniek zeer goed begrepen en getest is. De radiotehniek heeft reeds versheidene projeten
lopen in en op het Antartishe ijs.
IJs is een ideale kandidaat voor de bouw van een hybride detetor die gebruik maakt van de
drie detetietehnieken. IeCube, de eerste neutrinotelesoop op kilometershaal met optishe
detetormodules, wordt momenteel geonstrueerd in het Antartia-ijs [48℄. IeCube zal ehter
naar shatting maar 1 UHE neutrino per jaar observeren. Simulaties en onderzoek hebben dan
ook geleid tot het ontwerp van een veel grotere, zogenaamde hybride detetor [88, 108℄. De
hybride detetor zou de drie detetiemethodes ombineren door IeCube, die alleen bestaat uit
optishe modules, uit te breiden met akoestishe detetoren en radioantennes. Een veel groter
volume van ongeveer 100 km
3
zou zo met een redelijk beperkt aantal nieuwe detetoren (en dus
tegen een redelijke kostprijs) bereikt worden.
De mogelijkheid van detetie van het akoestishe signaal dat uitgezonden wordt door een
asade van geladen deeltjes in water is eerst geopperd door G. A. Askaryan in 1957 [110℄.
Ondertussen zijn er reeds vele referenties die de akoestishe signalen berekenen of simuleren
afkomstig van de asades veroorzaakt door de interatie van UHE neutrino's in water en ijs.
Een dergelijke akoestish signaal heeft volgende eigenshappen:
• De drukgolf heeft een bipolaire vorm en de lengte is afhankelijk van de radiale uitgestrek-
theid van de asade en van de geluidssnelheid in het medium. In ijs, de verwahtte
frequentie-inhoud is gemiddeld 40 kHz.
• De amplitude is lineair afhankelijk van de energie bevat in de asade.
• Het akoestishe veld heeft een zogenaamde pannenkoekvorm: de amplitude is het grootst
in het vlak loodreht op de as van de asade.
Versheidene experimenten hebben reeds het thermoakoestishe model getest door middel van
deeltjesversnellers. Ook aan de universiteit van Gent werd er in 2006/2007 een experimentele
opstelling verwezenlijkt ter veriatie van het thermoakoestishe model in water. Hierbij werd er
een elektronbundel op een vat met water geriht. In een eerste instantie werd de gedeponeerde
dosis opgemeten en ook gesimuleerd. Aan de hand van deze simulatie werd dan het akoestishe
signaal voorspeld. Een ommeriële hydrofoon werd vervolgens in het akoestishe veld geplaatst
en het geobserveerde signaal was in redelijke overeenstemming met de gesimuleerde puls.
De akoestishe detetietehniek bevind zih ehter nog in kindershoenen. De akoestishe
eigenshappen van ijs veelbelovend zijn voor deze detetie tehniek. Inderdaad, de voorspelde
dempinglengte is 9 ± 3 km, het geluidsniveau is mogelijk lager dan voor oeanen. Daarom was
de South Pole Aousti Test Setup (SPATS) ontworpen. Deze detetor heeft de voorbije 3 jaar
de akoestishe eigenshappen van de eerste 500m van de ijslaag aan de geograshe Zuidpool in
het relevante frequentie-interval onderzoht.
SPATS
SPATS (South Pole Aousti Test Setup) is ontworpen in funtie van het onderzoek van de
akoestishe eigenshappen van het Zuidpoolijs. The permanent geïnstalleerde hardware bestaat
uit 4 vertiale geïnstrumenteerde kabels, genaamd strings. Ze zijn geïnstalleerd in de bovenste
500m van geseleteerde IeCube gaten zodat een trapezoïdale geometrie wordt bekomen. De
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maximale afstand tussen twee strings is 543m tussen string C en string D. Strings A, B en C
hebben akoestishe stations op 80, 100, 140, 190, 250, 320 and 400m diepte. String D heeft
geïnstrumenteerde niveaus op 140, 190, 250, 320, 400, 430 and 500 m diepte.
Een akoestish station bestaat uit een zendermodule en een sensormodule. De zendermodule
heeft een stalen drukbestendig vat waarin de eletronia zit die toelaat een korte puls met hoge
elektrishe spanning (high voltage, HV) te genereren bij het ontvangen van een triggersignaal. Er
is ook een temperatuur- of druksensor in elke zendermodule. De gegenereerde HV pulsen worden
gestuurd via een stevige HV kabel naar het piëzo keramish element dat ongeveer 13 m onder
het drukbestendige vat gepositioneerd is. Het piëzo keramish element zend dan een akoestishe
kort signaal uit. De amplitude van de uitgezonden akoestishe puls kan aangepast worden.
De SPATS sensormodule heeft drie sensorkanalen, elk 120
◦
van elkaar gesheiden. Elk sen-
sorkanaal bestaat uit een ylindrish piëzo keramish element dat diret aan een 3-stadia ver-
sterker gesoldeerd is. Het element is dan tegen de wand van het stalen drukbestendige vat
gedrukt. Een tweede type sensor was ontworpen: HADES (Hydrophone for Aousti Detetion
at South Pole) is een alternatieve sensor met een totaal ander dynamish bereik en resonant
gedrag
Ieder akoestish station is verbonden met een akoestishe knooppunt (Aousti Juntion Box,
AJB). Dit is een robuuste aluminium doos die begraven ligt onder ongeveer 3m sneeuw juist naast
de positie van de string. Het bevat de elektronishe omponenten die nodig zijn voor de loale
digitalisering van alle signalen. Elke AJB is verbonden via een oppervlaktekabel met een PC in
het IeCube laboratorium die lokaal de data opslaat voordat het gekopieerd wordt via satelliet.
Deze PC is ook verbonden met een GPS klok die instaat voor de preieze tijdsbestempeling van
alle data.
Inter-string dempiinglengte
De SPATS inter-string data bestaat uit een 3 types les: ruis, sensor-string signaal en zender-
string signaal. Aan de hand van deze drie les kan de energie van een bepaalde puls bekomen
worden. De eetieve amplitude is gedenieerd als de vierkantswortel van de pulsenergie.
Inter-string gelijk-niveau analyse
In een eerste instantie is er een analyse van de inter-string data uitgevoerd voor zender-sensor
ombinaties waarvoor de polaire hoek ten opzihte van het horizontaal vlak nul is. Aangezien er
vier SPATS strings zijn, kan er met een enkele zender die gehoord wordt door de drie sensors op
gelijk niveau maar op drie afstanden (dit zijn drie vershillende strings) een dempinglengtemeting
uitgevoerd worden. In totaal zijn er 28 SPATS zenders, waarvan 25 deelnamen aan de inter-string
dataprodutie. Voor 12 zenders zijn er genoeg datapunten voor een dempinglengtemeting en het
gewogen gemiddelde van alle metingen geeft voor de dempingsoëient α = 0.0031±0.0008m−1 .
Indien enkel de positieve dempingsoëienten behouden worden voor de berekening van het
gewogen gemiddelde, bekomt men α = 0.0041 ± 0.0009m−1. Dit geeft een dempinglengte van
245 ± 54m.
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Inter-string ratio analyse
Geen enkel van de in SPATS geïnstalleerde zenders of sensors zijn gekalibreerd in ijs, vandaar
dat een ongekende intrinsieke gevoeligheid Sj of transmittiviteit Ti meespelen voor een enkele
inter-string amplitude:
Aij =
TiSj
dij
e−αdij , (C.3)
waar Aij de amplitude van de zenderpuls is, uitgezonden door zender i en gedeteteerd door
sensor j en dij is de afstand tussen zender i en sensor j. Als we dan twee zender-sensor paren
nemen, bijvoorbeeld zenders Ti en Tk gehoord door zowel sensor Sj als Sl, dan kan een ratio van
amplitudes geonstrueerd worden:
ln(RARd) = ln
(
AijAkl
AilAkj
dijdkl
dildkj
)
= −αDx + b, (C.4)
waar RA en Rd de ratios zijn van de amplitudes en afstanden respetievelijk. Dx = ([dij −
dil] − [dkj − dkl]) en b is een vrije parameter die een systematishe vershuiving in y toelaat.
De drie kanalen van beide sensormodules moeten voldoen aan A > 1.5σstat(A), waar σstat(A) de
statistishe fout is op de amplitude A. Dode en gesatureerde kanalen zijn uitgesloten.
Een enkele ratio zou dan theoretish de dempingsoëient moeten opleveren indien alle
zenders en sensoren een perfet isotroop gedrag hebben. Er is ehter de azimutale oriëntatie
van elke sensormodule die ongekend is en het zender signaal is is afhankelijk van de polaire
oriëntatie. Beide eeten moeten dus geminimaliseerd en in rekening gebraht worden. Vandaar
dat in de analyse enkel de zender-sensor ombinaties van aangrenzende niveaus gebruikt worden:
(190,250), (250, 320) and (320,400)m diepte. Dit limiteert het vershil in polaire hoek voor een
amplitude ratio tot maximaal of 32
◦
. Het maximale vershil in azimutale hoek is grofweg 120
◦
.
Daarom wordt er in deze analyse gebruik gemaakt van een gemiddelde sensoramplitude. Een 68%
variatie van de gevoeligheid van de sensor en een 40% variatie in the zender wordt aangenomen.
Dit geeft dan een totale onzekerheid op een enkele amplitude ratio van 160%.
Het is dus duidelijk dat een enkele ratio berekening geen nut heeft als een shatter voor de
dempingsoëient. In totaal werden er 172 ratio berekend, deze ratio in funtie van Dx werden
dan get met een 2-parameter t funtie, met als resultaat voor α = 0.0040 ± 0.0016 m−1. Dit
geeft voor de dempinglengte
λ = 250 ± 100m. (C.5)
Conlusie
SPATS was ontworpen en geïnstalleerd in het ijs nabij de geograshe Zuidpool. Het geheel
van de huidige experimentele resultaten hebben een impat op de haalbaarheid van een grote
akoestishe neutrino detetor in het Zuidpoolijs:
• Geluidssnelheid.
De SPATS resultaten voor de geluidssnelheid van de longitudinale en transversale golven
zijn in overeenkomst met de theoretishe voorspellingen en voorgaande experimentele data.
Eenmaal dieper dan 200m, blijven de geluidssnelheden onstant. De longitudinale gelu-
idssnelheid is 3878.3 ± 1.2m/s en de transversale geluidssnelheid is 1975.0 ± 8.0m/s.
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Het feit dat de geluidssnelheid onstant is onder 200m zorgt ervoor dat de akoestishe gol-
ven niet afbuigen als ze door het diepe ijs propageren. Dit vergemakkelijkt de reonstrutie
van de aankomstrihting van het neutrino. Daarboven, indien een neutrino interatie zowel
longitudinale als transversale golven voortbrengt, dan kan het tijdsvershil tussen de twee
golven voor een enkele sensor gebruikt worden voor het berekenen van de afstand tot de
interatie.
• Ahtergrondgeluid.
Het ahtergrondgeluid bestaat uit twee omponenten: het ontinu geluid en voorbijgaande
geluiden die mogelijks verkeerdelijk als neutrino signalen kunnen geinterpreteerd worden.
De ux en herkomst van deze voorbijgaande ahtergrondgeluiden zijn bepaald geweest door
de SPATS detetor. De ux is heel laag en het overgrote deel komt van gekende bronnen
van menselijke makelij.
De ontinue ahtergrondruis is heel stabiel en de distributie is Gaussish. De menselijke
ativiteit en de temperatuursshommelingen op het oppervlak hebben geen invloed op het
geluidsniveau in het ijs. Op dit moment is er nog een resultaat voor het absolute niveau
van de ahtergrondruis.
• Attenuatielengte.
De door SPATS gemeten dempinglengte is veel kleiner dan voorspeld. Dit heeft een
grote impat op de geometrie van een mogelijke toekomstige akoestishe neutrino detetor
aangezien de horizontale afstanden veel kleiner moeten zijn. Vandaar dat de akoestishe
detetietehniek minder nanieel aantrekkelijk is dan verwaht.
Enkel het absolute geluidsniveau is nog niet bepaald. De dempinglengte is veel kleiner dan
verwaht, mogelijks door een foutieve aanname over de korrelgrote in het ijs. Om dit verder te
onderzoeken zijn er verdere metingen gepland in het komende Antartish seizoen.
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